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Acronyms and terminologies 

ACRONYM EXPLANATION [1] 

ABS Attribute-Based Signatures 

AMI Advanced Measurement Infrastructure 

AML Anti-Money Laundering refers to a set of practices including procedures, laws, 

and regulations to prevent income through illegal actions. 

API Application programming interface. 

ARP Address Resolution Protocol  

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit  

Bitcoin Bitcoin with capital “B” refers to the network. 
bitcoin bitcoin with lower case “b” refers to the currency. 
Blockchain A Blockchain is an implementation of a “distributed ledger” using a list of chained 

blocks. Each block encapsulating validated transactions.  

BPQS Blockchained Post-Quantum Signatures 

BSS Business Support Systems  

CA Certificate Authority 

CIDN Collaborative Intrusion Detection Networks 

CoC Chain of Custody  

Consensus A Blockchain is a distributed ledger that relies on nodes to store independently a 

copy of a ledger representing the state of a system. Users can read or write to 

the ledger without the control of a trusted third party. The state of the system is 

the result of an agreement of the nodes, also called consensus. 

CRS Common Reference String 

CSPs Communications service providers  

CVP Closest Vector Problem 

DSA  Digital Signature Algorithm  

ECC Elliptic Curve Cryptography 

ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm. ECDSA is a Digital Signature Algorithm 

which uses elliptic curve cryptography. 

EHRs Electronic Health Records  

FDIA False Data Injection Attack  

Fee (transaction fees) Transaction fee is a fee that the initiator of a transaction includes for on-chain 

transaction. The fee is collected by the node that includes the transaction in a 

blockchain block. 

FHIR Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources  

GPS Global Positioning System  

Hard fork A hard fork is a blockchain rule change such that the old rules of validation for 

the software will see the blocks produced according to the new rules as invalid. 

Hardware wallet A hardware wallet is a special type of wallet which stores the user's private keys 

in a secure hardware element. 

HIDS Host based Intrusion Detection System 

IDS  Intrusion Detection System 

IoT Internet of Things 

KYC Know Your Customer refers to a set of business practices to verify the identity of 

its clients and assessing potential risks of illegal intentions. 

Lightning network The Lightning Network (also called state channel) is a "second layer" payment 

protocol that operates on top of a cryptocurrency. It enables off-chain fast 

transactions between participating nodes while preserving the underlying 

blockchain security model. State channel is a solution for blockchain scalability. 

LPN Learning Parity with Noise 
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LWE Learning with Errors 

MEC Mobile Edge Computing 

Merkle tree A hash tree or Merkle tree is a tree in which every leaf node is labelled with the 

hash of a data block and every non-leaf node is labelled with the cryptographic 

hash of the labels of its child nodes. Hash trees allow efficient and secure 

verification of the contents of large data structures. A Merkle tree is recursively 

defined as a binary tree of hash lists where the parent node is the hash of its 

children, and the leaf nodes are hashes of the original data blocks. 

MitM Man-in-the-Middle 

MQ Multivariate Quadratic polynomial 

NIDS Network based Intrusion Detection System 

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

OSS Operational Support Systems  

OTS One Time Signature 

PKI Public Key Infrastructure 

PMUs Phasor Measurement Units  

PoW Proof-of-Work 

PPR Patient-Provider Relationship  

PPT Probabilistic Polynomial-Time 

Proof-of-Stake Proof of Stake (PoS) is a type of consensus algorithm by which a cryptocurrency 

blockchain network aims to achieve distributed consensus. In PoS-based 

cryptocurrencies, the creator of the next block is chosen via various 

combinations of random selection and wealth or age (i.e. the stake). 

Proof-of-Work Proof of Work (PoW) is a type of consensus algorithm by which a cryptocurrency 

blockchain network aims to achieve distributed consensus. In PoW-based 

cryptocurrencies, the creator of the next block is selected probabilistically 

according to some work (processing time) that it can furnish with respect to the 

total work furnished in the network. PoW is a protection mechanism against 

Denial Of Service attacks. 

RSA RSA (Rivest–Shamir–Adleman), from the name of the three inventors, is one of 

the first public-private key pair cryptographic systems. 

RSA Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (cryptographic algorithm) 

SP Service Provider 

SPoF Single Point of Failure 

Transaction A transaction is an operation that can be executed on a distributed ledger. This 

operation is either a “read” or “write” of the ledger. 
Transaction 

Processing 

Processing a transaction means controlling the validity of the transaction and 

reading or writing it to the distributed ledger. 

Turing completeness 

[2] 

A Turing Complete system is a system that in principle could be used to solve any 

computation problem. Non-Turing completeness blockchain such as Bitcoin lacks 

some computer instruction like looping instruction as opposed to the Ethereum 

blockchain. 

Wallet A wallet stores the private and the public keys. A private key can be used to sign 

a transaction, for instance, spend cryptocurrency. A public key can be used to 

receive cryptocurrency. 

XMSS extended Merkle signature scheme  

ZK Zero-Knowledge 

zk-SNARK Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge 
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Executive summary 

Organizations worldwide, from governments to public and corporate enterprises, are under constant threat 

by evolving cyber-attacks. The fact that there are billions of IoT devices globally, most of which are readily 

accessible and easily hacked, allows threat actors to use them as the cyber-weapon delivery system of choice 

in many today’s cyber-attacks, e.g., from botnet-building for launching distributed denial of service attacks, 

to malware spreading and spamming.  

As cyber-attacks get more sophisticated, at the same time, an assembly of technology called blockchain 

appeared 10 years ago. This technology is an elegant solution for trust digitalization since it embodies trust 

without trusted third parties. 

At first, native uses cases for such distributed ledger technologies were based on cryptocurrency, peer to 

peer transaction and programmable money. Then more sophisticated blockchain DLT appeared with exciting 

capabilities such as a smart contract. Smart contracts bring an elegant solution to enforce technologically 

contractual agreement trust. 

The last two years have witnessed the development of various distributed ledger technologies, each with 

given particularities. If one can easily understand that such technology could have significant applications 

with IoT and cybersecurity, it is easy to get lost with such creativity, and it is sometimes difficult to have a 

clear and objective understanding of the blockchains at work. 

Towards this end, this deliverable conducts a comprehensive review of the distributed ledger landscape, 

compiling an overview from the foundations, the existing protocols, and platforms to security analysis and 

IOT uses cases where distributed ledger technologies bring an elegant answer. 

Subsequently, the deliverable focuses on understanding the unitary building block, including the consensus 

algorithm which is the core part of such technology, the purpose for blockchain and IOT, the protocols and 

platforms, a comparative analysis, the ongoing evolutions, the blockchain security model and lastly the use 

cases where distributed ledger technologies could be used.  

These assessments are essential for the context of the Cyber-Trust cyberthreat intelligence sharing and 

alerting, since the distributed ledger technologies immutable characteristics and smart contracts can pave 

the way to deliver numerous use cases while enforcing compliance and legal frameworks. Finally, 

recommendations for other Cyber-Trust work packages regarding the exploitation of the results of this 

deliverable are listed. 
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1. Introduction 

The deliverable provides a thorough distributed ledger concepts and consensus mechanism; it is 

therefore quite technical by nature. We believe that readers with a technical background will 

find the presentation quite comprehensive and the analysis accurate and complete. Non-technical readers 

might have to skip more technical parts, especially during the first reading. Blockchain being the most 

frequent implementation of DLT, for the sake of simplicity, we will use the work “blockchain” as a synonym 
for Distributed Ledger. 

 

 

1.1 Purpose of the document 

This document is an overview of the DLT existing project and concepts. It will help to design Cyber-Trust DLT 

by choosing the most adequate technology with regards to the project needs.  

 

1.2 Structure of the document 

This document comprises eight sections, the first one being the current introductory section. The rest of the 

report is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the foundation of distributed ledger, documenting the 

history of blockchain based on money and other aspects such as the building blocks that constitute a 

distributed ledger. Section 3 reviews one core aspect of the blockchain, i.e., the consensus algorithm that 

permits to reach a shared, accepted state of the ledger. It reviews alternative consensus methods and at last, 

provides a comparative analysis of 4 main consensus methods. Section 4 examines the evolution of the 

ongoing developments of the distributed ledgers, each from a different point of view: functional, 

architectural and technical. It also covers the standardization body affecting distributed ledger technologies. 

Section 5 reviews different blockchain protocols and platforms to provide a comparative analysis. While 

Section 6 reviews different cases of blockchain and IOT attacks. Subsequently, Section 7 discusses 

propositions about how distributed ledger technologies could bring an elegant solution to Cyber-Trust 

project needs such as –authority management, -data integrity preservation, -forensic evidence storage and -

ownership management. Finally, Section 8 concludes this deliverable. 
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2. Blockchain foundations 

In this chapter, we will cover a broad overview of blockchain including: 

• The history of money, from seashell to the rise of money relying on distributed ledger technology; 

• The required building blocks that constitute the “secret sauce” of a blockchain; 

• The incentive mechanism to keep a human community to take care of the technology and maintain 

the system running to achieve trust without a trusted third party; 

• The types of distributed ledgers, the public one used for cryptocurrency money and the private that 

can be used by a consortium of actors that do not fully trust each other; 

• The types of data models to store data within a blockchain. 

 

2.1 History overview  

Blockchain is the result of two strong historical movements:  

• The emergence and spread of Information Technology that leads to the explosion of data created by 

human species, including data related to exchange between humans, i.e., money; 

• The evolution of human society with the rise of the individual mindset and that the technology may 

bring alternatives to the idea that pyramidal organization of human activities is a requirement. 

 

2.1.1 Early proposals of electronic money 

Money has taken different forms, from physical representations to abstract representation stored within 

databases and computer memory. 

 

2.1.1.1 Money, from salt to bit protocols 

Before the invention of money, people were relying on barter. Barter was a primitive form of exchange since 

it requires a “double coincidence of wants.” Money was then invented as a pivot between products and 

services exchanges. 

 

Money has three functions: 

• Medium of exchange, characterized by the facility to exchange it for a variety of products and 

services, 

• Unit of account, characterized by the capacity to indicate a measurement of the value of products 

and services,  

• Store of value, characterized by the capacity to store value time and retrieve it, either for spatial 

transport (from one territory to another) or temporal transport (from accumulation to credit). 

 

2.1.1.2 Commodity money to fiat currency 

The journey of money started with commodity money, or money with intrinsic value that can be used for 

another purpose such as salt, cattle, gold. Coinage money was invented around 1000-1200 BCE and consisted 

of an authority sign minted on a piece of metal. 

 

The real breakthrough in monetary history occurred when people gained trust in money that lack intrinsic 

value but was easier to store and transport such as whales’ teeth, cowry shells or paper banknote. 

 

During the 11th century, the merchant and explorer Marco Polo discovered in China a breakthrough 

innovation, the paper banknote which was invented around the 10th century.  

 

Paper banknote was originally certificate of deposit of coinage money and was redeemable in metal. 
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Figure 2.1: World earliest paper money, Song dynasty 926-1278 [3] 

From the 17th to the 20th century in Europe, paper banknote was sometimes redeemable against metal 

sometimes not.  

 

In 1944, the Bretton Woods conference established the rules for commercial and financial relations among 

the United States, Canada, Western Europe, Australia, and Japan. The rules stated that gold and United States 

dollar were convertible while keeping tight pegging between other money and the United States dollar. 

 

On the 15th of August 1971, the United States unilaterally terminated convertibility of the US dollar to gold, 

effectively bringing the Bretton Woods system to an end and rendering the dollar a fiat currency.  

 

Since then, the world has started a fiat journey where money is backed by institutions and governments 

bringing on the table that money is a “psychological construct that ensures mutual trust” as stated by the 
historian Yuval Noah Harari [4].  

 

 

Figure 2.2: Money journey from metal to fiat [5] 

In the fiat paradigm, three types of money coexist in the financial system, each of them being an IOU (“I Owe 
You”). IOU is a promise to repay someone, something in the future. 
 

There are three forms of IOUs: 

1. Central bank reserves: this is the money of the central bank. Practically, one part of this money can 

be lent to commercial banks, 

2. Currency: this is the physical notes and the coins; currencies are manufactured by central banks. They 

represent an IOU from a central bank to a holder. 

3. Bank deposit: this is the form of money held in a bank account. 

 

2.1.1.3 Fiat currency to electronic money 

Fiat currencies such as Euros and USD have value because the latter is stipulated on the coins and notes by 

social institutions such as central banks and governments. Fiat currencies allow central banks to control 

interest rates, the supply of money and liquidity. 
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The transaction between people has traditionally been based on physical money. However, the development 

and adoption of Information Technologies and the Internet have led to mass adoption of a wide range of 

payment methods providing near-instant digital transfer of fiat money under the form of electronic money 

(credit and debit cards, PayPal, Alipay, M-Pesa, and others). 

 

For the group of libertarians, cypherpunks, and crypto-anarchists, it was unacceptable that central 

institutions had complete control over the supply, hence the value of the wealth accumulated by private 

individuals. 

 

They emphasized the financial right to keep savings safe from inflation of fiat money and to engage in 

economic activities disintermediated from central institutions such as banks.  

 

For them, it was necessary to define a supply of the “source of value” outside of and separate from these 

institutions. They started in the 1980s and 1990s a series of venture that brought them to bit protocols. 

 

2.1.1.4 E-gold 

E-gold was a private international digital currency backed entirely by silver and gold. The company was 

created in 1996 by two libertarians, the oncologist Douglas Jackson and the attorney Barry Downey [6] [7]. 

E-Gold was operated by the company “Gold & Silver Reserve Inc.” incorporated in Saint Kitt and Nevis with 
daily operations conducted from Florida, USA. The company was providing several services: 

• A digitalized centralized currency backed by gold coins stored in a bank safe deposit, 

• An exchange offering a bridge between to and from fiat money directly through a web portal, 

• Innovative payment through Application Programming Interface (API), mobile phone, or Palm Pilot 

as early as February 1999!  

E-gold was used by both individuals and merchants for services including metals trading, online merchants, 

online auctions, online casinos, political organisations, and non-profit organisations. At its the peak in 2006, 

e-gold had 5 million accounts and was processing a value of 2 billion US$ transaction per year over a monetary 

base of 71 million US$ (roughly 3.5 tons).  

 

Following the 2001 attacks in New York City, the US PatrIoT Act and tougher regulation, e-gold was in a 

regulatory grey zone. After several disputes in federal courts, it was recognized that “the intent was not there 
to engage in illegal conduct,” however Jackson was indicted with the charges of money laundering, 

conspiracy and operating an unlicensed money transmitting business.  

 

2.1.1.5 DigiCash 

“DigiCash Inc.” was an electronic money corporation founded in 1989 David Chaum, a cryptographer who 

graduated from the University of California, Berkeley. It relied on RSA public-private key pair [8] to enable 

“micropayments”, transactions of less than 10 USD. 
 

With DigiCash, the signer can enable a transaction by signing the transaction with its private key while 

everyone can verify the transaction using the public key of the signee. While DigiCash had a brilliant 

technology, the solution did not meet its market.  

 

(volume of five thousand customers [9] for a total amount of transaction of 100,000 USD). DigiCash declared 

bankruptcy in 1998. 

 

2.1.1.6 b-money 

B-Money was an e-money proposal by Wei Dai posted on November 1998 in a cyberphunks mailing list [10] 

and is mentioned in the original Satoshi white paper.  
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In this proposal, Wei proposed to create an “anonymous, distributed electronic cash system”. Two 

approaches were presented: 

1. One relying on a fully distributed model without central server, but depending upon the hypothesis 

of an unjammable channel, which is impossible to achieve; 

2. A second one relying on a decentralised approach and on trusted servers. These servers were 

supposed to operate the transactions with a mix of Proof of Work and Proof of Stake to validate 

transactions. 

The proposal did not lead to a real project but was a strong inspiration for further protocols, including bitcoin. 

 

2.1.1.7 Paypal 

Paypal was initially a payment product launched in late 1999 by Confinity, a company founded by Max Lechin, 

Peter Thiel and Luke Nosek that merged in 2000 with X.com, another payment company founded by Elon 

Musk. Paypal played an essential role as an enabler of worldwide online payments but with a trusted third-

party positioning. They act as a proxy with banks for payment and a way to deposit and withdraw money.  

 

 

  

Figure 2.3: Towards a peer-to-peer cash system  

2.1.2 Bitcoin, the rise of distributed ledgers 

The experiments and ideas related to electronic money at the end of the 20th century were either relying on 

a third party value like a precious metal (E-gold) or were more a payment system (DigiCash, Paypal). The 

roots of the idea of electronic gold backed by a computer were presented in Wei Dai proposal. However, 

inventors were still struggling with the problem of money creation. 

 

2.1.2.1 A dream from cypherpunk and libertarian 

The formal Bitcoin protocol was released in October 2008 under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto [11] [12]. 

The paper conveyed similar ideals to those contained in a series of articles and publications by a close circle 

of programmers, cryptographers, and computer scientists who, in the 1980s and 1990s, set the technological, 

political, and ideological lines of two closely related movements: libertarian, agorist, crypto-anarchism, and 

cypherpunk.  

 

Among those publications, three contributions can be highlighted: 

• “A Cypherpunk’ s Manifesto” [13] published by Eric Hughes in 1992; 
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• “A Declaration of the Independence of Cyberspace” [14]  published by John Perry Barlow in 1996: 

• “Code and other laws of cyberspace” published by Lawrence Lessig in 1999 [15], a strong promoter 

of “code is law” culture. 

The ideas promoted: 

• Liberty as a core principle, dissolution of coercive social institutions, peer to peer self-organization, 

separation of state and economic activities as advocated by libertarians, 

• The right for privacy, privacy being defined as “the power to selectively reveal oneself to the world” 
[13], as advocated by cypherpunks. 

Ideas, as mentioned above, are enforced through:  

• “Freedom of thought” [16] and speech based on anonymity or pseudonymity; 

• Freedom of hiding and using encryption to avoid being noticed by the monitoring systems of 

governments or oppressive regimes; 

• Freedom to use private transaction and communications for the sake of privacy with "a guarantee -- 

with physics and mathematics, not with laws -- that we can give ourselves real privacy of personal 

communications through technical means." [17], 

• Freedom to exchange freely, in peer-to-peer without the need for a third party. 

 

Satoshi Nakamoto makes explicit reference [18] to this in an email sent just two months before the release 

of his Bitcoin software: “Governments are good at cutting off the heads of a centrally controlled network like 
Napster, but pure P2P networks like Gnutella and Tor seem to be holding their own.”. It is not surprising that 

Satoshi Nakamoto chose a non-centralized approach, based on a distributed ledger. 

2.1.2.2 A response to the centralised banking system 

“I've been working on a new electronic cash system that's fully peer-to-peer, with no trusted third party.” It 
is in these terms, that a mysterious character or a group of people answering to the pseudonym of Satoshi 

Nakamoto shared the 31st of October 2008, with a Cryptography Mailing List a white paper entitled “Bitcoin: 
A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” [19] [12]. 

  

This paper proposes “A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash [that] would allow online payments to 

be sent directly from one party to another without going through a financial institution.”  
 

From a technology point of view, the main contribution of Satoshi’s paper is on digital coin counterfeiting or 
double-spending prevention by harnessing:  

• A peer-to-peer network that secures a distributed ledger by trying to resolve a Proof Of Work, i.e., 

an hard-mathematical challenge, whose difficulty is adjusted periodically; 

• A simple method that allows anyone to independently check that the Proof Of Work solution is valid; 

• An economic reward, a coin creation to reward the peer-to-peer network for securing the distributed 

ledger. 

 

Beyond a response to a libertarian or cypherpunk ideal, Bitcoin is also a response from Satoshi Nakamoto to 

the 2008 subprime financial crisis, which severly affected banks and their clients.  

 

With his open source monetary and transaction system, Satoshi wanted people to freely exchange money 

without third parties such as a credit card company (Visa, Master Card) or a Bank. He wanted to end the 

aspect of centralisation of the existing banking system. 
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Figure 2.4: London Times cover (left), Bitcoin genesis block (right)  

 

As a testimony and sign of political engagement, when Satoshi started Bitcoin, January 3, 2009, he 

reproduced the cover story of the London Times “Chancellor on Brink of Second Bailout for Banks” in the 
Bitcoin genesis block (see above). 

 

2.1.2.3 Theoretical foundation 

Recently, a study [20] was carried by two researchers, respectively from the University of Princeton and the 

University of Concordia. They came to an interesting conclusion that the “overall concept of cryptocurrencies 
is built from forgotten ideas in research literature” about distributed ledger, digital cash, Proof Of Work (e.g., 
for combatting mail as early as 1992, see [21]), fault tolerance, public key as identities, and smart contracts. 

The reader may find below the chronology of key contributions. 

 
Figure 2.5: Chronology of key ideas found in bitcoin [20] 

We find back: 

• From a user point of view, trust digitalisation and automation relying on digital cash and smart 

contracts, 

• Consensus on the state of the system based on: 
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1. Linked data providing distributed ledger immutability; 

2. Byzantine Fault tolerant approach providing malicious or faulty node resilience; 

3. Proof Of Work to select a state of the system. 

• Public-private cryptography keys as identities guaranteeing user pseudonymity; 

• Peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing protocols enabling any central point disintermediation through direct 

transactions between two individuals without a third party.  

2.1.2.4 Cryptocurrency taxonomy 

If we take a broader view and review the proposal from Satoshi Nakamoto, it embodies “a system for 
electronic coin transactions”, where the overall trust of the network is ensured by a combination of: 

• A social community of users willing to transact; 

• An electronic coin having a double role: 

o Medium of exchange to transact between users; 

o Economic incentive to encourage nodes to stay honest; 

• A digital infrastructure composed of a network of independent computers, the “nodes”, the nodes 
being administrated by a subset of the “users” and contributing at any times to two main functions: 

o A distributed ledger of all transactions; 

o The Nakamoto consensus ensuring in most cases a convergence on the state of the 

aforementioned distributed ledger; 

• A Wallet giving the ability to the users to initiate a coin transaction to another user, this last being 

based on public-private key cryptography. 

 

These four components are the fundamental building blocks or taxonomy of any cryptocurrencies as first 

initiated by bitcoin.  

 
 

Figure 2.6: Taxonomy of any cryptoasset 

 

 

2.2 Blockchain building blocks 

From the origin of Bitcoin [12], the notion of distributed secured ledger, electronic coin and transactions are 

tightly coupled together to form a protocol.   

 

We propose in the following sections to elaborate a bit more on the underlying concepts that form a protocol, 

we will highlight particularities from: 

• A secure distributed ledger that records a public history of transactions; 

• A digital coin that can be digitally owned, or securely transacted; 

• A wallet that store private/public key pairs corresponding to the digital coins, the wallet being the 

instrument to control the electronic coins; 
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• A Peer to peer communication to broadcast a transaction to the network of nodes; A distributed 

node consensus to validate or not a transaction and decide on the state of the secured distributed 

ledger; An incentive mechanism to encourage nodes to stay honest and keep the system running. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7: Elementary blocks of a cryptocurrency 

 

2.2.1 Ledger data structure 

While in a centralized system, the data state is stored on a single computer, in a distributed system, or a 

distributed ledger, the data is stored on multiple computers. Lots of work research on distributed systems 

and communications networks, were carried out in the context of the cold war [22], it permits to settle the 

theoretical foundation for distributed system and the seeds for packet-switching network such as the 

Arpanet network, the Internet’s ancestor. 

 

Figure 2.8: On Distributed Networks, as presented by Paul Baran in 1962 [22]  

In the case of the blockchain, the secured distributed ledger records a public history of transactions.  

➢ For example, such transaction could be “Alice sends 10 units of a given cryptocurrency to Bob”.  

This ledger is secured in the sense that transactions are recorded in a data structure that imposes the 

immutability of past transactions recorded in the ledger. The data structure is based on chained blocks where 

each block contains a collection of transactions. 

➢ For example, in the case of the bitcoin cryptocurrency, a block can contain typically 2,000 to 

3,000 transactions. 

This data structure is based on a Merkle tree. A Merkle tree is a hash tree [23]. In the  Figure 2.9: Overview 

of the structure of the ledger, transactions t, t’ and t’’ are located at the leaf of the tree. At each Merkle tree 

node, the hash function of the two underlying elements track down to the leaf nodes which contain the 

elementary transactions. If a single transaction is changed, it will change the hash of the block and all the 

next blocks. 
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➢ In a typical blockchain a block is built every 15s to 600s 

 

Figure 2.9: Overview of the structure of the ledger 

The distributed ledger records all transactions of an owner, incoming transactions (credit) and outgoing 

transactions (debit). 

➢ The distributed ledger stores the information of all the transactions. Hence the ownership of the 

electronic coins. 

➢ The “account balance” for a given owner being the sum of all incoming transactions minus the 
sum of all outgoing transactions. 

This ledger is distributed in the sense where many computers distributed geographically host a local copy of 

this ledger. The interest to distribute the ledger if to make it fault tolerant to failure that could affect some 

nodes or the network itself. 

 

2.2.2 Coin ownership, wallet 

The base of many blockchain protocols and more especially cryptocurrency is the wallet. The wallet ‘contains’ 
the tokens and enables users to manage them. By extension, it could define the software (or possibly 

hardware) used to operate this wallet. 

 

By design, a blockchain protocol is a shared ledger, it means that the coins are not physically stored in a 

specific place, but all members of the blockchain know the balance for each address/public key. A wallet is 

usually defined by one or more private-public key pairs which are typically computed from a master key. This 

master key should be backed-up securely by the user, for instance in several physical vaults.  From a user 

point of view, the access to the wallet is granted after an identification/authentication operation. A 

blockchain is a money escrow where money stored at a given public key address is controlled by the 

corresponding set of private keys stored in a wallet. 

 

The type of encryption used by the keys, and the way the keys are generated vary depending on the protocol, 

but the principle stays the same (the private/public key with asymmetric encryption). The “secret key” is kept 
secret by the owner, while the “public key” is shared publicly.  
 

Two functions can be accomplished with asymmetric cryptography, authentication (signature) and 

encryption/decryption. The "Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm" (ECDSA) [24] [25] [26] is used by major 

blockchains.  
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Figure 2.10: Electronic coin ownership transfer from Alice to Bob 

 

 

The wallet is the repository for the public-private key pairs. Since a single public-private key pair per user 

would be a privacy hole, the underlying mechanism behind a wallet is a bit more complicated. The operations 

to generate collection of public-private key pairs can be found in Figure 2.11: Overview of public-private key 

pair generation. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11: Overview of public-private key pair generation 

 

The method to generate the key pairs from the seed has a huge impact on user pseudonymity. Indeed, since 

in most blockchains payment is clear in the distributed ledger, the resilience to payment tracking and tracing 

is directly linked to the key pairs generation algorithm.  

 

There are different kind of wallets, paper wallet, online wallet, smartphone wallet or hardware wallet. The 

most secure type of wallet is the hardware wallet. A hardware wallet is a secure device which allows the 

owner of this device to interact with the blockchain without needing to expose his/her private key; the 

signature of transactions is done by the device and not by the computer; and the key is stored in a secure 

element in the wallet providing a high level of security. 
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Figure 2.12: Hardware wallet - Ledger Nano S   

Note that in most of the crypto exchange, coins are not stored in a personal wallet, but in the crypto exchange 

wallet. Indeed, balance for each user is stored in a traditional centralised database. For that reason, a 

cryptoexchange hack exposes all users’ coins of this exchange, and it is recommended to withdraw coins from 

an exchange and store them in a wallet (software or hardware) once the user has bought or sold coins. 

 

2.2.3 Smart contract 

The smart contract concept existed before the blockchain invention and has been introduced first in a 1994 

paper by Nick Szabo (who was also one the creator of the early crypto currency Bit Gold):” [27]. The idea is 

to formalise a contractual relationship between several parties as a computer program: “a computerised 

transaction protocol that executes the terms of a contract“. Sazbo added that “The general objectives of 

smart contract design are to satisfy common contractual conditions (such as payment terms, liens, 

confidentiality, and even enforcement), minimize exceptions both malicious and accidental, and minimize 

the need for trusted intermediaries”. He also highlighted the usage of cryptography and digital signatures to 

ensure the identities of participants in such contracts.  

 

Smart contract integration into blockchain was then inevitable. The smart contract concept is still the same: 

a contractual relation between several parties written and published as an immutable program. In a smart 

contract world, “Code is law”, and there is no need for a trusted third party (notary for instance) to work on 

the contract execution. A smart contract is usually made of code and data, and is executed in the trusted 

blockchain environment. It can manipulate assets known by the blockchain, like tokens which can represent 

something similar to money (coins) as well as other digital assets. 

 

Example of a smart contract can be as simple as a money transfer agreement between two parties to a 

complex multiplayer game. Smart contract is the building block which really allows creating programmable 

money and more. Most blockchains haves smart contract abilities. Even a blockchain lacking the ability to 

add smart contracts, has a default behavior defined by the program (“code is law”) and this can be seen as a  

“hard coded” smart contract. 

 

Because smart contracts are trusted and run in a secure environment (the blockchain), they cannot access to 

external (and by default untrusted) data. For example, an implementation of a sport bet smart contract 

requires access to the result of a football match. This result can be provided either by an identified participant 

of the contract (a trusted third party) or by the usage of an external service called “an Oracle” which bridges 

the secure smart contract world to other services, acting as a trusted proxy. 

 

2.2.4 Peer to peer communication 

Once a transaction is signed by the owner, it is sent to one or several nodes securing the distributed ledger. 

This transaction is then broadcasted to all the nodes securing the ledger. Concurrently, each node performs 

operations, in order to: 

• Verify the honesty of the transactions: 

o Signer of the transaction has effectively the ownership over the coin; 
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o The coin has not been already spent, i.e. avoid double or multiple spending of the coin; 

• Encapsulate honest transactions in a block; 

• Participate to the public ledger consensus. 

This peer to peer communication layer is fundamental to guarantee the censorship feature of the blockchain, 

i.e.to guarantee that no third party or node has control or ability over transactions.  

 

2.2.5 Distributed consensus 

So far, each honest node of the distributed network has its own block with arbitrary valid transactions. Each 

node has a block candidate for the distributed ledger. From the distributed system point of view, there is a 

choice between all block candidates.  

 

Nodes in the network must agree on the validity of a block and the state of the distributed ledger. To elect 

the leader, who will have the permission to write its candidate block to the ledger, nodes must reach an 

agreement and this operation is based on a consensus algorithm.  

 

One of the methods to elect the leader is to use a randomness game like playing heads or tails. The winner 

of the game being the one that performed successive heads has to meet a difficulty threshold. Once a node 

has found a solution to the cryptographic game, the solution including the candidate block is broadcasted to 

the network. Upon reception from a node and validity successful verification, each node adds the block 

candidate from the elected leader as the new block of the blockchain. 

 

When several nodes “concurrently” find a solution to the cryptographic puzzle, the nodes of the network can 

add a different block (due to spatial distribution of the nodes, or latency time), this operation on the 

distributed ledger is called a fork. Generally, the fork is resolved by the consensus operation, for instance by 

selecting the longest chain. 

 

2.3 Incentive mechanisms 

A distributed ledger can host lots of value. For instance, as of today (November 2018), the capitalisation for 

all cryptocurrencies is 190 billion Euros, whereas the market capitalisation of the sole bitcoin is 98 Billion of 

Euros. 

 

Nodes or group of nodes could be tempted to cheat on the protocol. To encourage the nodes to adopt honest 

behaviours, the protocol distributes a reward under the form of electronic coins to the elected leader. In 

addition to this distribution, the elected leader receives some transaction fees.  

These two rewards encourage the nodes to stay honest and assure the security of the network.  

 

The interesting fact is that these rewards are encoded in the source code of each cryptocurrency, which are 

sometimes called “programmable money”. The supply of cryptocurrency can be different. In the case of 

bitcoin, the supply is fixed to 21 million bitcoin (BTC), the distribution rewards start at 50 BTC and is halved 

every 210.000 blocks (considering a new block every ten minutes, about 4 years). 21 million BTC will have 

been distributed by 2140. 
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Figure 2.13: Bitcoin halving and monetary inflation [28] 

The incentive mechanism can also take the form of a punition when electronic coins are staked for the 

purposes of the consensus mechanisms. We invite the reader to consult the section on consensus on page 

32. 

 

2.4 Types of distributed ledgers 

There are two characteristics to define access rights for a blockchain [29]:  

• The right to submit a transaction that could be defined as the right to create a wallet and submit a 

signed transaction to the distributed ledger; 

• The right to process a transaction, that could be defined as the right to read and write to the 

distributed ledger. Write operation being itself defined as the ability to:  

o Control the validity of pending transactions; 

o Form a block encapsulating valid transactions; 

o Participate to the consensus mechanism to write such block on the distributed ledger. 

 

2.4.1 Public/Private  

A Distributed ledger may have restriction access for submitting a transaction. In the case of a Public 

blockchain, access is open; anybody can create a wallet and submit a transaction.  

 

Whereas in the case of a private blockchain, access is restricted and the creation of a wallet or the submission 

of a transaction are subject to authorisation.  

 

A special case of private ledger is consortium ledger, where more than one legal entities can create a wallet 

and submit a transaction. 
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2.4.2 Permissionless/Permissioned 

Restriction can also apply to specific identities, to process a transaction: Permissionless vs Permissioned 

 

In the case of a Permissionless blockchain, there is no restriction; anybody can join the network and run a 

node to process the transactions.  

 

In the case of a Permissioned blockchain, a governance model restricts the ability to run a node and process 

transaction to a single entity or group of participants. 

 

Table 2.1: Categories overview of distributed ledgers 

 Permissionless Permissioned 

Public Bitcoin 

Ethereum 

Ripple 

EOS 

Tezos 

Private Holochain [30] 

LTO Network 

Monet 

Hyperledger Fabric 

Enterprise Ethereum 

Alliance 

 

2.5 UTXO vs account/balance 

There are two majors models for storing the immutable state of the “ world ” in the Blockchain: UTXO or 

Account/Balance. UTXO is used in protocols like Bitcoin, while Account/Balance is used in the Ethereum 

protocol. 

 

UTXO means Unspent Transaction Output, and in this model, only transactions are stored in the blockchain, 

not the value of the account. The value of an account (an address) is the sum of all the unspent transactions 

associated with this account. 

 

Let’s take an example in Bitcoin: 

1) Bob has 10 bitcoins. This means that his wallet is associated with UTXO records for 10 bitcoins. Alice 

has a wallet which contains UTXO record for 5 bitcoins.  

2) Bob sends 1 bitcoin to Alice. He generates a transaction in the blockchain, using his wallet to consume 

these 10 bitcoins and create two new records: 1 bitcoin for Alice, and 9 for Bob. 

3) Once the transaction has been validated the final state is that Bob´s wallet will contain one unspent 

transaction of 9 bitcoins, and Alice´s wallet one unspent transaction of 1 bitcoin and one other of 5 

bitcoins. The total of Alice wallet is 6 bitcoins. 

 

The value of Alice wallet is the sum of UTXO transactions. 

 

On the other hand, in the account/balance model, what is stored is the current amount of tokens in each 

wallet. Let’s take the same example with Ethereum: 
 

1) Bob has10 Ethers. This means that his wallet indicates that his total amount of ethers is 10, and 

Alice has 5 ethers. 

2) Bob wants to send 1 ether to Alice. A new transaction is generated, that will decrease the current 

balance of Bob from 1 ether, and increase Alice´s balance of 1 ether 

3) Once the transaction is validated, Bob´s wallet will indicate a balance of 9 ethers, while Alice´s 

wallet will contain 6 ethers. 
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The result in terms of balance is identical in both approaches. Nevertheless,the difference is how the protocol 

stores the data and transactions. A commonly used metaphor is the bank notes for the UTXO model. If I have 

a 10 dollar bill and I want to give 1 to Alice, Alice will receive a new 1 dollar note, and I will receive a new 9 

dollars and the initial 10 dollars note will be destroyed. The account/balance model is similar to what you 

can see with your bank account. 

 

There are advantages and drawbacks in each approach. Theoretically, the UTXO model is more scalable as it 

should be possible to do transactions in parallel, as long as they apply on different UTXO even if they belong 

to the same wallet. On the other hand, the account/balance model has a simpler model closer to the way 

coins are used and more efficient for more complex smart contracts. 
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3. Consensus mechanisms 

A Blockchain is a distributed ledger that relies on nodes to store independently a copy of a ledger 

representing the state of a system. Users can read or write to the ledger without the control of a trusted 

third party. The state of the system is the result of an agreement of the nodes, also called consensus [31] [32] 

[33]. 

 

3.1 The Byzantine General Problem 

The problem of reaching an agreement was popularized by Leslie Lamport in 1982 with the research paper 

“The Byzantine General Problem” [34]. Lamport stated that “Reliable computer systems must handle 

malfunctioning components that give conflicting information to different parts of the system” and propose 

to model it abstractly as the Byzantine Generals Problem [34]. 

 

“We imagine that several divisions of the Byzantine army are camped outside an enemy city, each division 

commanded by its own general. The generals can communicate with one another only by messenger. After 

observing the enemy, they must decide upon a common plan of action. However, some of the generals may 

be traitors, trying to prevent the loyal generals from reaching agreement. The generals must have an 

algorithm to guarantee that: 

A. All loyal generals decide upon the same plan of action,  

B. A small number of traitors [commander, general(s) or messenger(s)] cannot cause the loyal 

generals to adopt a bad plan.”  

 
 

Figure 3.1: Modelling of the “Byzantine General Problem” [34]  
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A naive solution to the Byzantine General Problem is that each general sends messages with intention to 

other generals; the majority result will be taken as a decision to attack or not. The science behind consensus 

is all about designing an algorithm that will meet the given performance criteria (e.g. security, throughput 

and others).  

 

3.2 Theoretical foundations 

The consensus is a classical problem in asynchronous distributed computer systems such as Distributed 

Ledger Technology and Blockchains. Intensive research has been carried on for more than 50 years. In this 

section an overview of theoretical research conducted on consensus is presented. 

  

3.2.1 Consensus prerequisites 

In 1977, Leslie Lamport defined the conditions that must be met to prove the possibility of consensus (also 

known as “correctness”) for a multiprocess program [35]. It implies that a distributed system must meet two 

properties, “Safety” and “Liveness”, where:  

• “Safety” guarantees that something will not happen, that different honest components will never 

decide on different values (agreement); 

• “Liveness” guarantee that something must happen, each honest component will eventually (i.e. 

ultimately) decide on a value (termination). 

 

3.2.2 Notion of failure in distributed systems 

Another key idea for distributed system, is the ability of a system to still operate in the event of failure of one 

or some of its components; this property is called “fault tolerance”.  
 

A distributed system may be subject to different kinds of failure affecting its components: 

• Failure of the network, e.g. from a loss of communication between nodes, 

• Failure of individual nodes: 

o “Fail-stop” failure originating from hardware, crash, out of memory, etc. 

o “Byzantine failure” originating from malicious software, older incompatible version of the 
software, corrupted data from memory or hard storage, etc. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2: Network partition due to two consecutive failures [32] 

 

3.2.3 Direct Acyclic Graph 

A graph is a collection of nodes also called vertices linked with edges. A Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) is a finite 

graph which does not contain directed cycles. Nodes cannot loop back to themselves, edges are directed, 

and the flow goes in one direction. DAGs are used to model a variety of businesses. 
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Figure 3.3: Topological ordered DAG (left), polytree DAG (right) [36] 

In the case of a blockchain, transactions from users are validated and encapsulated in blocks by the nodes of 

the blockchain network. In a DAG model, most users can be considered as a node, since they concurrently 

create transaction and validation them by linking them to previous transactions. There is no blockchain 

anymore. DAG is not by itself a consensus; a DAG relies on consensus, e.g. by referencing (hence verifying 

and validating) a number of previous transactions. DAG is not by itself a consensus. 

 

One of the most well-known DAG implementation is IOTA. The reader is invited to read the IOTA protocol 

description § 5.2.1 in this document for further explanations. 

 

3.2.4 The CAP theorem 

The three letters CAP acronym stands for Consistency, Availability, Partition tolerance. The CAP theorem was 

introduced by Eric Brewer from Berkeley University around 1998 as a conjecture [37] and was completely 

formalized in 2002 [38] by Seth Gilbert and Nancy Lynch, both from MIT.  

 

The CAP theorem states that an asynchronous distributed system can at most simultaneously provides two 

out of the three guarantees: 

• Consistency: guarantee that reading from different nodes will return the same value (agreement), 

• Availability: guarantee that reading from any node will return some value (termination), 

• Partition Tolerance: guarantee that the system will still operate in the face of a network partition, 

across which some messages between nodes cannot be delivered (fault tolerance). 

 

Figure 3.4: CAP Theorem 
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3.2.5 FLP impossibility 

The three letters FLP acronym stands for Fischer, Lynch and Paterson, the three authors of a research paper 

untitled “Impossibility of Distributed Consensus with One Faulty Process” [39]. This paper was published in 

1985 and present a joint work of Yale, MIT and Warwick University. It stated that “both termination and 

agreement cannot be satisfied immediately” in an asynchronous system if it has to be resilient to at least one 

fail-stop node. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: FLP impossibility 

 

3.2.6 Block finality 

In a blockchain, finality is the affirmation that a block that was added to the blockchain will not be  

“rolled back” or become an orphan block which would result in its removal from the blockchain and the loss 

of all the associated transactions. 

 

Depending on the type of blockchains, the finality may be either probabilistic or absolute: 

• Probabilistic finality, where the probability that a block will be rolled back decreases as more as more 

blocks are built on top;  

• Absolute finality, where once a block has been added to the blockchain, it becomes irreversible. 

 

Depending on the type of blockchain, Public/Permissionless where anyone can join freely 

or Private/Permissioned where each node is known and is allowed to join the blockchain, the finality 

objective is different and leads to a property tradeoff. 

 

Public/Permissionless blockchains tend to privilege fault-tolerance and termination and to be eventually 

consistent. As a result, this kind of blockchains may be subjected to fork and may only guarantee probabilistic 

finality. 

 

Private/Permissioned blockchains tend to privilege fault-tolerance and consistency over termination. As a 

result, the finality tends to be an absolute finality, where a transaction once written in the blockchain will 

stay on the blockchain forever. 
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Figure 3.6: Application of CFP theorem  

3.2.7 Consensus failure 

Failure of the consensus algorithm may happen. In this case, the content hosted on the blockchain may be 

subject to loss of integrity or loss of consistency [33]. Consensus algorithm failure may take different forms: 

• Fork1: When a set of nodes converge towards a different chain than the rest of the network. Fork 

happens sometime naturally in a given blockchain due to latency time between nodes of the 

network. Most of the time temporary forks are resolved within a timespan of 2-3 block times [33]; 

• Lack of consensus: In this case, the nodes are not able to reach an agreement on the current state of 

the system hence the transactions. Thus, the blockchain becomes ineffective: 

• Domination: an attacker creates a large number of pseudonymous identities or nodes. The attacker 

can then gain a disproportional influence to confuse the network and manipulate the consensus 

towards a given goal. This kind of attack is called a Sybil attack [40]; 

• Cheating: a node or a set of nodes willingly maintain a parallel chain. This attack may be used to 

present a transaction to a third party, e.g. a merchant in a parallel reality that does not exist on the 

blockchain; 

• Poor performance: depending on the consensus algorithm, network latency, network instability, 

malicious nodes (e.g., Distributed Denial Of Service), the nodes may require more time to process a 

transaction and converge towards a unique chain. 

3.2.8 Efficiency and characteristics of a consensus 

As introduced in the previous section, the design of a consensus is mostly about choosing property tradeoffs 

to meet the requirements for a specific business case. Table 3.1: Consensus characteristics gives an overview 

of the characteristics/performance for a blockchain [31]. 

 

Table 3.1: Consensus characteristics 

Criteria Definition 

Throughput Number of transaction per second (tps).  

Latency Time for a transaction to be added in a block (s) to the DLT/Blockchain 

                                                           

1 Reader may argue that a “fork” is not a failure but a feature of blockchain. However, to assure integrity and consistency, 

the consensus should resolve any fork rapidly under the penalty to create a final fork or network partitioning. 
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Finality Once a block has been added in the DLT/Blockchain, time to consider a transaction 

as probabilistically irreversible (s)  

Fork / Fork-

free 

A consensus may not lead immediately to a single finality, indeed the network of 

nodes can sometimes be split or forked. Consensus may have different strategies 

regarding accepting fork or being immune to fork (fork-free). 

Node 

scalability 

How many nodes can take part in the consensus operation (n) 

Node 

permission 

Shall the nodes participating to the consensus be allowed to do so? 

Security Resilience model to security threat (eg resistance to traitors, as a percentage of all 

nodes) 

Cost Building cost to operate to operate a DLT/Blockchain (Eur) 

Operation cost, cost per confirmed transaction (Eur) 

 

3.3 Proposed mechanisms 

As presented in the previous chapter, the consensus is a core part of a distributed ledger since it allows the 

nodes of the distributed ledgers to converge periodically towards an agreement on the state of this ledger. 

The consensus is supposed to reject invalid transactions such as non-authorized transactions or double 

spending tentative. 

 

Before 2008, the study of consensus was mainly focused on academic work built on top of research work 

from the 1980s. Then after 2008, the research community witnessed the birth of numerous consensus 

methods for blockchains. 

 

Article [41] presents an overview of existing consensus. For the sake of simplicity, the reader may see an 

overview of consensus, from elected leader based consensus, to multiple committee based consensus. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Overview of consensus families 

 

Elected leader based consensus use a mechanism to elect a leader among hundreds or thousands of 

candidates. This election is performed dynamically for each new block. Once elected, the leader has the 

privilege to propose a candidate block for the next block of the blockchain.  
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Single committee based consensus rely on a single committee that can count tens of nodes to propose a 

block rather than an elected leader. The consensus is usually formalized as a requisite to sign a candidate 

block by a minimum of m nodes out of n possible signers of the committee.  

 

Multiple committee based consensus rely either on temporary groups of validators (that can change) or on 

shards of a committee to speed up the consensus process and increase the throughput. Such consensus is 

used by Omniledger [42] and Chainspace [43]. 

 

3.3.1 Proof of Work (PoW) 

PoW takes the form of a cryptographic puzzle; nodes race to resolve an algorithmic problem by finding a 

solution that can only be found by trying values iteratively. The winner of the competition or elected leader 

by the system is the node that found a solution in the form of a number comprising a significant number of 

zero. Generally, the difficulty is updated periodically to consider the overall mining capacity of the network 

of nodes (as expressed in hash per second) and keep a constant time block (e.g., 10 minutes for Bitcoin).  

 

This mechanism rewards miners with the right to access newly mined coin/token when they update the 

distributed ledger with a new block. The primary challenge is scalability as there is a race based on parallel 

competitions. There are more and more efforts for fewer and fewer rewards (cf diminishing return over time 

and capped supply ate 21 million in the case of Bitcoin). One all the coin will be mined, the only reward for 

the miner will be the transaction fees. 

 

Critics for PoW includes the arms race, highlighted by the switch from individual laptops to Graphics 

Processing Unit rigs to highly specialized mining rigs based on ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) 

and from a hobby to big fully industrialized business. This race has also led to the consolidation of 

cryptocurrency mining operations with most operations concentrated in countries where energy costs are 

low. 

 

The finality f is probabilistic. The finality of a given block increases each time a new block is built (i.e., validated 

and added to the blockchain) on top of a previous block. Finality can be expressed as  

f(t) = (1-(A/(1-A))^(t/b)). Where f(t) is the probability of finality at time t, A is the ratio of corrupted nodes (in 

hashing power) [0:1], t is the time in seconds and b the block time. t is discretized and can only be a multiple 

of b. t >0. 

 

Table 3.2: Overview of PoW consensus 

Proof-of-Work consensus 

Benefits Has proven to be a reliable consensus since 2009 

Highly secure 

Concerns Energy consumption 

Slow, scalability issues 

Industrialization has led to new point of centralization (ASICs, mining material, mining 

pools, location where energy costs are low, etc.) 

Finality Probabilistic finality (see above, [44]) 

Finality: 99,86% after 6 blocks (considering the hypothesis of 25% corrupted nodes). 

Used by  Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, etc.  

 

3.3.2 Proof of Stake (PoS) 

The proof of stake was created as an alternative to the proof of work (PoW), to tackle inherent issues like 

large energy consumption, or centralization resulting from industrial scaling. PoS mechanism allocates the 

probability for a given participant to be elected as the leader to update the ledger according to how many 
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tokens the participants hold. For example, someone holding 1% of the tokens has a probability of 1% to 

validate a block. 

Early version of PoS highlighted that “there’s nothing at stake” [45], indeed nothing prevents a node to vote 

for multiple chain since this misconduct would be the optimal strategy from a self-economic point of view. 

New PoS consensus introduces the notion of slashing: to participate in the consensus, each node must 

provide a security deposit. In the event of a misconduct, e.g. double chain validation, the safety deposit would 

be slashed [45]. 

The finality f is probabilistic. The finality of a given block increases each time a new block is built (i.e. validated 

and added to the blockchain) on top of a previous block. Finality can be expressed as 

f(t)=MIN( t/((2/3)*n*b) , 1) Where f(t) is the probability of finality at time t, t is the time in seconds , n is the 

number of nodes, and b the block time. t is discretized and can only be a multiple of b. t >0. Finality of a given 

block is fully reached once 2/3 of nodes (in stake) has built a new block on top of the block to be finalized. 

 

PoS has been the subject of criticism [46]. For instance, the selection by account balance would result in 

(undesirable) centralization, as the single richest member would have a permanent advantage. As a result, 

several evolutions of PoS have been devised:  

• Randomized block selection; 

• Coin age-based selection; 

• Delegated Proof-of-Stake; 

• Randomized Proof-of-Stake. 

 

Table 3.3: Overview of PoS consensus 

Proof-of-Stake 

Benefits Energy efficiency  

Concerns Nothing at stake 

Encourage social institutionalisation, “rebranded version of the old financial system” 

Limited feedback from real life 

Finality Probabilistic finality (see above, [44]) 

Finality: 9% after 6 blocks, considering the hypothesis of 10000 nodes and a block time of 

15s. 

Used by  Peercoin [47], Nxt [48] 

 

3.3.3 Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) 

In Delegated Proof of Stake [46], currency coin holder can vote to elect node(s) that will be able to validate 

transactions. Voting can be done in a continuous mode. Top ranking voted nodes participate to the 

committee of delegate to propose and validate blocks to be added to the blockchain. The size of this 

committee is generally from tens to one hundred nodes, e.g. 101 for Lisk, 51 for Ark, 21 for EOS [49]. 

 

Depending of the protocol, candidate to these elections must shows interest to the community by [50] being 

active in it (chat, idea sharing, etc.), building a delegate proposal, by being active in testing and 

communicating to promote. Some protocols might also require a safety deposit for elections candidates. 

 

Aside from the consensus, this voting model can be used to allow the community to take part on the evolution 

of the protocol, by taking a decision using their right to vote. Or, for instance, reverting a hack can be done 

through the so called “liquid democracy”. 
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Table 3.4: Overview of DPoS consensus 

Delegated Proof of Stake 

Benefits Energy efficiency 

Fast 

Concerns Encourage institutionalization 

Case of node collusion or mutual voting, e.g. EOS [51]  

Limited feedback from real life 

Used by  BitShares [52], Lisk [53], EOS [54], Steem [55] 

 

3.3.4 Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) 

PoET is a lottery-style consensus mechanism; the leader is elected randomly from a population of validators. 

PoET utilizes a secure timer running in Intel SGX processors. In this consensus, the choice of the block 

validator is based on a random lottery. According to Michael Reed, director of Intel’s Blockchain Program 
Office [56], “PoET runs a secure timer in each node. The node that times out first puts the next block onto 

the blockchain”. PoET requires specific hardware called SGX. 

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [57] is a piece of hardware architecture, and a set of CPU instruction 

codes that provided silicon trusted execution environments for critical processing and data. Intel SGX allows 

developers to define custom protected areas of execution by defining their own security model through the 

use of CPUID to run software inside a CPU trusted execution zone called enclave (trusted hardware). 

 
Table 3.5: Overview of PoET consensus 

Proof of Elapsed Time 

Benefits Energy efficiency 

Concerns Cost, Based on specific Intel hardware 

Used by  Hyperledger Sawtooth [58] 

 

3.3.5 Proof of Authority (PoA) 

PoA is a consensus mechanism based on real life identity/reputation as a stake. By attaching a reputation to 

identity, validators are incentivised to uphold the transaction process, as they do not wish to have their 

identities attached to a negative reputation. As an example, with PoA consensus, identified independent U.S. 

public notaries with active commission license where the first validators in PoA network. 

 
Table 3.6: Overview of PoA consensus 

Proof of Authority 

Benefits Energy efficiency 

Strong link with existing society organisation 

Concerns PoA can be seen a digital transformation initiative 

Used by  PoA Network [59] 
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3.3.6 Proof of Capacity (PoC) 

Proof-of-Capacity or Proof-of-Space [60] is a hybrid mechanism between PoW and PoS. PoC is similar to PoW, 

except that instead of investing in computation, the user allocates memory or disk storage. With PoC, in a 

first step, a verifier sends to the prover a non-trivial piece of data (e.g. typically 150 GB) that the prover has 

to keep. Then the prover sends a piece of data to a verifier to prove that the given amount of space has been 

reserved. Later, the user can engage in the PoS proofs using very small computation. This mechanism rewards 

nodes according to the amount of hard drive space they make available to the network. In this case, proof of 

space is not storage. 

 

One variant of PoC has been used to provide useful distributed cloud services capability. For instance, Filecoin 

[61] and Storj [62] offers a decentralized/distributed cloud object storage. Filecoin can be seen as a 

blockchain with a marketplace where the native blockchain coin is used both for selling extra capacity and 

for buying this extra capacity. 

 
Table 3.7: Overview of PoC consensus 

Proof of Capacity 

Benefits Energy efficiency 

Extension of PoC could have an interesting role in decentralized/distributed internet [63] 

known as Web3 

Concerns Based on resource immobilization 

Used by  Burstcoin, Chia [64], SpaceMint [65] 

 

3.3.7 Proof of Activity 

Proof of Activity is a hybrid method that uses two steps; a first step is based on PoW followed by a DPoS step. 

During the PoW step, all stakeholder validators compete to find a solution for the header of the blocks. Once 

a validator has found the solution, it is broadcasted to the validators. In the DPoS phase, stakeholder 

validators are randomly chosen to sign transactions in the block. 

 

3.3.8 Proof of Burn (PoB) 

The Proof of Burn consensus algorithm elects the leader that will validate a block proportionally to the coins 

that were staked by the candidates to the leader role at a special address. This special public address was 

randomly chosen and does not have a known private key. Hence coins sent to this address cannot be moved 

anymore, they are burned “forever”. This consensus algorithm was used by a coin called slimcoin [66]. 

 

3.3.9 Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) 

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [67] offers both liveness and safety provided at most ((n-1)/3) out 

of a total of n replicas are simultaneously faulty. In PBFT, a leader sends a message back and forth and uses 

a voting process where a new ledger is confirmed if over 66% of the validators agree on that ledger. 

 
Table 3.8: Overview of PBFT consensus 

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance 

Benefits Energy efficiency 

Fast, based on message passing and voting 

Transactions are ordered within a block 

Concerns Form of centralization* 
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Node should be known from each other 

Due to cumbersome back and forth messages between nodes, this consensus is more 

appropriate for small consensus groups 

Finality Absolute finality (transaction finality) 

The transaction is immediately considered as finalized once it is ncluded in a block added 

to the blockchain. 

Used by  Hyperledger Fabric [58], Zilliqa [68] uses a modified pBFT 

*Existence of a recommended validators list to be found by a central authority, often the company behind 

the protocol. PBFT is a centralized and close memberships system.  

 

3.3.10 Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA) 

FBA is a decentralized alternative to BFT, in FBA there is no recommended validator list chosen by a central 

authority. In FBA each validator decides which other validators they trust. Their list of trusted validators is 

called the quorum slice. The quorum or network wide consensus is the overlapping of each individual quorum 

slice. There is no master authority. 

 
Table 3.9: Overview of FBA consensus 

Federated Byzantine Agreement 

Benefits Energy efficiency 

No central authority 

High throughput 

Concerns Node should be known from each other 

Due to cumbersome back and forth messages between nodes, this consensus is more 

appropriate for small consensus group 

Finality Absolute finality (transaction finality) 

The transaction is immediately considered as finalized once it is included in a block added 

to the blockchain. 

Used by  Ripple [69] use preselected validator, Stellar [70] where anyone can be a validator 

 

3.3.11 Proof of Importance (POI) 

Proof of Importance leverage the notion of stake beyond the number of coin, by taking into account various 

factors that proxies the social importance. These factors may include notoriety, balance, and the number of 

transactions made to and from that position (all transactions are public and available in the transaction 

graph). These factors can be computed from theoretical measure on the graph of nodes. Accounts with 

higher importance scores have higher probabilities of harvesting a block.  

 

Table 3.10: Overview of consensus used in DAGs 

Proof Of Importance 

Benefits Uses social importance (or node network utility) in the consensus   

Social importance is deduced from information such as network topology, balance, etc.  

Concerns Could encourage a form of social institutionalization  

Used by  NEM [71] uses graph theoretic measures as a fundamental input into blockchain consensus 
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3.4 Comparative evaluation 

Whereas consensus has been a renewed area of active research since 2008 and, despite great creativity in 

developing new consensus, most of them are derived from four macro types of consensus: PoW, PoS, DPoS, 

and PBFT. 

 

To characterize each consensus, we have selected and analyzed key metrics. These key metrics were carefully 

selected to match criteria that are important for IOT: 

• The time to reach finality, i.e., the time to establish the settlement of a transaction. It is an essential 

metric for IoT because as long as, the finality time has not been reached, no decision/action can be 

derived from the data originating of an IOT device; 

• The number of transactions per second that can be processed. It is an essential metric since more 

than 74 billion IoT devices should be connected to the Internet in 2025 [72], with each device being 

a source of transactions; 

• The energy efficiency. This metric is important for IoT, since IoT devices or even gateways may run 

on batteries or with limited PoWer; 

• The quality of decentralisation. This metric is important since, by nature, IoT devices and associated 

gateways are spread in space. 

The reader may find below the characteristics of the main forms of consensuses. Should there be a need to 

go further, research material such as [73] [74] could be of interest.  

 
Table 3.11: Comparative evaluation of key consensus 

  Consensus 

  PoW PoS  DPoS PBFT 

 

M 

e 

t 

r 

i 

c 

s 

Time to reach finality (the 

lower, the better) 

++ +  +++ ++++ 

Transaction Per Second + +  +++ +++ 

Energy efficiency - ++ +++ +++ 

Quality of decentralization +++ ++  + + 

 

Numerous teams are still looking for the Grail of consensus. However, one should keep in mind that 

theoretical foundations, the CFP theorem -sometimes rebranded Blockchain trilemma- states that any form 

of distributed consensus can only achieve 2 out of 3 of these properties: Decentralization, Scalability, 

Security. 
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4. Blockchain and IoT 

4.1 Blockchain applications 

Blockchain technology can be implemented in various technologies rather than just in cryptocurrencies. The 

use cases of blockchains are endless and numerous industries see the benefits that this technology offers to 

economy and security. This section describes the most compelling use cases of blockchain technology in 

security and IoT domain. The study of healthcare and blockchain is necessary to solve access control and 

privacy issues. In the IoT era [75], 5G heterogeneous communication environment will enable a fully mobile-

connected society for many Device-to-Device communications [76] to solve privacy issues. Security domains 

like intrusion detection and forensics evidence may have great progress if intersected with blockchain 

technology.  

4.1.1 Security domain 

4.1.1.1 Intrusion detection 

Intrusion detection [77] is the process of monitoring events in a system or a network to observe signs of 

PoSsible incidents [78]. An IDS is a program or a network to understand the way that the process of intrusion 

detection is happening. Basically, an IDS has two main functions: 

• Information Recording: An IDS can monitor the target objects [79] and record information that is 

temporarily stored locally (monitor unit). After that, the collected information may be sent to a 

central event management system [80], for further analysis. 

• Alert Generation: An IDS has as main goal to detect intrusion and create alarms when important 

anomalies are identified to inform security administrators [78]. An IDS should be accurate and the 

without raising a false alert to be considered effective (analysis unit). 

IDSs are generally categorised into NIDS [81], which mainly observes the network traffic and evaluates the 

network protocol for suspicious behaviors and HIDS [77]], which mainly records a local system and its 

characteristics. This categorisation is based on the deployed locations of the IDS. IDS can be an anomaly-

based system [82] - occasionally called misuse-based detection - which is efficient to detect unknown 

vulnerabilities and threats (zero-day vulnerabilities) – or a signature-based system, which is efficient for 

detection of known threats (Figure 4.1:). 

 

 

Figure 4.1: A typical CIDN [80] 

CIDNs [78] were created to enhance the performance of an IDS to be knowledgeable against the 

sophistication and the evolution of advanced adversaries (see Figure 4.1:). Another reason is that an IDS 

alone is not able to possess information about the protected environment, while CIDNs [79] allows IDSs to 
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exchange information with each other, increasing the detection capabilities of the IDSs [79] to send 

challenges to each other and compute (collaborative) the trust scores of the network. Intrusion detection 

has been studied extensively for almost 40 years [80], but trust management and data sharing in CIDNs 

remain the major challenges: 

• Trust Management: Insider attacks is an issue of great importance in CIDNs, where adversaries 

mostly seek to gain unauthorised access in the network. The trust score levels of the IDSs provide 

confidence about the information exchanged among them. Central servers can be compromised and 

for this reason, a trust management scheme could be deployed in a CIDN if a network becomes large 

enough and with the absence of a trusted third party. 

• Data sharing: Is a problem based on privacy and mutual trust [80], in a CIDN the participating nodes 

have to trust each other that the shared information will not be disclosed. Privacy means that the 

shared data may contain sensitive information about the IP addresses/packets payload of 

organizations or companies. 

Blockchain technology may offer solutions, which are capable of mitigating these challenges. Data sharing 

between IDSs can be considered as a sequence of transactions [83]. Τhis new technology can be used by IDSs 

to store data sharing agreements into the blockchain. The data sharing document is digitally signed by the 

sender and the receiver of the information exchanged, and as a transaction to be published in the network 

and eventually stored in a block [80]. In this way, everyone in the network may access the blockchain, and 

confirm the ownership of the exchanged information. Blockchains are also capable of dealing with the 

problem of data privacy. Permissioned blockchains for transmitting transformed data is a way to encounter 

the data privacy issue [80]. In each block is given the selection to the creator, to add the characteristics of 

the IDSs that can see the context of the data. Summarising, blockchains can guide CIDNs to build mutual trust 

and preserve their privacy [80]. 

For CIDN, trust computation [83] is an important issue among IDSs, because the alert exchange can be used 

to detect anomalies and to compute the trust value of an IDS within the network. For this reason, blockchain 

technology can be used to mitigate insider attacks and secure the alert exchange in a distributed ledger. 

In [83], Alexopoulos et al. proposed a way to store as transactions in a blockchain and replicate among the 

CIDN, the raw alerts that each IDS generates. In this way, the immutability of the alerts is guaranteed, and 

the trust management scheme that is generated by the alert exchange is resistant to adversaries. 

Implementing a consensus protocol to the IDSs can pledge the validity of the transactions before generating 

a new block, to be certain that only original and true alerts are contained in the blockchain. The alert-

transactions are hard to tamper with, and all the IDSs have a common view of the generated alarms [83]. In 

this way, the IDSs are held liable for their actions, because their behavior is transparent to the network and 

synchronise each other about the new blocks, as shown in Figure 4.2:. In addition, there is no SPoF and the 

system can tolerate byzantine failures under a secure consensus protocol. Communication overhead is 

avoided by storing the hash values of the generated alerts and storing in the blockchain the hashes [83]. 

Then, each IDS can compare these hashes with the received alerts. 
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Figure 4.2: Generic architecture of a blockchain based CIDN [83]. 

4.1.1.2 Forensic evidence 

One of the greatest challenges in digital forensics is the storage and administration of evidence. From the 

first moment that evidence is collected [84] since the moment that is presented before a court of law, the 

ownership of the evidence is changed by the parties involved in the investigation of a crime [85]. The process 

to validate the exact way that evidence has been created and protected until it reaches the court of law is 

the Chain of Custody (CoC) [84]. This is a necessary procedure in forensics analysis because the evidence to 

be accepted in a trial should be proved to be unaltered all along the investigation process. 

For this reason, CoC should provide some standards about the transferring of evidence. Thus, the main 

requirements of a good CoC listed below [84]: 

• Integrity: No entity has corrupted or altered the evidence during the transferring. 

• Authentication: The authorized entities that interact with the evidence must provide a proof of their 

identities. 

• Verifiability: Each entity that owns for a particular time the evidence must verify all the processes. 

• Traceability: Each authorized entity must be able to trace the evidence, from the moment of its 

creation until the moment of its elimination. 

Nowadays, all the evidence is transferred by implementing a physical handover, where the documents are 

signed and filled in the presence of law enforcement officers [84]. Blockchain technology can improve this 

issue, because it provides the characteristics of a strong and automated database system to maintain the 

artifacts of evidence [85] and to provide assurance of the correct procedures of their integrity and 

maintenance. A blockchain network can provide robustness and security in recording the details about 

evidence gathering in cyber forensic cases, defining the performed actions by the authorized entities as 

transactions. 
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Figure 4.3: Forensic evidence blockchain [85] 

According to [84] a forensic evidence based blockchain should have the following components to make it 

difficult for an adversary to tamper with the forensics evidence stored on the blockchain: 

• Participants: The forensic investigators are authorized to gather information about digital evidence, 

for this reason, they are considered as participants and are authorized to store data in the blockchain. 

As participants, can be also considered other entities that may require information about the CoC. 

These can be the Prosecutor, the court of law as well as the defense of the accused [85]. Authorized 

participants should be allowed to see details about evidence, modify the context of the blocks. 

• Core-Module: This component is about the communication between the participants and the 

blockchain. The participants can store and retrieve evidence from the blockchain by using a suitable 

core module. 

• Evidence DB: The original digital evidence is stored in an ordinary database along with its identifier 

(ID), while the hash of the evidence is stored in the blockchain. Evidence DB is distributed in the 

network and the authorized entities (law enforcement officers, or other) are accounted to its 

management. 

• Evidence Log: This component is the blockchain and for each evidence stores a description of it, its 

hash value, the true identity of the participant that submit it – the creator of the evidence – and a 

history of the previous owners along with the time where the changes of ownership took place [85]. 

• Front-End: Represents the interface between the blockchain and the participants. When an 

authorized participant submits new evidence (d_ev) in the blockchain, takes over the role of the 

creator of this evidence. The Front-End attaches the evidence with the creator’s identity, which 
should be public. If the creator, in the future decides to discard the evidence, then this could happen 

with an entry to the Front-End [85]. The front-end is the component which interacts with the 

Evidence DB and the Evidence Log. 

According to [84], [85] four functions are required to create, delete, transfer and display forensic evidence 

and description about it in a blockchain network. These functions can be considered as transactions in the 

network, but the main issue is who and under what conditions can access these functions. 
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• CreateEvidence(ID, description): This function takes as input the evidence, a description about it and 

identity of the evidence creator [85] and then, stores the evidence to the blockchain. 

• TransferEvidence (ID, newowner): This method takes as input the evidence and the identity of the 

current owner of the evidence and transfers the ownership to the next participant [84]. The next 

participant is now able to examine, in its turn, the forensic evidence. 

• RemoveEvidence(ID): The only participant who is able to remove the evidence is the creator of it. 

This function takes the evidence as input [85]. 

• GetEvidence (ID): This function takes as input the evidence and returns the description about it from 

the blockchain. The only check this function does is to ensure evidence already exists. 

Another approach to collect evidence about criminal behavior in IoT-based systems that are stored as 

transactions in a blockchain protocol is proposed by [86] and called Probe-IoT. 

The users of an IoT-based system, such as IoT service providers, insurance agents, law enforcement agents, 

IoT device manufacturers are the authorized nodes, which maintain the ledge in Probe - IoT. To ensure the 

confidentiality and the integrity between devices, the interactions between them are signed, encrypted and 

then stored in the blockchain, in a form of transactions as shown in Figure 4.4:. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: The process of creating a transaction [86] 

These interactions are requests and responses, which are encrypted using a public key that is provided by an 

Escrow service (trusted third party). The types of interactions are: 

• Things-to-Things (T2T), where IoTs communicate with each other either through a gateway or 

directly, 

• Things-to-Cloud (T2C), where IoTs upload/download data to/from a cloud server. 

• Things-to-User (T2U), where a user via a cloud service or a gateway can remotely access an IoT 

device. 

Interactions can serve as forensics evidence when IoTs act malicious and be can easily recorded. When all 

the interactions in a forwarding path are ended, then the collection of all the interactions that is called a 

transaction is inserted into the blockchain. 
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Figure 4.5: An overview of the system [86] 

The miners, which are users, each one periodically assigned to collect the transactions, validate the attached 

signatures in an interaction and create a block. The data contained in a transaction are encrypted with a 

public key that each device possesses, which is provided by an Escrow service. If an invent occurs and an 

investigator is called, then the encrypted interactions are sent for decryption to the Escort service and via a 

secure channel are sent back to the investigator. Finally, the investigator is able to analyze the requested and 

responded data to resolve disputes, establish facts and collect evidence. 

 

4.1.1.3 Access control and privacy 

An increasing interest of blockchain applications has been witnessed for access control and privacy, due to 

considerably improving data management. In [87] Xia et al. a blockchain-based framework is introduced that 

adequately encounters access control and privacy challenges associated with sensitive healthcare data. The 

system is established on a permissioned blockchain that allows access to invited, and only verified users of 

the system. Furthermore, to maintain data provenance and to provide secured data trailing on medical data 

histories [87], the authors apply an access control mechanism and smart contracts to efficiently revoke access 

to adversaries when they are detected violating permissions on data. In [88], Yue et al. propose a three-layer 

system. This system is comprised of a data storage layer data management layer and a data usage layer. In 

this work the authors use the distributed database as a private mechanism, in contradiction to other works 

in this area where the cloud is the storage infrastructure. Zyskind, G. et al, [89] use the transactions to carry 

instructions, such as sharing, querying and storing data. The primary goal is the combination of blockchain 

and blockchain data to establish a data management infrastructure [89] focused on privacy. The 

implementation of smart contracts in MedRec, (that will be explained later in more details), is used to contain 

data about the owner of the record [90]. Implementing smart contract’s policies only the legitimate users 
(such as doctors, patients, etc.) are authorized to alter the medical records. Using a private blockchain 

mechanism - where only pre-approved nodes have the right to read and write the blockchain - and a method 

to encrypt the off-blockchain data, security against malicious or accidental content access is provided. 

Platforms like MedRec, are of great importance due to the fact that they tackle blockchain challenges like 

access management and privacy issues [91]. Potential uses of blockchain in healthcare are: 

1. Access control: Implementing blockchains, users are allowed to have access to their personal records 

[90] using a security key. Thus, it is easy to link the blockchain users with real-world identities, while 

safeguarding anonymity. In [92], Broderson et.al., provide a solution where the detailed user data is not 

maintained on the blockchain but an encryption key is used to access the authentic data “off-chain”. 

2. Global health care records: Blockchain can be used across various healthcare organizations to provide a 

healthcare record for each patient. Consider a scenario [93], in which the patient using blockchain 

technology broadcasts details about a medical incident and stores information on the blockchain. 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/adequately
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Doctors, physicians and nurses who maintain the distributed ledger can obtain these messages and 

access information about the patient’s medical background. 

3. Automated health claims adjudication: Blockchain technology supports concepts such as trustless 

exchange and adjudication using smart contracts. Coulver [94] proposed a solution using smart contracts 

integrated with the FHIR functionality and using APIs to store data about the claim adjudication [93] as a 

URL associated with the block. A permissioned and private blockchain mechanism is recommended to 

increase security [94]].  

4. Interoperability: Blockchains can facilitate the gathering of the collection of colossal amounts of patient 

data to support population health initiatives and address various current interoperability technology 

challenges [93] like data integrity and privacy.  

In [90] MedRec, handles the EHRs using blockchain technology. The contents of the blocks represent 

ownership of data and the authorized members of the network can view these data in a permissioned and 

private blockchain, with the help of smart contracts. MedRec is created by four major components [90]: 

 

Figure 4.6: A provider adds a new record for a patient [90]. 

• Backend API Library: The library is responsible for the operation of the blockchain and verifies that 

each transaction is accepted with high confidence. In Figure 4.6: at steps 1 and 2 a provider, which 

can be a doctor, adds a record about a new patient in the blockchain. Using the Registrar Contract 

and the Summary Contract to map the identifying information of a patient to its Ethereum address 

and to view all the previous medical history of the patient that is recorded by other doctors in a form 

of lists of PPRs. Afterwards, the provider node (the doctor) creates a new PPR to the blockchain, and 

sends a transaction that associates this PPR with the patient’s Summary contract.  

• Ethereum Client: The implementation of this component is to provide the functionalities needed to 

join the Ethereum network. In steps 4 to 6 in Figure 4.6: the patient’s Ethereum client frequently 
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monitors its Summary Contract and when a new block that includes the newly PPR is created, the 

client issues a notification (that can be accepted or rejected) and the user (patient) can obtain the 

new medical data [90]. The notification is created by the EHR Manager, which also updates the local 

database that contains information about the patient’s medical data. If any information is lost, it can 

be retrieved by the patient’s Summary Contract.  

• Database Gatekeeper: Implements an access interface to each node’s local database and listens to 
query requests from the clients to the network. These requests are signed by the issuers and thus 

the gatekeeper can confirm identities and if the addresses are allowed access to the corresponding 

queries and the gatekeeper returns the results. The steps 7 to 9 in Figure 4.6: demonstrate the way 

that a patient can retrieve its personal data from the provider node, using a third party. The patient 

chooses which data is willing to share and updates the corresponding PPR [90] with a third-party 

address using the Registrar contract on the blockchain. Then the third party is notified if any new 

permissions are occurred and can retrieve any information about a patient node. The Database 

Gatekeeper will allow access to the requests made by the third party authenticating the shared PPR. 

• EHR Manager: Issues notification for users and, if it is required, synchronizes the local database.  

The MedRec model is able to restore healthcare information about a patient giving the power to citizens with 

the information they need to make decisions about their care. The smart contract structure that is used in 

MedRec serves as a “directory and resource Location,” model that is secured implementing public key 
cryptography and crucial properties of data integrity and provenance. 

4.1.2 IoT domains 

4.1.2.1 Smart home domain 

In the prevailing smart home market, a plethora of IoT device manufacturers to develop their products are 

still implementing out-of-date technologies to create their devices. Thus, a vast amount of development work 

is still needed on their cloud. The deployment of products though onto blockchain can largely increase the 

performance of IoT devices and decrease the operating cost. Also, there are downsides of using cloud service 

by large IT companies: 

• IoT manufacturers are not cloud experts and thus are not able to fully exploit the cloud services.  

• IoT devices are one-time selling but the payment for cloud services is endless.  

• SPoF is a common phenomenon in cloud services (e.g data loss or home security issues, etc.) 

IoTex (https://IoTex.io/white-paper) is a decentralized system for IoTs enhanced with a blockchain 

mechanism that possesses  

1. a well-balanced distributed network to address the issues like privacy and scalability,  

2. fast consensus and low transaction cost  

3. lightweight cryptography to maintain resources, like energy, storage and computation  

IoTex is a blockchain mechanism that supervises the IoTs locally and when it is necessary connects with the 

public chain on the internet that is maintained by the community. The IoTex blockchain has many advantages 

(e.g. the maintenance cost is non-existent and the countermeasures provided forprivacy issues can avoid 

leaking information even if the internet is not safe.)   

 

https://iotex.io/white-paper
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Figure 4.7: IoTeX approach2 

Furthermore, except for allowing IoT constructors to deploy IoTs on IoTeX, the mechanism will provide IoT 

chip makers to create IoTeX blockchain- enabled chips to advance the architecture and develop cycles of IoTs. 

Manufacturers will simply consolidate the chip to make IoT devices sustained by IoTeX blockchain. 

From the research point of view, a novel instantiation of blockchain for smart homes is proposed in [95] by 

eradicating the need for coins and the concept of PoW. A hierarchical structure framework to distribute trust 

in order to maintain security and privacy while being more appropriate for a smart home. The proposed 

architecture [95] is comprised of three core tiers, which are the overlay network, the smart home and the 

cloud storage. IoT devices are placed in the smart home managed by a miner. Smart homes establish an 

overlay network including cloud storages, SPs, personal computers, smartphones, etc., as shown in Figure 

4.8:. To reduce network overhead, the nodes in the overlay network are gathered into clusters with each 

cluster to appoint a Cluster Head (CH) as a leader. Cloud storage is utilized by the IoT devices, placed in a 

smart home to store and share private data.  

                                                           
2 https://IoTex.io/white-paper 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/architecture
https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/consolidate
https://iotex.io/white-paper
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Figure 4.8: Overview of the BC-based architecture [95] 

A private blockchain is placed in a smart home and via a policy header, enforces policy for the transactions.  

Each transaction that is created by an IoT device is chained with the previous creating an immutable ledger.  

Each block is comprised of two headers: the block header which has the hash of the previous block and the 

policy header which is used to authorize IoT devices and enforce the control policy of the owner over his 

home (Figure 4.9:).  Furthermore, the policy header is composed of four parameters, which are: 

• The” Requester” parameter which is about the requester PK in each transaction. This field, for local 

devices, is the” Device ID”. 
• The action that is requested in a transaction, (e.g. store data locally, monitor real-time data, store 

data on the cloud and access stored data). 

• The IDs of the IoT devices in the smart home,  

• The actions (allow or deny) for the transactions with the corresponding properties. 

Except the header, chained transactions are contained in each block as well. Each transaction is composed 

of five parameters which are : 

• The “Previous Transaction”; 

• The “transaction Number” to identify each transaction in the blockchain; 

• The “Device ID” that created the transaction; 

• The “Transaction Type”, which can be monitor, genesis, store and access transactions;  

• The “Corresponding Multisig Transaction”, which derives from the overlay network, in any other 
casethis parameter is left blank. 
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Figure 4.9: A Smart home consisted of IoT devices, local storage, the miner and the local BC [95] 
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In [95] incoming and outgoing transactions are processed by a smart home miner, who can interact with the 

smart home’s gateway or with a device placed between the smart home’s devices and the gateway. The 
miner as expected validates, authenticates and audits transactions, but also a smart home miner generates 

the gemesis transaction, shares and updates keys, changes the blockchain structure, manages the cluster and 

to expand the provided capacity manages the local storage.  

The GHOST project3 is another European project investigating this area and its goal is to deploy an operative 

security framework for smart homes. The project includes three major components:  

• The Interception and Inspection layer to analyze collected data.  

• The Risk Assessment layer to assemble information about current risks and to evaluate in real-time 

network traffic. 

• The Control and Monitoring layer to deploy an interface to the user. 

Furthermore, the GHOST project utilizes smart contracts to guarantee data integrity and ensure other 

security properties. The different components that are utilized as additional countermeasures are: 

• the CrossLayer Anomaly Detection Framework, in which features about the cyber-security are 

adapted, extended and exploited and for the needs that are necessary for the smart home.   

• the Cyber Security Knowledge Base, in which a cloud-based knowledge repository is contained that 

collects insights to improve the self-regulating decision making and anonymized security intelligence 

to enhance the end-user experience. 

• The Shared Data Storage, which is a storage mechanism.  

The GHOST network comprises a scalable implementation of a private blockchain protocol on top of a 

smart home, which enable a device to perform as a regular blockchain peer and as a smart home gateway 

in the same time. Due to the fact that the hashing power of IoT devices is limited, this kind of IoTs act as 

lightweight nodes and the nodes with adequate computational power - full nodes - can be used as miners 

making the GHOST protocol functional as shown in Figure 4.10:.  

 

 

                                                           
3 https://www.ghost-IoT.eu/ 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/self-regulating
https://www.ghost-iot.eu/
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Figure 4.10: GHOST Protocol4 

4.1.2.2 Mobile communications  

Blockchain presents great opportunities to mobile operators to transform the business models but also to 

revolutionize the way of verifying the data integrity. The hard-to-satisfy requirement is that each blockchain-

based mobile network must ensure that it scales and supports millions of nodes and that the digitally signed 

transactions can reach all the participating nodes. The provisioning of a ‘blockchain-as-a-service’ ecosystem 
by mobile operators to the mobile network’s users has been proposed, e.g. in the context of content sharing 

[96]. This will allow, by means of smart contracts to protect copyrights and automate the online offering of 

content in an automated fashion, while eliminating the risk of redistributing content, so as to improve the 

digital experience of subscribers. The mobile carriers can offer low-risk and low-cost service platforms based 

on blockchains to a plethora of developers. The key insight is to install new infrastructure components to 

enhance the deployment of mobile blockchain-based frameworks, which leverage Big Data, digital identity 

and content delivery. The connectivity of existing telecom infrastructure should not be just be extended, but 

it is necessary to authenticate digital information be executing smart contracts and autonomous exchange 

data among mobile devices over the network.  

Blockchain technology will also abet the new generation of wireless and distributed networks. 5G is a 

technology to potentially profit the most from the blockchain. The 3th Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 

                                                           
4 https://www.ghost-IoT.eu/ 

https://www.ghost-iot.eu/
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access network and the non-3GPP (Wi-Fi, WiMax, WLAN) can be networked by means of a blockchain 

mechanism where service providers, cell towers, Wi-Fi routers and each access point can be used as a node 

in the network. The rules of engagement and the agreements between nodes, subscribers and networks [96]] 

can be coded as smart contracts and when the policy is outdated only the code is needed to be changed. This 

enables seamless services and new business models between 5G access nodes, networks and service 

providers. Blockchain-enabled services on mobile networks can be adjusted to the subscriber’s needs. In 5G 
wireless access technology [96] blockchain can assist by providing consistent access across a various number 

of devices, networks and IoT endpoints, while OSS and BSS, increase competitiveness and reduce costs. 

In [97], to enhance future mobile networks with blockchain technology, the authors introduce a novel 

concept of multiple access edge computing for mobile blockchain. MEC [98] can provide communication and 

computational resources for blockchain enabled mobile networks, as well as, to enable service providers to 

implement cloud computing services [97] at the edge of mobile internet (Figure 4.11:). Edge computing by 

providing computational power allows blockchain deployment in mobile networks to assist solving PoW 

crypto-puzzles and support consensus algorithms.  

 

 

Figure 4.11: MEC Enabled Blockchain [97]. 

Interaction in MEC between service providers and mobile devices can be demonstrated as activities where 

the provider sells data and computational resources in order to generate revenues from the users. Similar 

concepts that integrate cloud computing and blockchains have been realized. Microsoft on the Azure cloud 

platform provides Blockchain as-a-Service (BaaS), CloudHashing provides Mining-as-a-Service (MaaS) to the 

users who wishes to buy software services online, without installing hardware, to mine bitcoins. In order to 

manage data from IoT devices IBM utilizes a private blockchain mechanism Watson IoT platform that is united 

to IBM’s cloud services [97]. Ede computing systems are capable to offer near-to-end computing units (e.g. 

edge devices, fog nodes), in which the latency is lesser than the latency that cloud computing provides. For 

this reason, it is appropriate to delay-sensitive IoT applications [97].  

Blockchain-based MEC can be practical to numerous applications, (e.g. smart homes, smart grids etc.). In a 

smart home, IoT devices upload an excessive quantity of personal data to a central server that is reserved by 

smart device manufacturers generating SPoF and privacy issues [99]. Therefore, edge computing and 

blockchain can provide a secure framework to deal with the issue of managing private information in smart 

homes. Smart grid systems [100] are composed of heterogeneous sensors, meters etc., which edge 
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computing is able to be combined with to accomplish complex tasks automatically. These tasks can be the 

execution of smart electricity contracts, the preparation of transactions, and the balancing of the grid load.  

 

4.2 Protocol evolution 

4.2.1 Overview 

Bitcoin, the “historical” blockchain is usually called a first generation blockchain. It introduced 

cryptocurrency and this was the most important use case of Bitcoin (programmable digital money). 

 

Ethereum was the second generation of blockchain, with the introduction of Smart Contract and 

programmable coins and it opened the way for other applications than just programmable currency. 

 

Third generation are the next iteration of blockchains after ethereum. The third generation of blockchain 

claims to solve one or more of the existing issues, like scalability or interoperability but they also attempt to 

introduce more features. Some of these blockchains are focused on specific usage (a vertical market, like 

asset management) while some are general purpose but with a specific technical advantage (like speed, or 

low transaction fee). The most important topic addressed by the incoming third generation protocols are the 

scalability, interoperability, privacy, governance and User eXperience and will be described in detail in the 

furthers paragraphs 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Evolution, on the road to mainstream adoption 

 

4.2.1.1 Scalability 

In a distributed ledger technology, scalability refers to the ability of the blockchain to scale in terms of 

Transaction Per Second (tps). Transaction capacity are regularly compared to transacting capacity of 

centralized payment processor like Visa. While Visa company claims to be capable of handling more than 

Scalability

Privacy
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65,000 transaction messages a second [101]. As of today, historic blockchains like Bitcoin or Ethereum have 

a limited capacity of 3-7 tps for Bitcoin and 10-15 tps for Ethereum. 

 

In the last months, network has been overloaded for different reasons. It can be a sudden huge success of 

distributed applications built on top of a distributed ledger, as in the case of the Ethereum network which 

got jammed up because of people rushing to buy Cryptokitties cartoon cats [102]. It can also originate from 

a large number of crypto aficionadoss entrants motivated by the fear of missing out (FOMO) sentiment as in 

the case of the bull market in late 2017 which resulted in a sudden increase of the number of transactions 

and a network congestion. 

 

When the rate of new transactions coming in the network is higher than the network capacity, the 

transactions are momentary stored in pending transaction queue. At one point, the transaction is processed 

and encapsulated in a block, then added to the blockchain and thus disappears from the pending transaction 

queue [103]. In this case, the time to write the transaction in a block of the blockchain can be delayed from 

a couple of hours to tens of hours. 

 

The blockchain community is studying different solutions to handle scalability, from improving parts of the 

current generation blockchains to implement in the next generations to come, such as: 

• Solution based on modifying blockchain core (layer 1) 

o Increase block size; 

o Redesign consensus. 

• Solution based on sharding (layer 1) 

o Blockchain is splitted within several shards running in parallel (eg 1024 in the Ethereum 2 

project ref). 

• Solution based on sidechain 

o Under the assumption of interoperability, a main chain can send a transaction / value to a 

public or private sidechain. 

• Off-chain solutions (layer 2) 

o Transactions are moved off-chain to a peer to peer transaction channel, while the blockchain 

may act as a court ins case of dispute. 

4.2.1.2 Privacy 

In distributed ledger technology, the term privacy refers to the ability to keep transaction or selective 

properties confidential. This subject is an important issue to design blockchain uses cases and applications 

compliant with existing regulatory frameworks [104] such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

and the Charter of Fundamental Rights in European Union. 

Transactions in traditional systems provide privacy that is essential for both personal and commercial sphere. 

If not, it opens the doors for easy targeting specific of people or organizations.  

 

At the heart of public blockchains, there is a need of transparency for public verification, hence addresses 

and amounts offer public visibility of data and transaction. An important fact is that addresses only provide 

pseudonymity.  

 

It is thus possible for an attacker to gather intelligence using transaction amount tracing from the transaction 

graph or the state graph. 

 

The blockchain community is working hard on different solutions to increase privacy in public blockchains: 

• On-chain solution 

o Transaction mixing approach is generally based on putting coin in a common pot then 

distributing coin according to expected destination. Transaction mixing is used by ref; 
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o Homomorphic transformations (encryption) which allows to keep the data of the transaction 

visible only to participants, while keeping basic mathematical properties like addition. With 

such approach, nodes avoid multiple spending by verifying the math behind encrypted 

transactions. Homomorphic encryption is used by Zcash [105]; 

o Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge or zk-SNARK in short, 

where a prover can demonstrate the possession of certain information eg secret key without 

revealing that information, and without any interaction between the prover and the verifier. 

Zcash cryptocurrency uses zk-SNARK [106]; 

o The ring signature and Ring Confidential Transactions (Ring CTs), where a transaction has 

potentially been signed by a large group of signature, the “ring”. From an attacker point of 

view, the actual signer is not distinguishable from the group. Ring signature and Ring 

Confidential Transactions are used in the Monero cryptocurrency [107]. 

• Off-chain solution (layer 2) 

o Transactions are performed through a peer-to-peer channel, allowing to keep the 

confidentiality over transactions (number, amount), however initial and final transactions on 

the public blockchain still unveil some information. 

• Wallet solution 

o Preventive measures can be taken by designing wallet that uses unique public private key 

pair hence unique address for value transfer, as described by Gregory Maxwell and Peter 

Wuille in 2012 [108]. With such “hierarchical deterministic wallet” or “HD wallet”, a great 

number of public private key pair can be generated from a unique seed. 

4.2.1.3 Interoperability  

As of today, we are in the context, of multiple existing blockchains, each with different capabilities, 

characteristics, managed by different people with different interests. Assets, tokens, cryptocurrencies issued 

on a given blockchain remain on the native blockchain. Each blockchain is a segregated silo of trust within an 

isolated ecosystem. 

 

There is no standard way to enable communication between blockchains. As of today, the usual way to 

convert assets, tokens, cryptocurrencies from one blockchain to another is to rely on centralized or P2P 

exchanges. However, these exchanges do not offer the same level of trustiness like blockchains, and, does 

represent a break in terms of security model as well as a counterparty risk. 

 

Interoperability could be defined as the ability to transfer value and business logic from one blockchain to 

another one while keeping at any time, value and business logic under the governance of a single blockchain. 

Interoperability is an important topic since, this mechanism is at the heart of blockchain speed and capacity 

improvement, for example by running several blockchains in parallel. 

 

One way to achieve value interoperability between two blockchains is to use a special smart contract or 

conditional payment escrow called Hash TimeLock Contract (HTLC). HTLC contract allows a user to make a 

payment to another user under the conditions that this user knows a secret whose hash value is inside the 

contract. HTLC also embeds a mechanism that permits the sender to get back the payment if the receiver has 

not triggered the payment within a given time window. Using 2 HTLC smart contracts on two different 

blockchains can be used to perform exchanges between two persons. 
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Figure 4.13: Hash TimeLock Contract (HTLC) cinematic explained 

 

Such approach can be used to perform on-chain and off-chain value transfer: 

• Between any two blockchains, the sole requirement being that both blockchains must support 

conditional payments or smart contracts, 

• Between a blockchain and its corresponding state channel. 

 

Such cryptographic approach may be used to provide a pegging functionality between two blockchains, such 

as a public blockchain and a private. In this case, the smart contract is slightly different so that there is no 

effect on the supply of public blockchain.  

 

There are more and more initiatives in the community; universities such as MIT [109] or companies paving 

the way to blockchain interoperability:  

• Blockstream and the Liquid effort [110]. Liquid is an inter-exchange settlement network that 

interconnects together cryptocurrency exchanges and institutions, enabling faster Bitcoin 

transactions. 

• Polkadot [111] “enables an internet where independent blockchains can exchange information and 

trust-free transactions via the Polkadot relay chain, with the key tenets of scalability, governance, 

and interoperability.” 

• Tendermint [112] “the Cosmos Network proposes the Inter Blockchain Communication (IBC) protocol 

to allow blockchains to interact with other blockchains.” 

• Other initiatives are also carried out by Hyperledger, Aion, Icon, Wanchain or Ark. 
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4.2.1.4 Blockchain Based Applications User eXperience 

Applications built on top of the blockchains are still far too complicated for the normal user. Great User 

eXperience is mandatory for mainstream adoption blockchain application. 

 

Users want the same User eXperience expectations with blockchain based application as with centralized 

platforms such as Facebook, Plateform, etc. With centralized platforms, the proposed User eXperience is free 

and frictionless. However, user interaction is tightly monitored for advertising purposes and personal data 

are also heavily shared with advertisers. Revenue model of the platforms is based on advertisement hence, 

user monetization. 

 

Centralized platforms such as Facebook and Twitter offer wonderful frictionless interface, with simple 

identification/authentication based on login/password or two-factor authentication (2FA). Platforms also 

offer services for identity federation like oauth so that user can seamlessly login or share information to/with 

third party services through the platform. For transactions, users can purchase goods/services with their 

credit card or “one click” button.  
 

Blockchain based applications bring a new monetization and personal data paradigm, where the user stays 

in control of his/her data. As of today, blockchain based applications offer a rough User eXperience. The fact 

that to benefits from the public blockchain, a user must pay a transaction cost, is a huge adoption break. 

 

Indeed, when a user begins to be interested in a specific decentralized blockchain application (DApp in short), 

the barrier to entry is quite important. Even before perceiving a single benefit, a user has to understand and 

get accustomed to cryptocurrencies (buy, store securely, spend). The burden is so important that most users 

will be lost before using the blockchain based application. 

the basic of cryptocurrencies, how to buy them, 

 

Among the blockchain communities, the Ethereum one is the most advanced in terms of application offer 

built on top of the blockchain. Ethereum offers an ecosystem with more than two thousand DApp [113]. 

 

Recently, a project Universal Login for Ethereum came to light [114]. It is led by Alex Van de Sande and focuses 

on simplifying user onboarding, cross device wallet and personal data sharing. The initiative has received lots 

of interest from the community and is backed by two grants, the “ETH Prize” and the “Ethereum Community 
Fund”. 
 

The approach is based on extensive use of the well-established web technology of cookies [115] and the 

project was presented at Devcon4, October 2018, the annual Ethereum conference for designers, developers, 

researchers and artists.  

 

Alex Van de Sande argues that Ethereum is too complicated for the average user, and that there is a need to 

break down barrier to entry, concluding that User eXperience is as important as scalability. He advocates for 

the adoption of good existing recipes from the Internet; “be obsessed with k-factor [116], virality, SEO” 
(Search Engine Optimization). 

From a functional point of view, Universal Login proposes interesting user frictionless features such as: 

• Transparent user side wallet creation, 

• Cross-device wallet management, 

• Proxy payer on behalf of a third party allowing a new user to test a service without having to purchase 

any cryptocurrencies, 

• Account recovery. 

A demo of Universal Login is available; the reader may experience features and contribute to this open-source 

project [117]. 
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To understand how such project could be game changer for Ethereum and beyond, let’ see how it could help 
to simplify user onboarding of Cryptokitties, one of the most successful Ethereum application. Cryptokitties 

is one of the world's first blockchain games. It allows a user to buy collectibles virtual cats, breed them and 

sell them. Each cat has its own DNA which makes it unique [118]. Some cats are so rare that they can cost 

more than 100,000 USD. 

 

As part of this report, we have made a forward-looking exercise to transpose a typical application such as 

Cryptokitties in terms of user onboarding complexity (see below): 1/Web application, 2/Existing blockchain 

enabled web application and 3,3b/Universal Login blockchain enabled web application.  

 

  
 

Figure 4.14: UX scenarios, from user onboarding to CryptoKitty purchase 

 

A great interest of Universal Login is to delay the phase where the user has to experience  the hardest 

operations with cryptocurrencies (buying, secure wallet, etc.). From a technical point of view, Universal Login 

is based on a multi-factor self-sovereign smart-contract-controlled identity. 
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State of the art regarding User eXperience shows the weak maturity of blockchain technologies. Today the 

users are mainly innovators (around 2% of the population). In the coming months, years, user adoption will 

benefit from 2 trends: 

• The effort of the blockchain community to simplify the User eXperience, for instance, the reader may 

take notice of the Nimiq blockchain User eXperience. Nimiq puts a strong emphasis on simplifying 

crypto onboarding through gamification [119]. 

• Tight integration of crypto within existing tools such as a web browser. Opera announced in 

November 2018 the inclusion of a wallet straight within the browser (mobile and desktop), without 

the need to download any plugins [120].  

 

Beyond users, User eXperience may also be considered as developer experience, perceived through the 

available development environments. As of today, most environment development are evolving rapidly. 

Most of the times they try to offer the following integrated features: -Source code editor, -Wallet, -Test 

environment, -On premise blockchain. The two most advanced blockchain development environment are 

Hyperledger and Ethereum.  

 

Tools will continue to evolve to simplify developer experience and boost productivity. However, as of early 

2019, the state of blockchain development stacks is representative of the low maturity of blockchain 

technologies.  

 

4.2.1.5 Governance 

Governance can be defined as “the processes of governing – whether undertaken by the government of a 

state, by a market or by a network - over a social system (family, tribe, formal or informal organization, a 

territory or across territories) and whether through the laws, norms, power or language of an organized 

society.” [121] [122]. 

  

As for any Information Technology project, public blockchains and smart contracts require maintenance, 

evolution or even bug corrections. There is thus a need for governance, or rights for given stakeholders, to 

amend or update code. 

 

From a historical point of view, Blockchains or smart contracts relied on informal forms of governance. This 

informal form of governance can be seen as a market phenomenon implying different stakeholder’s 
categories [123]: Miners, Developers, and Users with each stakeholder having different objectives. 

 

From a practical point of view, public blockchain governance relies a lot on public arguing as well as the hard 

fork. With a hard fork, the initial blockchain splits in two, and there is no more communication or transaction 

options between the two blockchains.  

 

For several years, on-chain governance has been seen as a grail and a response to informal governance. On-

chain governance offers the same root idea that the ones advocated by the cypherpunk community and 

concept such as “code is law” from Harvard’s law professor Lawrence Lessig [15].  

 

In September 2014, the Blockchain Tezos team proposed a “self-amending crypto-ledger” [124] which brings 

to the light “a blockchain that can evolve through self-amendment. Tezos allows token holders to reach 

consensus on protocol upgrades, including upgrades to the governance mechanism itself.” This technical 
particularity did not avoid the dispute between Tezos’s co-founder Arthur Breitman and the Tezos 

Foundation [125]. 

 

Then in 2017, the DAO hack happened [126]. The DAO isa digital Decentralized Autonomous Organization, or 

a form of venture capital fund. The DAO governance is based on on-chain governance enforced by Ethereum 
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smart contracts. The DAO was crowdfunded via a token sale in May 2016 with a total value of 150 million 

USD. 

 

On June 17, 2016, the DAO suffered an attack that exploited a software vulnerability in which the attacker 

managed to steal about 30% of the funds. The Ethereum community was divided: one part advocated “code 
is law” were in favor of the status quo. The other part wanted a hard fork to erase the DAO hack from the 

Ethereum blockchain. The hard fork happened in July 2016. This event was an eye opener for the community. 

As of today, even Vitalik Buterin, the founder and chief scientist of Ethereum or Vlad Zamfir from the 

Ethereum foundation recognizes that they changed their minds about on-chain governance [127] [128].  

 

It seems that the approach with the most significant success is hybrid layered governance. Where one part 

of the governance is performed on-chain and another part can be performed off-chain (if needed) to solicit 

jurors or judges, then integrated on-chain. 

 

This approach allows benefiting from the power of automation of blockchain and smart contract for portions 

of a contract while keeping the benefit of existing laws and common sense as safeguards.  

Several companies are investigating the border between technology and law to bring a response to users: 

• Kleros is a startup that proposes [129] an interesting dispute resolution layer which provides “fast, 

secure and affordable arbitration for virtually anything.” It relies on people called jurors to analyze 

the dispute and decide on the issue which is then resumed in the blockchain. 

• Mattereum is a startup that proposes [130] legal and technical foundations for decentralized 

commercial law based on decentralized dispute resolution. In case of bugs or unexpected event, a 

decentralized dispute resolution can be initiated with the capability to enforce international 

arbitration. 

4.2.2 Key architectural evolution 

As stated by the CFP theorem / Blockchain trilemma [131], only two of three properties can be fulfilled by a 

blockchain: -Scalability, -Decentralization and –Security.  

 

In this chapter, we propose a deep dive on three kinds of architectural evolutions paving the way to greater 

scalability: -sharding (layer 1), -sidechain (interoperable layer 1), -state channel (layer 2).  

 

This deep dive is focused on value transfer, however, what is Possible today with programmable money 

should be Possible in the future with other cryptoassets. 

 

4.2.2.1 Layer 1 - sharding 

Currently, public/permissionless blockchain protocol relies on the fact that each node processes and stores 

all the transactions (e.g. Bitcoin) or the entire state (e.g. Ehereum) of the blockchain. Such approach leads to 

a bottleneck on the number of transactions that can be processed per unit of time. 

 

One response is to enable sharding. Sharding consists in splitting the original blockchain in say many 

blockchains running in parallel (1024 for instance). A given transaction is then balanced towards a given 

shard. This approach allows to increase the throughput of a given blockchain by the number of shards.  

 

For a Blockchain such as Ethereum, planning to release sharding features in 2020 with the Serenity release, 

it could lead to the ability to process in the order or 15 thousand of transactions per second for 1024 shards. 

For the sake of comparison, Visa claims 65 thousand transaction message per second [77]. 

 

This number of shards that will be enabled through a synchronization layer called a beacon chain that will 

randomly select a shard for the execution of a given transaction. 
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Figure 4.15: Overview of Ethereum sharding 2.0 [132]  

Sharding philosophy leads to increase the throughput of a blockchain while keeping a similar security model 

with all transaction performed on-chain. However, since the overall computing power is distributed among 

the shards, security of each shard is lower. Sharding is characterized as a layer 1 solution. 
 

4.2.2.2 Interoperable layer 1 - sidechain 

Another solution for scalability is the use of sidechains. Sidechains could be characterized as a interoperable 

layer 1 solution. A sidechain is a separate chain that is attached to the main chain using a two-way peg trust 

mechanism. A two-way peg mechanism allows to transfer coin from the primary blockchain to the secondary 

blockchain or sidechain and vice versa. 

 

A two-way peg is a trust mechanism able to neutralize fund on one blockchain to use them on a sidechain so 

that there is no money creation. There are different methods to achieve this two-way peg, from low trust 

(for instance through an exchange) to full trust with sidechain where both blockchains are tightly coupled 

through the verification of SPV (Simple Payment Verification. In other words, each blockchain can verify the 

origin of the funds on the other blockchain since the coin creation. 
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Figure 4.16: Sidechain explained by RSK Labs [133] 

This secondary chain can have different features from the main chain. For instance, the secondary chain 

could be permissioned (e.g. liquid which offer faster transaction but also better privacy through the use of 

confidential funds transfer between participants). The secondary chain could also have different consensus 

that the main chain (e.g. PoS instead of PoW).  

 

 

Figure 4.17: Sidechain overview by Blockstream  [134] 
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On the same model, sidechains can have other sidechains for application specific domains (e.g. 

micropayments, research and development blockchains, etc.). 

 

4.2.2.3 Layer 2 – state channel 

A third solution to scalability is to use off chain transaction through state channels [135]. In this case, some 

funds are sent from the main blockchain to a peer-to-peer channel. There are two main interest, one is the 

scalability, the peer-to-peer channel being fully scalable since it relies solely on raw computing power for 

transaction signing, the second one being the privacy of the peer-to-peer transactions.  

 

With such approach, only the fund transfers from the blockchain to the state channels and the fund transfers 

from the state channels back to the blockchain are recorded in the blockchain. In between, any number of 

transaction can be made between peers through state channels. While keeping the same transaction security 

model than the blockchain, relying on private key to sign each transaction, each state channel transaction is 

performed off-chain. 

 

The Lightning Network [136] is the Layer 2 payment for the Bitcoin Blockchain. It relies on state to bring off-

chain instant payment to Bitcoin. As of February 2019, the lightning network counts more than 5,000 nodes, 

21,000 channels and a network capacity of more than 2 million USD [137]. These numbers are experiencing 

yearly double digit growth (early 2019). 

 

To sum-up the 3 approaches, Sharding relies on privileging scalability and decentralization over security, 

Sidechain relies on privileging and decentralization over security while State channel relies on moving one 

part of the transactions outside of the blockchain. 

 

4.2.3 Key technical evolutions 

4.2.3.1 Zero-Knowledge Proof 

One of the most elementary and significant notions of cryptography is that of the ZK proof systems. To put it 

simple, ZK proofs [138] are interactive protocols that an entity (the prover) attempts to persuade another 

entity (the verifier) that a mathematical statement is valid, without exposing anything else but the statement 

itself. For example, let’s assume that a prover wishes to convince the other entity that there is a solution to 
a given equation. The easy way to do this is to simply provide the solution to the verifier, but by doing this 

though further information - except the statement - is provided. On the other hand, a ZK proof [138] has to 

satisfy the following properties: 

1. Completeness: In the case where the statement is correct, the honest prover will persuade the 

honest verifier that the fact corresponding to the statement is correct.   

2. Soundness: In the case where the statement is false, the adversarial prover cannot persuade the 

honest verifier that statement is correct, except with negligible probability. 

3. Zero-knowledge: In the case where the statement is correct and the verifier figures out nothing more 

than the fact that the statement is correct 

The first two properties are used in general interactive proof systems, but the third one is property that 

provides the full definition of the ZK proof [138]. 

The formalization of this notion requires an efficient simulator that can generate an transcript, 

indistinguishable from the verifier’s point of view, which means that any information that a verifier has 
obtain, is information generated without the help of the prover and after having communicated with him. 

Also, assuming hash functions a new construction can be provided: constant-round zero-knowledge 

argument system for NP [139] that satisfies the following properties: 

• The construction remains ZK even if it is composed simultaneously n times, (n is the security 

parameter)  
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• The construction is an Arthur-Merlin [140] protocol.   

• The simulator included runs in strict PPT, rather than in expected PPT. 

The notion of ZK proofs [138] has had an astounding impact on cryptography with few examples to be listed 

below: 

• Identification protocol: One of the most frequently tool used in cryptography, which enables user to 

identify themselves in the presence of an authority.  This action is usually performed by 

corresponding a secret to each user. A user to identify itself must prove that it possesses that secret, 

which is not revealed to the public. If this occurs, then an eavesdropper can masquerade himself (see 

Section 6.2.1 for more details) as the user.  

• Security definitions of other notions: The ZK notion can be implemented not just in interactive 

proofs; Assuming a user in a security protocol, ZK formalizes a situation where the user cannot obtain 

any information executing the protocol. To be precise, all the cryptographic notions and the security 

definitions are based on the ZK concept.   

• Constructions of secure protocol: An ordinary way to construct secure cryptographic protocols is to 

construct a protocol that is firstly secure against honest entities and then compile this protocol into 

a new one that is secure against adversaries. ZK proofs should be capable to provide such 

compilations 

 

4.2.3.2 Group signatures 

Group signature schemes [141] introduced by Chaum and Heyst, to enable users to sign messages in an 

anonymous on behalf of a group. The signature scheme, by using cryptographic methods, confirms to the 

verifier, without revealing the signer’s identity that he is a member of such a group. The concept relies to the 
fact that the verifier does not know who actually signed the data., corresponding the degree of anonymity 

with the size of the group. Group signature schemes are implemented in various fields (e.g. online payment, 

e-voting etc.) 

Group signature struggle to satisfy the properties defined by Chaum and van Heyst [141] and extended by 

Bellare et al. [142], [143]: 

▪ Soundness and completeness: If a signature is valid by group members then it is continuously 

verified correctly, while invalid signatures continuously fail in the verification process. 

▪ Anonymity: Without using the group manager's secret key, anonymity means that given a message 

and the signature of this message, the identity of the signer cannot be determined. 

▪ Unforgeability: Only group members can generate valid signatures. 

▪ Traceability: The group manager, observing any valid signature, should be able to trace the user that 

issued the signature, which means that only the group manager can break the users' anonymity. 

▪ Coalition resistance: There is no colluding group subset members that can generate a valid signature 

which the group manager is not able to link to one of these members. 

▪ Non-Frameability: Which means that even if the managers and all the other group members collude, 

they are no capable to forge a signature for a non-existing member. 

▪ Unlinkability (Indistinguishability):  Given as input two different messages along with their 

signatures, there is no way to distinguish if the signatures were signed from the same member. 

Group signature schemes are constituted of the following processes: 

1. Group Establishment: The public keys of the group and the corresponding membership issuing 

key are generated by an issuing authority. 

2. Joining: When a new member wishes to join the group, the issuing authority issues interacts with 

the new user in a secure way that assuring that the private key od the new user remains secret. 

Then the authority issues a membership credential for the new user.  

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/astounding
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3. Signing: All the honest members are capable to sign documents, where the signature of these 

documents depends on the private key but also on the credential. The signature should reveal 

neither information about the membership credential nor the private key.   

4. Verification: A verifier having in its possession the group’s public key should be able to realize if 
a given signature was issued by an honest member of the group. 

5. Revocation: Members of the group, which have been revoked can no longer sign documents on 

behalf of the group.  

6. Opening: This is an optional process and it is based on whether a scheme supports opening. The 

opening authority, which is a separate authority, is installed and is capable to open signatures. 

The opening of signatures means that this authority can reveal the identity of a signature’s 
member.  

7. Linking: Is an Optional process too and it is applicable only if linking is enabled. Any stakeholder 

observing two signatures should be able to distinguish whether these signatures were issued by 

the same member. 

Essential to the group is the group manager, the member in charge of adding new members and has the 

ability to reveal the original signer in case of disputes, but all these are model according to the signature 

scheme. In many systems this task is divided to the membership manager and the revocation manager. The 

former is responsible only about the members that are going to be added in the group and the latter is only 

revoking the anonymity of signatures.  

Ring signatures: Is a group signature scheme, introduced in 2001 by Rivest, Shamir and Tauman [144] and in 

such a scheme there are not prearranged users, distributed keys to the members or any kind of procedures 

for deleting or changing groups. A ring signature scheme provides a way to leak anonymously authoritative 

secrets and to persuade the verifier that the signature is issued by one of the members without publishing 

its identity and. Anonymity is a very valuable property when it is indispensable for some information.   

 

4.2.4 Organization body 

A few standardization bodies and other organizations are currently working on blockchain topic. We are 

listing the most important ones with the progress. 

 

4.2.4.1 IEEE 

The IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) has some activity around the blockchain [145]. 

A subgroup is more specialized in IoT: P2418-1 – Standard for the framework of Blockchain use in Internet of 

Things (IOT). This standard provides a common framework for blockchain usage, implementation, and 

interaction in Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The framework addresses scalability, security and privacy 

challenges with regard to blockchain in IoT. Blockchain tokens, smart contracts, transaction, asset, 

credentialed network, permissioned IoT blockchain, and permission-less IoT blockchain are included in the 

framework. 

 

4.2.4.2 Trusted IoT Alliance 

An alliance of several big names to secure and power an IoT ecosystem connected via the blockchain. The 

objective is to create an open source codebase to secure IoT identities, firmware, data and event logs for 

critical business functions, sometimes automated through smart contracts. 

They do not promote any blockchain technology. Members include: Bosh, Gemalto, Cisco, Consensys, IOTA 

as well as several protocol providers like Consensys (Ethereum) and IOTA. Ongoing work is not public, and no 

roadmap has been published. 

 

4.2.4.3 ISO 

ISO, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) haves a group working on distributed ledger 

technology ISO/TC307 [146] as well as a group working on IoT. 
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On DLT technology, the subgroup covers the following topics: 

• Interoperability 

• Security, Privacy and Identity 

• Smart Contract and their application 

• Governance 

• Use Cases 

A second group is in charge of IoT and related technologies (ISO/IEC JT 1/SC 41 [147]). 

 

A third group has been recently set up to manage specifically Blockchain and IoT, as a joint effort between 

ISO and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). China is expected to lead this group with experts 

from USA, France, Germany, and UK. 
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5. Protocols and platforms 

5.1 Established protocols 

5.1.1 Bitcoin 

5.1.1.1 History 

Bitcoin is the most known and the oldest Blockchain implementation. It has been created in 2008 following 

a now mythical Satoshi Nakamoto white paper: “BitCoin : A peer to peer Electronic Cash System” [12]. This 

paper describes a way to enable electronic payment without any centralized system, solving the double 

spending problem using a blockchain. 

 

The document describes the basis of a blockchain system, based on a Merkel tree implementation, and a 

proof of work consensus. The document was first published on August 31st 2008, but the first implementation 

was available on the 9th of January 2009, followed by a first transaction the 12 of January of the same year. 

The reference implementation is accessible on github [148] but others are available. The involvement of 

Satoshi Nakamoto slowed down in 2010 and who is behind this pseudo is yet to be discovered. 

 

The main usage of Bitcoin is the one described by the original white paper: electronic money. As such, the 

value of a Bitcoin as moved from nearly zero, a Pizza has been sold in 2010 for 10.000 bitcoin (1 bitcoin = 

0.001 $) up to nearly 20.000 US$ in December 2018. The current price is around 5000$ (November 2018). 

 

The Bitcoin protocol being open source, anybody can create its own private or public network based on 

source code of Bitcoin. Bitcoins created in these alternative Bitcoin networks will not exist in the main Bitcoin 

network. 

 

5.1.1.2 Governance 

There is no well-defined governance mechanism. Improvements on the network are made either through 

white paper, email on the bitcoin-dev mailing list or bitcoin improvement proposal (BIP).  

 

Several reporters say it's unclear if the current governance process was part of the increased value of the 

Bitcoin. Due to the lack of leadership governance, evolutions are slow. This ensures the stability of the 

protocol but makes very difficult any major evolutions and may sometimes lead to "fork" (eg Bitcoin Cash).   

 

5.1.1.3 Principle 

The Bitcoin protocol is based on transactions. A bitcoin transaction contains a list of inputs and outputs. 

These inputs and outputs are basically addresses and values. Each output (and input) has a public key 

associated with it, so only the owner of the private key associated with this public key can create a transaction 

on this previous output. 

 

To create a transaction, you need to own a private and a public key. The private key is used to sign your 

transaction, while the public one is used to verify that you are the one who has signed that transaction. 

 

Note that only state change is registered in the blockchain (user A send x Bitcoin to User B), but not the total 

balance in bitcoins of User B wallet. This model is called “UTXO” for unspent transaction output. 
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Figure 5.1: State transition in Bitcoin [149] 

Each transaction is broadcasted to the nodes of the Bitcoin network. Once a block has been validated and 

added to the Blockchain, a new a new block containing a subset of the pending transactions to be validated 

is created. The size of the block is typically 1 megabytes and can contain between 2000 to 6000 transactions, 

depending of transaction size. Transaction size varies depending on factors such as the complexity of the 

script, the number of inputs and the number of outputs. 

 
 

 

Figure 5.2: Block chaining [149] 

A block contains a block header and a list of transactions. The block header contains also the hash of the last 

validated block and a random number (nonce) which satisfies the cryptographic puzzle. The data of the block 

are stored in a Merkel Tree so that no change can be made on the content without modifying the hash of the 

block. 

 

Then a cryptographic puzzle is performed by each node on this block, the block can be different from one 

node to another. The puzzle consists of computing the hash of the block based on SHA-256. The objective is 

to find the "lowest" resulting hash. The SHA 256 hash function produces a set of 0 and 1, and the "winner" is 

the one who first discovers a nonce that generates a hash with a number of left-sided zeroes that meets a 

required difficulty. The only way to discover the nonce that satisfies this condition is by repeated attempts. 

 

Once a node has found a valid solution to the cryptographic puzzle, it broadcasts the discovery to the 

network, in order to have the validation of his peers. If more than 50% of the nodes confirms the validity of 

the block (by doing the same validation) then transactions are validated and the block added to the current 

state of the blockchain. 

 

The computing power of the Bitcoin network is called "hashrate" and defines the number of hashes per 

seconds that are computed which depends on the mining computing power of nodes. 

 

5.1.1.4 Incentive and coin generation 

The incentive to run a Bitcoin mining node is the reward on the proof of work done by miners. The current 

reward for mining is actually 12.5 bitcoins (which is more than 80.000 US$ at the current Bitcoin price) but 
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this reward periodically decreases. On top of this, the transaction fees are also part of the reward to the 

miners (and the fee will also ensure that the mining process will continue once all the Bitcoin will be mined). 

There are some interests to run a non-mining node, even if there is no reward, mostly for security reason as 

it could prevent a man in the middle attack between a client and the node. 

 

That is the mining process which creates Bitcoin supply, with a fixed maximum supply of 21 million. Currently, 

17.3 million of bitcoins have been mined. The cost to "mine" (= create new Bitcoin) will increase other time 

by increasing the complexity of the puzzle to be solved to consider a block to be validated. 

 

The cost to mine is also linked to the number of miners participating in the mining. To be more precise, it's 

the hasrate brings by the miners (or by a pool of miners) which is relevant. If there is more hasharate , the 

chance to win a reward decrease according to your hashrate percentage. This creates a self-regulation for 

the number of miners on the network. If the rewards will be too low compared to the mining costs, some 

miners will stop to mine giving more chance to the other miners to win. The other parameter is the 

complexity of the puzzle to solve: if the puzzle is too complex to solve according to the mining power (the 

"hashrate") it could take more than ten minutes to validate a block. That's why the network automatically 

scale the complexity of the puzzle to keep a constant time to validate a block (this scaling is done every two 

weeks).  

Miners are usually parts of a mining pool which regroup several miners to increase hashrate and probability 

to win rewards and share the reward between all participants according to their hashrate. 

 

Figure 5.3: Map of full running nodes [150] 

 

There are actually 10.500 full nodes running, mostly [151] in US (23.54%) then Germany (19.27%) and China 

(6.69%).  

 

However, if we look to the repartition in term of hashrate (mining power) the situation is different. Currently, 

China haves many mining farms and as such have the biggest mining power [151]. 
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Figure 5.4: Hashrate distribution [151]  

 

5.1.1.5 Consensus 

The Bitcoin Consensus is a Proof Of Work, and was described in a previous paragraph. 

 

5.1.1.6 Smart contract 

Bitcoin includes some ability to run scripts, called Bitcoin Script [152] but this Script is minimum and not 

Turing complete (for instance, it does not allow loop).  This is usually used by Bitcoin to create more complex 

conditions on how the money can be spent. For instance, a script could require more than one signature to 

be valid. 

 

There are projects working to add full smart contract capacities to Bitcoin, like Rootstock (RSK) project [153]. 

The aim of Rootstock is to be able to execute Turing complete Smart Contract for Bitcoin, buy using a side 

chain executing an Ethereum Virtual Machine. 

 

5.1.1.7 Dependence and risks 

Due to the lack of well-identified figure or company behind the Bitcoin protocol there is no major dependency 

as opposed to some other protocols (V. Buterin with Ethereum, P.Larimer with EOS, IBM with Hyperledger,…).  
 

 But risks are still numerous: 

• The POW protocol energy consumption is a major issue, especially when the world tries to reduce 

his consumption. The cost to run a Bitcoin mining farm requires not only to run computers but also 

to spent energy to cool them down. 

• Currently, the current annual energy consumption to run the bitcoin network is estimated to be 57 

TWh, which is close to Austria total energy consumption according to Digiconomist [121]. There are 

criticisms on the method used for this computation (from Marc Bevand [122]) but this does not 

change the problem in terms of energy consumption, just the level of energy consumed. Other argues 

also that energy cost could be reduced by using solar energy, or energy " wasted " during some 
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periods like the one the hydraulic central during the night [123]. Regulations on energy could 

potentially kill bitcoin by banning mining in some countries.  

• Scalability issue is also a major issue as it prevents the protocol to be massively adopted. The 

maximum transaction rate is around 10 tx/sec. This is linked to the block size (1mb) which is mined 

every ten minutes on average. The minimum transaction size is 166 bytes (but could be more) so the 

theoretical maximum tx rate is 1.000.000/166/600 = 10.04 tx/sec. As a comparison, the Visa capacity 

is 65.000 tx/seconds [77]. Solutions to this issue are being developed, with lightening network for 

instance. 

• Regulation: for bank and state Bitcoin was seen initially as a major threat and a possibility to bypass 

existing regulations. Things are moving slowly and Bitcoin is now in an intermediate state where 

regulations bodies are integrating Bitcoin in their reflections and future laws but some countries are 

more advanced than others. 

• Security: Bitcoin has proven to be very secure has no single hack succeeded since his creation. 

However, it is still theoretically possible to attack it if you have more than 50% of the hash rate. The 

huge concentration of Chinese mining farms makes this attack highly possible. 

 

5.1.1.8 Evolutions 

Major evolutions on the Bitcoin protocol are currently efforts to increase transaction speed, for instance by 

the ability to create Side Chains like the lightning network. Basically, the lightning network is a way to create 

transaction between wallet owners off-chain and is described in details later. 

 

5.1.1.9 Use cases 

The only known use of Bitcoin protocol is the original one, the possibility to exchange money between two 

persons without third-parties.  

  

5.1.1.10 Generic 

The generic Bitcoin use cases are around finance and money, as described in original Satoshi white paper. 

 

5.1.1.11 IoT 

There is no known usage of Bitcoin in IoT except for payments. Bitcoin lightning network can be used to 

perform micropayment between for instance a user and a soda vending machine [154] or between machines. 

These payments require a fast transaction and low fees, and this can currently be done only using the 

lightning network.  

 

5.1.2 Ethereum 

5.1.2.1 History 

Ethereum concepts have been first published in a white paper by Vitalik Buterin in late 2013 [155]. The 

rationale of Ethereum was the lack of Bitcoin to propose a featured scripting language to be able to create a 

fully decentralized app.  

 

In January 2014 Ethereum was publicly announced with a team led by Vitalik Buterin, Mihai Alisie, Anthony 

Di Iorio, and Charles Hoskinso, Joe Lubin, etc. 

 

The development of the Ethereum blockchain started at this date too, as well as the creation of the Ethereum 

foundation. One of the first ICO has been set up to fund the Ethereum project. The crowdsale in Bitcoin 

collected at this time around 18 million US$. 

 

The first network was launched in 2015 with several evolutions since then: in 2017 the ‘Byzantium’ release 
has been deployed. 
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An important milestone of the project was the “The DAO” project: in 2016 a crowdsale for a DAO 

(Decentralized Autonomous Organisation) raised 150 million US$. The objective of DAO was to create an 

organization fully managed by Smart Contract, running on the Ethereum blockchain. But a bug in one of the 

contract allowed a hacker to stole 50m$ in ether. This raised a debate in the community on what to do at 

this point: ‘modify’ the blockchain to get back the stolen ethers or follow the initial principle of a blockchain 

and keep things as is – immutable. This created a split between Ethereum and ETC (Etherum classical) who 

chooses not to modify the blockchain. 

 

In 2017, the Entreprise Ethereum Alliance has been initiated5 to create a place where industry actors can 

discuss and propose evolution to the Ethereum protocol. 

 

Ethereum being open source, anybody can create its own network (private or public) based on the Ethereum 

protocol.  

 

Most of the ICO (Initial Coin Offering) has since been based on the Ethereum tokens, by the creation of new 

coins following the ERC20 standard which the basic that a smart contract needs to implement to be 

considered as a token6. 

 

5.1.2.2 Governance 

The evolution of the network and protocol are proposed through the EIP (Ethereum Improvement Process)7 

                                                           
5 https://entethalliance.org/ 

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ERC-20 

7 https://eips.ethereum.org/ 
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Figure 5.5: Ethereum governance [156] 

 

But as opposed to bitcoin, there are several important companies and individuals supporting Ethereum, the 

biggest one being its creator, Vitalik Buterin and the galaxy of companies created around it (eg, Consensys, a 

one-thousand employees company focused on technology services and products created by Ethereum co-

founder Joe Lubin). 

 

5.1.2.3 Dependencies and Risk 

There is a great dependence between Ethereum and its founder Vitalik Buterin, so each declaration of 

position from V.Buterin impact directly Ethereum. He plans to step out and be less prominent to reduce this 

risk. 

 

In terms of technical risks, like many other public blockchains, the biggest one is the scalability issue. This is 

a major weakness of the network as some dApp could easily create unexpected traffic, like the one generated 

during the cryptokitites problem in December 2017, when the Cryptokitties game congested the Ethereum 

network for several days with a deep impact on other dApp.  

 

Scalability is addressed in the roadmap but the corresponding deadlines were delayed several times. 

Handling scalability will be a major improvement for Ethereum inducing a risk of numerous side impacts 

especially for a team lacking an industrial experience. 
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Since there is no massive deployment of industrial grade application on Ethereum, there is no lock-in for 

Ethereum “customer company”. Minimum Viable Project and Proof of Concept who are frequently Ethereum 
based could move rapidly to other blockchains. 

 

Weak barrier entrance, newcomer protocols can build on top of Ethereum experience to offer a new 

generation platform: scalable, fast, power efficient. Ethereum could quickly become obsolete. 

 

5.1.2.4 Principle 

General principles are very similar to what has been described in the previous chapter: Ethereum protocol 

store transaction in an immutable set of blocks validated by a network of computers using a PoW.  The main 

difference is that in Ethereum, it’s not the state changes of wallets who are stored (UTXO) but the most 

recent state of a wallet.  

 

The other core component of Ethereum is its virtual machine: The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) which 

run Smart Contract designed for Ethereum. 

 

A Smart Contract in Ethereum can contain values, just like a program, that are stored in the blockchain, and 

the Smart Contract is the way to interact with these values (add, delete, or change any value). 

 

In Ethereum, a transaction is a smart contract execution that modifies the state of the data stored by this 

contract. This transaction is executed and validated by the mining nodes. A “read only” function that does 

not modify the state is only executed by a single node with a minimum cost. 

A transaction is defined by: 

• The recipient of the message (an address in the Ethereum network), 

• A signature identifying the sender, 

• The amount of ether to be transferred to the recipient, 

• An optional data field, 

• A “STARTGAS” value, representing the maximum number of computational steps the transaction is 

allowed to do, 

• A “GASPRICE” value, representing the fee the sender pays per computational step. 
Part of the idea behind the STARTGAS and GASPRICE is that executing contract on the Blockchain has a cost, 

and a DOS attack would cost much more than the interest of such attack. 

The Ethereum Blockchain currency is the Ether, and various subdivision of ether, the minimum being wei, 

where 1Eth= 1018 wei. 

 

The other general principles are similar to the Bitcoin blockchain, with some differences: 

• A new block is generated every 14 to 15 seconds (10 minutes for Bitcoin). 

• The proof of work algorithm used is ‘Etash’ [157] 

 

5.1.2.5 Incentive and coin generation 

Currently the Ethereum blockchain uses a PoW based consensus. Each new block validation is rewarded with 

3 Ethers plus the Gas fee issued to “pay” the transactions. 
The protocol is expected to move to a PoS mechanism (and in the meantime a temporary mechanism that 

uses both PoW and PoS) but the exact deadline is moving. This release, named “Casper” is planned for 2019 
(see Evolution). 
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There is currently around 100 million ethers generated, and 10% of them has been generated in 2017. There 

is no fixed maximum supply at this time but it is expected that it should happen at one point. Vitalik Buterin 

proposed to fix this to 144 million ethers. There are 13259 Ethereum nodes8 as of November 2018. 

 

5.1.2.6 Smart-contracts 

As the EVM is a virtual machine, Smart Contract can be written in any language as long as it can be compiled 

to EVM bytecode. 

 

Solidity is the most used language for this and has some similarities with JavaScript. Other languages include 

Vyper  (a python-like language), LLL (Low-level Lisp-like) Language.  

 

Smart contract in solidity can call functions from others smart contracts, allowing complex interaction. Note 

that as all the data stored in smart contracts is trusted, it is not possible to access to “external data”, like for 
instance result of a sports match this information is not stored within the blockchain. For this purpose, you 

need an Oracle service, which is a trusted third party software that can call a smart contract to provide it with 

meaningful off-chain information.  

 

5.1.2.7 Scalability and costs 

Current version of ethereum is able to process only 15 transactions/seconds.  

 

One option proposed by Ethereum is to implement a sharding approach, where the Ethereum network is 

split into several smaller partitions, and each partition can process transactions in parallel to the others 

partitions. The total speed of the network would be enhanced by the numbers of shards. 

 

The other proposed solution is a Layer 2 approach, called “Plasma”. It does not improve the scalability of the 
blockchain but creates mechanisms to speed up dApp. The principle is based on off-chain transaction where 

a smart contract can be executed independently from the main Ethereum chain, but with some exit 

mechanism to ensure security. 

 

The specifications of Plasma are still evolving in the Ethereum community. According to Vitalik Buterin, 

sharding could be deployed in 2020, after Casper release. 

 

The current energy cost of running the ethereum is 19 TW/h 9 which is close to the energy consumption of 

Iceland. 

 

5.1.2.8 Uses cases 

There is no other use cases as the original one.  

 

5.1.2.8.1 Generic 

The nominal use case for Ethereum is what is called “a decentralized application”. In other words, an 

application that can be run without the need for a centralized backend. There are thousands of DAPP 

available10 but only a few are really useful. 

 

                                                           
8 https://www.ethernodes.org/network/1 

9 https://digiconomist.net/ethereum-energy-consumption 

10 https://www.stateofthedapps.com/ 
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5.1.2.8.2 IoT 

Ethereum has been used in many IoT Proof of concept, due to his large availability and tools. 

Some include energy11, supply chain, agriculture and farming, security, asset tracking. 

 

It is, for instance, possible to execute a smart contract on an IoT device and connect to the Ethereum 

blockchain (assuming that this device has a wallet) to store data issued by this device. For instance, a 

temperature for a food monitoring device can be used as a proof in the cold chain, but the cost and the 

transaction time limit the real usages beyond POC. 

 

5.2 IoT focused protocols 

5.2.1 IOTA 

5.2.1.1 History 

IOTA (also called MIOTA) was launched in 2015 by David Sønstebø, Sergey Ivancheglo, Dominik Schiener, and 

M. Sergueï Popov. The objective was to create a crypto based solution to address IoT (Internet Of Things) use 

cases. There are potentially billions of connected objects, exchanging an enormous number of messages and 

existing Blockchain solutions where not suitable. 

 

Instead of using a traditional blockchain approach, they used a different solution called DAG that will be 

described later.  IOTA protocol is not a blockchain but belongs to the same family as the purpose is similar: 

immutable distributed ledger. The main IOTA objective is to reach huge scalability and zero transaction fee. 

 

An initial crowdsale raised the equivalent of 1337 Bitcoins in 2015. All the IOTA token has since been 

distributed (2,779,530,283,277,761), 5% of this supply has been distributed to the IOTA foundation. 

 

IOTA announced partnerships with several companies including Bosh, Volkswagen and Fujitsu. 

A data marketplace has been set up 12 where it is possible to sell and buy sensor data. So far (November 

2018), the data from one hundred sensors are available on the marketplace. 

 

5.2.1.2 Governance 

IOTA project is led by the IOTA foundation. a non-profit organization that lead the development of the Tangle 

and the IOTA Wallet. The directors of the foundation are the IOTA funders (D.Sønstebø, S. Ivancheglo, D. 

Schiener, and M. S. Popov) 

The source code is open source 13 and managed by IOTA foundation. There is no open governance mechanism 

beyond a discord for developers. 

 

5.2.1.3 Protocol 

IOTA protocol is based on a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG). A DAG is a finite graph which does not contain 

directed cycles. In other words, it is not possible to loop following a DAG. In IOTA this graph is called ”The 

Tangle”. 

 

Here is a representation of the Tangle: 

                                                           
11 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6-rf68taTs&app=desktop 

12 https://data.iota.org/#/ 

13 https://github.com/iotaledger 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6-rf68taTs&app=desktop
https://data.iota.org/#/
https://github.com/iotaledger
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Figure 5.6: Tangle state [158] 

 

Each square is a vertice and represents a transaction, each line is an edge and represents a validation of a 

previous transaction. 

The square named “a” is the genesis block, the root of all transactions. “a” is referenced by transaction 
“b”,”c”,”d” and “e” in the example. 
 

In green, the transactions are confirmed, it means that they are referenced by all tips = grey squares. This 

mean there is a direct or indirect path to go from “m” to “w”,”x”, “y” or “z” 

 

The grey squares, “w”,”x”,”z”,”y” are unvalidated transactions ( tips in the Tangle definition). They just have 
been created and are not yet referenced by any other transaction. 

 

In blue, the transactions are unconfirmed, or partially confirmed. Only a subset of unconfirmed transaction 

references them. 

 

The process to create a transaction (a record in the ledger or a coin exchange) is the following: 

 

• The transaction is signed with one of the private keys of the emitter. 

• This transaction is linked to two previous transactions to be part of the Tangle and later be 

validated. The process is called “ tip selection ”, to select two unconfirmed nodes to be linked to 

this transaction using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm, or MCMC. This selection is based 

on weight and depth of node in the graph. 

• Once the two previous graph nodes are selected, the emitter of the transaction needs to do a 

small Proof of Work to be able to put his transaction in the list of pending ones 

• The transaction is broadcasted to the network to be validated and to be part of a further 

transaction. 
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Figure 5.7: Tangle state with a new transaction 

This is the state of the tangle when our new transaction (“ 1 ”) has been added to the tangle. “w” and “x” 
which were tips in the previous graph are now referenced by “1” and are partially confirmed transactions. 
They won’t be used as tips anymore. 
 

 

 

We should add another transaction, named “2”. The Tangle state will be the following: 

 

Figure 5.8: Tangle state with a second transaction added 

As previously, “z” and “x” are not anymore tips but unconfirmed transaction, but “n” who was an 
unconfirmed transaction at the previous state is now a confirmed transaction. 

 

As it is not possible practically to check that a specific transaction is referenced by all tips, dues to scale issue 

(there could be thousands or more new transactions every second), a statistic approach is proposed by IOTA 

where the client who wants to check is a transaction is confirmed call tip selections several times (lets say 

100 times) and check for each tip if the transaction he wants to check is referenced. 

 

Currently there is a need to an extra level of security for the Tangle, bring by the “Coordinator”, a centralized 

validator. The coordinator generates milestones, which are specific zero-value transaction issued every two 
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minutes. In the current form of the IOTA protocol, a transaction is said to be validated if it has been 

referenced by a milestone 14. 

The code source of the coordinator is currently private and developed by the IOTA foundation.  IOTA 

foundation claims to remove it once enough transaction will be done on the network but it is unclear when 

this shutdown will happen. 

 

There are three types of nodes in an IOTA network: light nodes and full nodes and permanodes. Light node 

does not contain any Tangle graph, they just do the POW for their own transactions but ask tips to a full node 

and send back information to them. 

Full nodes contain part of the Tangle graph and are able to provide “tips” to other nodes (light node). Only a 
subset of Tangle graph is stored on a Full node: when a “snapshot” happens, most of the graph can be deleted 

from the node. 

Permanode contains the full history of the Tangle, which requires a huge memory space. The IOTA foundation 

runs a permanode. 

 

IOTA transactions are signed using Winternitz signature which is a variation of Lamport signature. This kind 

of signature is quantum resistant but require a new private/public key to be generated each time that a 

transaction is signed with the private key, because part of your private key is revealed in the signature 

process. There is no such limitation when you send something to the address (public key signature).  This 

means some specific strategies needs to be developed to bypass limitations on some use case (donations, 

M2M communication). 

 

 

5.2.1.4 Smart contracts 

There is no smart contract currently supported in IOTA. IOTA foundation is working on a second level app 

called “Qubic” that should bring SmartContract like functionalities but this is still in early developments. 
 

5.2.1.5 Dependencies and Risk 

The IOTA governance depends of a single organization, the IOTA foundation. 

 

The project suffers from critics and technical risks: 

- The validity of the tangle approach has not been proven theoretically or even practically.  

- The fact that the network needs currently a centralized coordinator raise some concerns  

- The “Curl” episode, where some MIT research found some issues in the hash function (named CURL) 

developed in-house. The reaction of the IOTA foundation raised some concerns about the overall 

security of IOTA [159]. 

- Full nodes do not require to store all data between snapshot, so only a small subset of transactions 

are currently saved in a decentralized way. IOTA foundation runs a permanode but this brings back 

the centralization problem. 

- IOTA have a great community of supporters, which is a positive thing but sometimes can create 

extreme behaviors. 

 

 

                                                           
14 https://docs.iota.org/introduction/tangle/consensus 

 

https://docs.iota.org/introduction/tangle/consensus
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5.2.1.6 Use Cases 

5.2.1.6.1 Generic 

The non IoT use case for IOTA are today limited and are related to using IOTA as a cryptocurrency with zero 

transaction fees, like IOTA-Pay 15. 

 

5.2.1.6.2 IoT 

IOTA has been designed specifically for IoT, so many use cases are present: 

 

MatchX is a LoRa Gateway constructor who provides direct integration to IOTA so sensor data can be 

monetized using IOTA market place 16. 

 

Another interesting use case is the Smart Charging Station, for electric vehicle. IOTA is used as a currency by 

the end user to pay directly to the charging station 17. 

 

5.2.2 IoT Chain 

This protocol is still heavily under development and has very few information available. The interest is that 

this protocol is one example of the intent to solve specific IoT problems using blockchain. 

 

5.2.2.1 History 

IoT Chain (or ITC) is "a lite operating system based on blockchain, which is designed to solve current serious 

security problems of IoT, meet the high degree of concurrent usage scenario of IoT and realize the 

interconnection of all things". 

It's a Chinese project, leaded and created by Xie Zuhopeng (CEO), Liu Xinhao (Co-founder), Ding Ying (CTO) 

and Zhao Tan (CFO). 

They have made an ICO in late 2017, using their own token (ITC) raising ten million euros. However, it is 

unclear how many of these tokens have been sold to fund ITC and what is the status of the company in terms 

of available cash. 

The white paper [160] is not dated but has been issued before the ICO, Q4 2017. 

 

5.2.2.2 Governance 

ITC is, for now, a privately developed protocol and there is no public governance. The company provides a 

monthly update on the progress but does not disclose any source code of his protocol. 

 

5.2.2.3 Protocol 

Technically the white paper does not go into details about their protocol and provide only objectives and 

overview. 

The key points are the following: 

• ITC uses PBFT consensus mechanism 

• It uses a DAG model to store information 

• It uses simplified payment verification (SPV) a method to verify payment without downloading the 

entire blockchain. 

 

                                                           
15 https://github.com/ovanwijk/iota-pay 

16 http://www.matchx.io 

17 https://blog.iota.org/worlds-first-iota-smart-charging-station-52f9024db788 

https://github.com/ovanwijk/iota-pay
http://www.matchx.io/
https://blog.iota.org/worlds-first-iota-smart-charging-station-52f9024db788
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ITC claims regarding hardware requirement make it possible to run on resource-limited devices like a 

RaspberryPI or an Espressif 8266 (a 2$ Wifi enabled chip). 

 

5.2.2.4 Dependencies and risks 

The project posts frequent updates on his achievements, but for now, the source code is not available. The 

project is only developed in house and his real technical status is unclear. Without a challenge from 

blockchain community and no evidence of their achievements there are some possibilities that the project is 

not what he claims to be, or not at the expected achievement. 

Beyond this, the objective of being a standard and being able to connect millions of things requires some 

level of industry maturity and power and can only be achieved through partnerships which are not done for 

now. 

On the other hand, the risk (for other projects) is that if ITC succeeds to partner with a big Chinese brand 

name, this could give them an immediate reach in term of number of devices due to the huge internal Chinese  

market. 

 

5.2.2.5 Uses Cases 

IoT Chain claims to have several on-going uses cases/proof of concept: 

 

Automotive: Prevent hacking using ITC 

Healthcare: Vaccine tracking solution using ITC 

Privacy/User data: resell user data without compromising privacy (anonymization) 

 

5.2.3 Nano – Railblocks 

5.2.3.1 History 

Nano was founded in 2015 by Colin LeMathieu [161] as an attempt to increase transaction speed on a 

decentralized payment system following a white paper published initially in December 2014. It is focused on 

the payment transaction. This protocol was initially called “RailBlock,” but was renamed and rebranded at 

the beginning of 2018. Nano claims to be the first Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) cryptocurrency, before IOTA. 

 

The team seems to be a small team of developers: 4 developers are listed on the Nano website, including 

Colin LeMathieu. 

 

Initially, Nano was not available on major exchanges, so an exchange allowing Nano transfer has been 

created: Bitgrail. However, this exchange has been hacked in 2018 resulting in the loss of 18mUS$ of value 

in Nano, and the closing of Bitgrail 

 

5.2.3.2 Governance 

A company, called “NanoFundation,” manages the development of the Nano protocol which is OpenSource. 
 

 

5.2.3.3 Protocol 

Unlike other blockchains, Nano uses a block-lattice structure. Each account has its own blockchain containing 

the transactions and balance history for this specific account. This blockchain is replicated on each node but 

can only be updated by the account holder using his private key. 

The design idea behind this is that the ledger can be quickly updated by the account holder without the need 

of confirmations. 

 

The update is then broadcasted to the others nodes using UDP. The protocol has been designed to fit into a 

UDP packet, decreasing the bandwidth requirement. 
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Transferring fund from one account to the other require two transactions: one transaction to remove the 

amount of Nano to be sent from the sender account, and one to add this amount to the receiver account. 

 

 

Figure 5.9:  Nano Transaction [161] 

 

Transactions to debit an account are immediate as the sole requirement is to be signed by the owner of the 

wallet. 

 

The receiving transaction can be in two states:  

Settled if the transaction has been received by the receiver´s wallet and accepted (signed by the 

private key of the receiver wallet). 

UnSettled if the transaction is not yet accepted by the receiver (similar to “unconfirmed” transaction 
in traditional blockchain approach) 

 

Transactions are asynchronous, and the receiver can validate transactions in any order. 

 

As Nano uses an account/balance model, light nodes who are interested only by the balance of the wallet 

can choose to remove most of the blockchain history and keep only the latest transactions. 

 

As there is no notion of block validation, the number of transaction per seconds is only limited by bandwidth 

and hardware of the node. The current capacity is around 1000 tx/second. 

 

5.2.3.4 Consensus 

The consensus used in Nano is a DPoS consensus. There are 4.776 representatives (as of early 2019), but only 

590 with a voting power higher than 256 [162]. A representative is a node that has a high uptime and a locally 

stored wallet. Each account can name one representative. Voting power is proportional to the numbers of 

Nano that the node holds or represents. 
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Unlike many other cryptocurrencies, there is no incentive to run a node: no reward or equivalent. Since the 

cost of running a node is low, the development team bets that by reducing the barrier to entry to run a node 

will be enough to mobilize individuals without financial incentive. 

 

5.2.3.5 Smart Contracts 

There is no smart contract available at the moment in Nano and no mention of such feature in the roadmap. 

 

5.2.3.6 Dependencies and risks 

Nano is the success of a small dedicated team and loyal community. Beyond this first circle, the Nano 

adoption by big names is not yet a reality, and a significant risk is that the supply of the currency does not 

grow enough especially regarding the number of competitors in the fast payment area (Ripple, Stellar, …). 
 

5.2.3.7 Uses cases 

The positioning of Nano is a fast and light cryptocurrency. The single use case of Nano is to use it as a payment 

system. The interest, due to his light implementation, is that it can be used in constrained IoT devices, both 

in term of available bandwidth and memory. 

Beyond this, no use case on IoT has been explored, which is probably due also to the fact that Nano ledger 

cannot be used to store something else than Nano coins and that there is no Smart Contract. 

 

5.3 Privacy-preserving protocols 

Privacy properties in the context of blockchain technology have only recently begun to be formalized [163]; 

although the blockchain technology has been formulated as a somehow “anonymous data structure” (mainly 

due to the fact that the identities of users can be “obscured”, as in the case of Bitcoin), it is clear that actually 

there is personal (and not anonymous) data processing in place and, thus, privacy needs to be formally 

treated in a provable way. 

To further illustrate the fallacies on anonymity, we refer to the Bitcoin blockchain which was initially assumed 

to provide privacy. In this case, all the transactions, as well as the addresses (based on public key 

cryptography) of the users are publically available. Clearly, such information may result in user identification 

if it is appropriately combined with other information; for example, online shops that accept Bitcoin may 

require some user information. This is further accentuated by the fact that traffic analysis can be also 

performed over the Bitcoin blockchain network. A characteristic example is the case of the online black 

marketplace Silk Road, where a former FBI agent testified that he directly traced millions in bitcoin to the 

laptop of the man behind Silk Road18. 

Therefore, blockchains are generally not anonymous data structures, since their underlying data processing 

should be characterized as personal data processing (see also the Cyber Trust Deliverable D3.1). Hence, 

personal data protection issues in the framework of blockchains should be examined. When dealing with 

these issues, pseudonymisation techniques and other privacy-enhancing technologies arise as possible 

appropriate solutions that may be adopted for reducing privacy risks, such as re-identification or profiling of 

users. In the context of the Cyber-Trust, in which blockchain will be used for promoting security over the 

user’s devices/data, it is evident that such privacy enhancing technologies should be carefully taken into 

account. 

We next present an overview of the currently known privacy-preserving protocols for blockchains; although 

they mainly focus on the financial sector, aiming to promote privacy in financial transactions, their underlying 

                                                           
18 See, e.g., https://www.coinspeaker.com/silk-road-trial-fbi-traced-13-4m-in-bitcoin-to-ross-ulbrichts-laptop/ (Last 

accessed: January 5th, 2019). 

https://www.coinspeaker.com/silk-road-trial-fbi-traced-13-4m-in-bitcoin-to-ross-ulbrichts-laptop/
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principles and structures may be possibly used, appropriately adapted, to other contexts. Nevertheless, in 

the financial sector, the main privacy requirements can be summarized as follows [164] 

i) Untraceability: For each incoming transaction, all possible senders are equiprobable 

ii) Unlinkability: For any two outgoing transactions, it is impossible to prove that they were sent to the same 

person. 

 

5.3.1 Building blocks 

Currently, there are two main technologies that can be used as a backbone for developing blockchains 

supporting anonymous financial transactions (whilst, as stated earlier, these technologies might be possible 

candidates for promoting privacy in the framework of Cyber-Trust’s blockchain). These are the Cryptonote 
[164] and the Equihash [165]. 

 

5.3.1.1 Cryptonote 

Cryptonote19 is an open-source technology that allows the creation of anonymous cryptocurrencies. Its main 

design goals can be summarized as follows: 

1. Unlinkable transactions, that is all transactions that are being sent to the same person have pairwise 

different destination addresses and, thus, it is not possible for any third party to find out that these 

payments are being transferred to the same person. 

2. Untraceable payments, via utilizing ring signatures (see Section 4.2.2) so as to ensure that a verifier 

of a digital signature can only verify that a signer belongs to a specific group of users, without being 

able to explicitly pinpoint the user that signed the transaction. 

3. Despite the aforementioned anonymity properties, nobody is able to spend the same money twice 

— even if all his signatures are anonymous. 

The above properties render the whole blockchain resistant to analysis (in contrast to the case of Bitcoin). 

Each new transaction increases the entropy of the system and creates additional barriers for a potential 

analyst. 

To implement unlinkable transactions, each user has a public key which actually consists of two “elliptic curve 
public keys” (and, respectively, the private key consists of the two corresponding “elliptic curve private 
keys”). For each transaction, a sender generates a one-time public key based on the recipient’s address and 
some random data; therefore, for the same recipient there are, for each incoming transaction, different 

destination addresses – actually, each destination address is a one-time public key. 

The process is shown in Figure 5.10 and is subsequently described in detail; in this scenario, Alice (the 

transmitter) wants to create a one-time address for Bob (the receiver), in order to send him a transaction. 

 

                                                           
19 https://cryptonote.org/ 
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Figure 5.10: Transaction in the Cryptonote [164]. 

1. Alice gets Bob’s public key (A,B) from his address (recall that A and B correspond to two distinct public 
keys, for two different private keys a, b respectively, for an elliptic curve20). 

2. Alice generates a random integer r and computes the one time public key21 P = Hs(rA)G+B 

3. P is being used as the destination address (one-time address, since r is only used once), whilst she 

also securely22 transmits R=rG. 

4. Bob checks every transaction with his private key (a,b) and computes the quantity P’= Hs(aR)G+B. If 

the previous transaction was among those that Bob checks, then Bob would get P’=P since 
aR=arG=rA. 

5. Bob is able to recover the corresponding to P one-time private key x satisfying P=xG, via computing 

x=Hs(aR) + b. Note that he can spend this output at any time by signing a transaction with x. 

If Alice wants to prove that she sent the above transaction to Bob’s address, she can either disclose r or use 
any zero-knowledge protocol (cf. Section 4.2.3.1) to prove that she knows r. 

Note that the computation in Step 4 could be also performed by any other third party (delegated by Bob for 

this task), which is not needed to be trusted since she only needs to have access to the information (a,B) – 

being called tracking key – and not to the whole Bob’s private key. 

With regard to untraceable payments, the Cryptonote utilizes a form of one-time ring signatures, which is 

similar to the approach proposed in [166]. This form is being called one-time ring signature in [164] and 

implements the following idea: a user produces a signature which can be checked by a set of elliptic curve 

public keys, from other users, rather than his public key. The identity of the signer is indistinguishable from 

any other user whose public key lies in the aforementioned set (until the signer produces an appropriate 

second signature). In other words, the verifier is able to verify that the signing has been made by one user of 

this group, without though being able to explicitly pinpoint the user that signed the message. This idea is 

illustrated in Figure 5.11. The underlying mathematical details are omitted from this deliverable – the reader 

though could study the detailed description in [164]. Note that a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof, 

based on the techniques from [167], is being used by the signer, to prove that he has knowledge of a private 

key (more precisely, to prove that he knows one x such that Pi=xG for some Pi in the set of public keys). 

 

                                                           
20 All the parameters, including the elliptic curve parameters, are given in [164]. 
21 For computing the one-time public key, a cryptographic hash function Hs is being used; G is the base point of the 

elliptic curve with a large order (see [164]) 
22 Via a Diffie-Hellman exchange algorithm 
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Figure 5.11: The idea in ring signature implemented in Cryptonote [164] 

Finally, it should be also stressed that CryptoNote supports an egalitarian Proof-of-Work pricing function, so 

as to ensure that, during the voting process in the context of PoW, all participants have equal voting rights. 

This function, which is perfectly suitable for ordinary PCs, utilizes built-in CPU instructions, which are very 

hard and too expensive to implement in special purpose devices or fast memory-on-chip devices with low 

latency [164]. 

Amongst several CryptoNote coins23 (Bytecoin, Dashcoin etc.), the most successful one is Monero, which is 

subsequently described. 

Finally, it should be pointed out that very recently, in January 2019, some extensions to CryptoNote have 

been proposed by another researcher in [168]; these extensions are being called Cryptonote+. Since the work 

in [168] is quite new and it seems that it has not been yet analyzed by the research community, we refrain 

from presenting its details here; however, the ideas presented therein will be investigated in the context of 

the Cyber-Trust. 

 

5.3.1.2 Equihash 

The Equihash algorithm [165] is an asymmetric memory-orientated Proof-of-Work system, being proposed 

by Biryukov and Khovratovich, that is based on the generalized birthday problem. Equihash is ‘memory-hard’, 
which means that the amount of PoW mining is predominantly determined by the memory (i.e. RAM) of the 

miner. Therefore, the Equihash algorithm serves as an approach to confront with the known issue that rests 

with mining via application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). ASICs that are especially designed for mining 

have significant advantage in the mining process since they are by far more powerful in computing proofs; 

therefore, ASIC miners have a significant benefit with regard to other users. As a direct consequence, 

cryptocurrency mining has started to become somehow centralized toward those entities that are able to 

use ASIC hardware in large numbers (which is of high cost). 

The Equihash algorithm has been introduced as an ASIC-resistant approach. Since the algorithm is memory-

intensive, usage of ASICs for mining has not any advantage; as Biryukov and Khovratovich noted, the majority 

of desktops and laptops at market can handle 1GB of RAM, whereas 1GB of memory on a chip is expensive. 

Therefore, the whole mining process becomes more “balanced” amongst several users of any type 

throughout the world. 

Equihash has three parameters, namely n, k, and d, which determine the algorithm's time and memory 

requirements. The problem is defined as follows: Find 2k binary strings, let’s say 𝑖1, 𝑖2, … , 𝑖2𝑘 , such that for a 

hash function Η of output size n bits, they satisfy 

                                                           
23 A list of Cryptonote coins is given in https://cryptonote.org/coins 

  

https://cryptonote.org/coins
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𝐻(𝑖1) 𝐻(𝑖2)… 𝐻(𝑖2𝑘) = 0 

whereas the hash value 𝐻(𝑖1|| 𝑖2||… 𝑖2𝑘) has d leading zeros. 

The Equihash problem is close related to the so-called Generalized Birthday Problem, which has been widely 

studied by researchers. The authors of the Equihash proposal claim that it is ‘memory-hard’ since the fastest 
solution to the problem is the Wagner's algorithm [169]. The memory requirement is 2 𝑛𝑘+1+𝑘

 bytes, whilst its 

time complexity rests with (𝑘 + 1)2 𝑛𝑘+1+𝑑
 calls to the hash function H. 

The Equihash has been adopted, as subsequently described, by Zcash [170], a privacy-oriented 

cryptocurrency; the reason for this choice is exactly the Equihash's resistance to ASIC mining. Other 

cryptocurrencies also use Equihash (Bitcoin Gold, Bitcoin Private, Komodo, ZenCash, ZClassic). 

It should be pointed out though that in 2018 the creation of a piece of hardware, known as the Antminer Z9 

mini, has been announced24, which is especially designed to mine on the Equihash algorithm, thus illustrating 

the challenges that still occur in building ASIC-resistant algorithms. 

 

5.3.1.3 Mixing techniques 

Another approach that has been used to promote privacy in cryptocurrencies rests with the so-called coin 

mixing. In such a model, a group of users exchange their coins with each other, without revealing the exact 

relationships between the payments – i.e. who is the receiver for each payer. Such an approach has first 

developed upon the Bitcoin via the CoinJoin25 which is s a trustless method for combining multiple Bitcoin 

payments from multiple spenders into a single transaction to make it more difficult for outside parties to 

determine which spender paid which recipient or recipients. Coin Shuffle is a protocol which implements 

CoinJoin in a practical way, whereas CashShuffle26 builds upon CoinShuffle and adds a matching service, thus 

constituting a more complete and usable protocol. Some other extensions have been also proposed (see, 

e.g., [171]). 

A similar approach employs the usage of an intermediate tumbler for performing such a mixing. Amongst 

several approaches, the first such protocol which does not require users to trust the tumbler is the TumbleBit 

[172]; no one, not even the Tumbler, can link a payment from its payer to its payee. The security of TumbleBit 

follows from the standard RSA assumption and ECDSA unforgeability. TumbleBit replaces blockchain 

payments with puzzle solving; Alice pays Bob by providing him with the solution of a puzzle, which has been 

generated through interaction between Bob and the Tumbler, whereas an interaction between Alice and 

Tumbler takes place for puzzle’s solution. 

 

5.3.2 Privacy-oriented cryptocurrencies 

5.3.2.1 Zcash 

5.3.2.1.1 Privacy properties 

Zcash27 [170] is an implementation of the decentralized anonymous payment scheme Zerocash [173]; there 

are though some differences between these two schemes, which are explicitly described in [170]. Zcash 

initiates from Bitcoin, but it builds upon it via several new characteristics towards achieving privacy goals. 

The addresses in a transaction in Zcach can be either hidden (i.e. private, being called z-addresses) or public 

(i.e. transparent, being called t-addresses); this holds for either the address of the transmitter or the address 

                                                           
24 https://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Ende-der-Grafikkarten-Aera-8000-ASIC-Miner-fuer-Zcash-Bitcoin-Gold-

Co-4091821.html (in German) 
25 https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/CoinJoin (Last accessed: Jan. 14th, 2019). 
26 https://cashshuffle.com/ (Last accessed: Jan. 14th, 2019). 
27 https://z.cash/ 

  

https://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Ende-der-Grafikkarten-Aera-8000-ASIC-Miner-fuer-Zcash-Bitcoin-Gold-Co-4091821.html
https://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Ende-der-Grafikkarten-Aera-8000-ASIC-Miner-fuer-Zcash-Bitcoin-Gold-Co-4091821.html
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/CoinJoin
https://cashshuffle.com/
https://z.cash/
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of the receiver. These kinds of transactions, depending on the addresses of the participants, are being 

illustrated in Figure 5.12. The obscured transactions are called as shielded transactions. Transactions 

between two transparent addresses (t-addresses) work just like Bitcoin: The sender, receiver and transaction 

value are publicly visible. 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Transactions in Zcash (https://z.cash/technology/ - last accessed: Jan. 13th, 2019) 

A shield transaction appears on the public blockchain, but the addresses, transaction amount and the memo 

field are all encrypted and not publicly visible. To achieve this, zero-knowledge proofs are being used. More 

precisely, Zcash is the first widespread application of the novel form of zero-knowledge cryptography, being 

called Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge (zk-SNARK). As also previously 

stated in Section 4.2.3.1, in a zero-knowledge “Proof of Knowledge” the prover can convince the verifier that 
he knows a specific number, without revealing any information about number itself. “Succinct” zero-

knowledge proofs can be verified within a few milliseconds, whilst “non-interactive” indicates that the proof 
consists of a single message sent from the prover (i.e. the claimant) to the verifier (which is not the case for 

the classical zero-knowledge proofs such as the Fiat-Shamir zero-knowledge protocol, which necessitates a 

number of interactions between the claimant and the verifier). The sender of a shielded transaction 

constructs a proof to show that: i) The input values sum to the output values for each shielded transfer, ii) 

he has the corresponding private keys, giving him the authority to spend, iii) the private spending keys of the 

input notes are cryptographically linked to a signature over the whole transaction, in such a way that the 

transaction cannot be modified by a party who did not know these private keys28. In Zcash, unspent 

transaction outputs are being associated with the so-called “commitments”, which consist of a hash of: i) the 
address to which the note was sent, ii) the amount being sent, iiii) a number “rho” which is unique to this 

note (later used to derive the so-called nullifier), and iv) a random nonce. When a shielded transaction is 

spent, the sender uses his spending key to publish a nullifier which is the hash of the secret unique number 

(“rho”) from an existing commitment that has not been spent; the zero-knowledge proof described above 

also demonstrates that the sender is authorized to spend it, via proving that i) for each input note29, a 

revealed commitment exists, ii) the nullifiers and note commitments are computed correctly, iii) it is 

infeasible for the nullifier of an output note to collide with the nullifier of any other note. 

The most efficient known way to produce zero-knowledge proofs that are non-interactive and short enough 

is to generate, in an initial setup phase, a Common Reference String (CRS) shared between prover and verifier 

(which are being called public parameters of the system; however, only the claimant and the verifier should 

have access to them). However, if any third party got access to this shared secret, the whole process of the 

zero-knowledge proof would vanish, leading, e.g., to creation of counterfeit coins. To alleviate this issue, 

Zcash implements a multi-party ceremony for the generation of these public parameters. By these means, 

only if all the participants in this ceremony collude together they can reconstruct CRS; in other words, it 

suffices to have only one honest participant to ensure that reconstruction of CRS is impossible. More 

information on this multi-party protocol can be found in [174] and [175]. 

                                                           
28 See https://z.cash/technology/zksnarks (Last accessed: Jan. 13th, 2019) 
29 An unspent ‘note’ is described by the address/public key of its owner and the amount it contains. 

https://z.cash/technology/zksnarks
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Finally, it should be pointed out that, as stated above, Zcash has started to use Equihash as the Proof-of-Work 

for block mining. 

 

5.3.2.1.2 History – Governance30 

The history of Zcash starts with the introduction of the Zerocoin, first developed by four researchers (3 of 

them are now working on Zcash). Zerocoin has in turn yielded Zerocash, which was a substantial upgrade, 

with 98% reduction in proof sizes and improvements in privacy, resulting in a more usable blockchain. 

Zerocash, although its mathematical theory was sound, has several implementation issues and thus, a fully 

dedicated team became a prerequisite for development; as a result, the Zcash Company was born (a startup).  

Like most cryptocurrencies, Zcash operates with the philosophy of the so-called “consensual currency”. As 
the Zcash company upgrades the protocol, it’s up to the community start using the new version. The company 
currently drives development, governance, operates essential Zcash infrastructure, and even owns the Zcash 

trademark. The main novelty of the Zcash is the new cryptographic aspects that are being introduced for 

privacy reasons, as stated earlier. As stated in Zcash website, in the long run the newly formed Zcash 

Foundation is expected to take over some of these roles, especially education, consumer protection, and the 

advancement of science. 

 

5.3.2.1.3 Consensus 

Since Zcash initiates from Bitcoin, the consensus used is based on the consensus used in Bitcoin. However, 

as stated in Zcash website, a number of relatively conservative changes to Bitcoin’s consensus rules has 
occurred - namely: 

• Adoption of Equihash as a memory-hard Proof of Work, as stated above. 

• The block interval target has been changed from 10 minutes to 2.5 minutes, whereas other constants 

have been also modified in order to preserve the monetary base of roughly 21 million coins and 

halving interval of 4 years. 

• The block size limit has been increased to 2MB. 

• A transaction expiry feature has been added. 

• Activation rules for softforks in Bitcoin have been removed, making them enabled by default. 

 

5.3.2.1.4 Smart Contracts 

There is no smart contract available at the moment in Zcash.  

 

5.3.2.1.5 Dependencies and risks 

As stated in Zcash website, “in the long run it would not be appropriate for a single for-profit company to 

have this much power over the evolution of the Zcash technology. Ultimately, there will need to be an 

independent, inclusive, non-profit body to steward the technology in the interests of all users.”  The 
foundation was established in June 2017 and very recently, during the preparation of this deliverable (January 

2019), the Zcash Foundation launched its new website (https://www.zfnd.org). 

Generally, Zcash has been designed and built by professional and academic cryptographers; as Ed. Snowden 

stated31, “it is the most interesting Bitcoin alternative”. 

 

                                                           
30 This subsection is mainly based on the information provided in https://medium.com/@dhsue/an-analysis-of-zcash-

governance-692793f9c9ef  (Last accessed: January 20th, 2019). 
31 https://www.coindesk.com/edward-snowden-zcash-is-most-interesting-bitcoin-alternative  

http://zerocoin.org/media/pdf/ZerocoinOakland.pdf
https://twitter.com/matthew_d_green/status/401797786347114496
http://z.cash.foundation/
http://z.cash.foundation/
https://www.zfnd.org/
https://medium.com/@dhsue/an-analysis-of-zcash-governance-692793f9c9ef
https://medium.com/@dhsue/an-analysis-of-zcash-governance-692793f9c9ef
https://www.coindesk.com/edward-snowden-zcash-is-most-interesting-bitcoin-alternative
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5.3.2.1.6 Uses cases 

Zcash constitutes an anonymous crypto currency. No other usage is known at the moment. 

 

5.3.2.2 Monero 

5.3.2.2.1 History 

Monero32 is a privacy-oriented PoW cryptocurrency that is built upon CryptoNote and, thus, it shares with 

CryptoNote all the relevant privacy properties. As of November 2017, it was one of the most popular 

cryptocurrencies at a market capitalization of USD 1.5B [176]. This new cryptocurrency has been created in 

2012 by an anonymous team named ByteCoin based on CryptoNote. The objective was to create an electronic 

money with fully anonymous transactions, and not pseudonymous like Bitcoin. Unfortunately, it quickly 

appears that 80% of the ByteCoin tokens where already mined at the time it came public. 

In 2014 a user of the BytecoinTalk mailing list forked the bytecoin project to create another money named 

BitMonero (Monero means coin in Esperanto). The project’s initial creator (named thankful_for_today) 

quickly disappears due to the bad reception of the project by the community at that time, especially because 

many important improvements were not correctly addressed by the developer. The project was taken on by 

a new team led by a pseudo named Jonny_memonic who renamed also the coin to Monero. 

The use of Monero in the darknet, where its privacy allowed criminals to trade illegal services without the 

risk of being tracked, has given the project some interest. For instance, the team responsible for the famous 

WannaCry virus converted in 2017 their crypto payment in Monero coins so it was impossible to track them. 

Some hackers also embedded some hidden javascript mining program on a website they have hacked. 

Change.org organization also created a screensaver who was mining Monero to support non-profit 

organizations. 

 

5.3.2.2.2 Governance 

Most of the core developers of Monero remains anonymous, except for some of them like Riccardo Spagni, 

the lead maintainer of the repository. Monero haves a unique funding system, FFS (Forum Funding System). 

Project to implement modification in Monero can raise funds, these funds are put in an Escrow until certain 

milstone are reached. 

 

                                                           
32 https://www.getmonero.org/ 

  

https://www.getmonero.org/
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Figure 5.13: Monero Work In Progress [177] 

 

5.3.2.2.3 Protocol 

The Monero protocol is based on CryptoNote [178]. It uses what is called “Ring signature”, a technology 
introduced in 2001 in the Asiacrypt conference held in Australia. The authors of Ring Signature invention are 

Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Yael Tauman. In a traditional transaction, the emitter (let’s call it Alice once again) 
sign the transaction with his private key and the receiver (Bob) verify the transaction with Alice public Key: 

 

 

Figure 5.14:  Bitcoin transaction encryption [179] 

The transaction is not anonymous, but pseudonymous: the address of the emitter (the public key) are visible 

on the network as well as the amount of the transaction. With enough resources it will be possible to link 

these addresses to physical persons. In a ring signature, the transaction is signed by multiple key, making 

impossible to know who issued the transaction. It is only possible to know if one of the signer is part of the 

transaction. 
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Figure 5.15:  Ring Signature [179] 

More precisely, a ring signature is used for protecting sender’s privacy (see the description in Cryptonote 

section above) via making use of user’s account keys and a number of public keys pulled from the blockchain 
using a triangular distribution method. These others’ public keys for creating a ring signature are being called 

mixings in the context of Monero. As stated in Monero’s website, in a "ring" of possible signers, all ring 
members are equal and valid. There is no way an outside observer can tell which of the possible signers in a 

signature group belongs to a specific account, thus rendering the transactions untraceable. Moreover, there 

are no fungibility issues with Monero, where fungibility is defined as the property of a currency whereby two 

units can be substituted in place of one another33. 

Another concept used in Monero to promote privacy, which is also introduced in CryptoNote, is One-Time 

keysRing signature hide the emitter of the transaction, but not the receiver. To address this, CryptoNote 

introduced the idea of “One Time Keys”. For each payment, the emitter creates a onetime public key based 
on public key of the receiver and a random number, so each transaction will create a different one-time key. 

Only the receiver will be able to decode the transaction using his private key. This is based on a modified 

version of the Diffie-Hellman exchange protocol. By this approach, a so-called stealth address – that is a one-

time address – is being generated for each transaction to protect receiver’s identity (see the description in 
the CryptoNote section above). By using stealth address, only the sender and receiver can determine where 

a payment was sent, whilst each receiver still publishes only one address (Public Address). 

More specifically, when a user creates a Monero account, he obtains a private view key, a private spend key, 

and a Public Address. The spend key is used for sending payments, the view key is used for displaying 

incoming transactions that they are destined for user’s account, and the Public Address is for receiving 

payments. Both the spend key and view key are used to build your Monero address. As explained in the 

CryptoNote section, the Public Address is never shown in any transaction; the stealth (i.e. a one-time) address 

is being used instead. The recipient though is able to recognize the incoming transaction through the view 

key. 

 

                                                           
33 See https://src.getmonero.org/resources/moneropedia/fungibility.html for more description on fungibility 

  

https://src.getmonero.org/resources/moneropedia/fungibility.html
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Figure 5.16:  Unlinkable transaction [179] 

A third anonymity property of Monero is the so-called ring confidential transaction, also known as RingCT, 

which is used to obfuscate the actual amount of the transaction that is being sent from the sender to the 

receiver. Therefore, only the participants in the transaction are able to see its amount, whilst, at the same 

time, the network is able to confirm the validity of this transaction. RingCT implements an improved version 

of ring signatures that is being described in [180], being called Multi-layered Linkable Spontaneous 

Anonymous Group signature (MLSAG). RingCT became mandatory for Monero transactions in September 

2017.  

Monero provides the option to allow a third party monitor the details of a transaction; to this end, the 

aforementioned view key is being appropriately used. 

The last feature is related to double spending. As transaction are anonymous, how the double spending 

problem can be solved? 

CryptoNote proposes a modified version of the “Traceable Ring Signature” concept. With each transaction, 
a key image of the sender is added to this transaction. This key image is obtained through a one-way 

cryptographic function of the private key. If two similar key images are found in a transaction this shows a 

double spending attempt and is rejected.  

Very recently, an analysis of the traceability of Monero has been conducted by researchers [176]. Their main 

finding rests with the observation that mixings are sampled from a distribution that does not resemble real 

spending behavior and, thus, according to the researchers, the real inputs can usually be identified. 

 

5.3.2.2.4 Consensus 

Monero uses “an egalitarian proof of work”, in other word a Proof Of Work algorithm that can be run on non 
ASIC PC. ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) are chip created for a specific purpose like mining. This 
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give advantage to owners of these ASIC enabled devices (typically mining farms) and is far from the initial 

Satoshi vision of “One PC, One vote”. This PoW uses memory bound algorithm. It “relies on random access 
to a slow memory and emphasizes latency dependence.” This algorithm requires 2Mb per instance which 
make it hardly implementable on ASIC. 

 

5.3.2.2.5 Incentive and coin generation 

The Proof Of Work mechanism incentive is very similar to the Bitcoin one. The total supply of Monero is 

XXXXX. A new block is generated every 2 minutes, and block reward is currently around 3.5 Monero 

(November 2018). Like Bitcoin, there are mining pool of Monero miner but these are less centralized in China. 

 

5.3.2.2.6 Dependencies and risks 

• The fact that transactions are fully anonymous is something that is hardly recognized by government 

who wants to introduce regulation on crypto currencies. 

• Monero transaction used to be less secure. In a paper ref, some researchers found some issues in 

Moneo’s approach. Most of the issues has been solved but previous transaction which are still in the 

blockchain are vulnerables and can provides information that can be used to most recent payments. 

For instance, initially the mixing of ring signature was not mandatory and could lead to the exposition 

of the emitter public key. This knowledge can be used to track later transaction even if mixing now 

require a minimum of signatures. 

 

5.3.2.2.7 Uses cases 

Monero usage is the one of an anonymous crypto currency. No other usage is known at the moment. 

 

5.4 Quantum-resistant protocols 

Although the security approaches that are being adopted by blockchains are mathematically well-understood 

and considered to be cryptographically strong, there exists though a crucial security challenge: will the 

current security primitives remain strong in the quantum era, which seems to be a few years away? More 

precisely, the security of blockchains highly relies on elliptic curve cryptography, which will be considered 

insecure in case that quantum computers of sufficient size become a reality. The consequences of breaking 

the security of blockchain in the future may be devastating, fully compromising the immutable structure of 

the ledger. Hence, this necessitates the invention of the so-called post-quantum cryptographic primitives. 

This general subject of post-quantum cryptography is subsequently described in Section 6.4, where it is 

shown that constructing post-quantum secure ciphers is based on specific mathematical problems that will 

remain hard even in the post-quantum era. 

In this section we present some of the currently known quantum – resistant protocols for blockchains. Note 

that the description of these protocols is somehow high-level, without putting emphasis on mathematical 

details regarding the underlying post-quantum algorithms; for a more rigorous mathematical analysis of the 

terms that are being met here, we refer to Section 6.4. 

 

5.4.1 The QRL 

The Quantum Resistant Ledger (QRL)34 is an open public blockchain ledger designed to be specifically secure 

against quantum computing [181]. It has been created as an alternative to bitcoin, since updating bitcoin to 

                                                           
34 https://theqrl.org/ 

 

https://theqrl.org/
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use a post-quantum secure signature scheme is considered to be quite difficult in practice35. The QRL 

launched its main network in June 2018. 

QRL utilizes the provably secure Extended Merkle Signature Scheme (XMSS) (see Section 6.4.2.4 for a 

description of the scheme) to ensure resistance against quantum computing attacks. The signature scheme 

that is being used, composed of chained XMSS trees, is appropriate for both security and efficiency reasons. 

As described in [181], QRL utilizes XMSS with SHA-256 as one-way function, whereas the chosen design 

parameters (height of the XMSS tree etc.) offer 196 bit security with predicted safety against brute force 

computational attack until the year 2164. These parameters are 10 for the tree height and 16 for the 

Winternitz parameter (see Section 6.4.2.4), resulting in at most 210 = 1024 signatures of 2500 bytes. The size 

of the signature is generally a drawback of the XMSS when used in blockchain applications; when signatures 

grow larger, less transactions fit in a block, which in turn further decreases the overall transactions rate. If a 

user runs out of signatures for a certain address, they must take care to empty their wallet with the last 

available signature; otherwise all remaining funds are lost [182]. 

In QRL, a very large XMSS tree can be used by using a single seed as a starting point, obtained by a 

pseudorandom generator. The XMSS public key consists of this seed and the tree root). As it is previously 

discussed, bitcoin or ethereum address is derived from the associated public key and, therefore, a single 

address is being generated. However, in case of an XMSS address which is derived from the XMSS public key 

(which is the case in QRL), if the seed remains constant but the number of OTS keypairs 

varies, then the Merkle root will change for each variation (see Section 6.4.2.4); therefore, for every single 

addition or substraction of a single OTS keypair the derived address will change [181]. 

QRL is secured by a proof-of-stake algorithm. The protocol defines the epoch as a period of 10000 blocks. 

Stake validators are determined from stake transactions in the previous epoch [181]. The general idea is that 

each stake validator signs a transaction containing the final hash of an iterative chain of length 10000 hashes. 

As any PoS algorithm, the algorithm in QRL relies upon a contest between active stake validators to win and 

create the strongest next valid block. To win this contest a given stake validator must produce a block 

containing a valid, provably fair, ‘winning adjusted hash value’ in their block-header; this block will be 

universally accepted by the network as the next valid block [181]. Each validator presents his strongest block 

attempt to his peers; the strongest block rapidly traverses the network, displacing any opposing weaker 

blocks and is duly used as the basis for the next PoS cycle. 

As P. Waterland states36, “the winning adjusted hash is the lowest adjusted hash value within the stake 
validator pool. The network can prove honesty because before being eligible to stake, a node/stake validator 

must sign from his QRL address a special stake transaction which contains the final value in a sequence of 

consecutive hash values produced by iteratively hashing from a random seed — this iterative construction is 
known as a hash-chain. Hash-chains are essentially pseudorandom number sequences. All active stake 

validators have a single vote by revealing a hash value from the correct position in their respective hash-

chain. What this means is that all parties on the network can easily know that the validator is bidding with an 

honest hash value by iteratively hashing through to the final value stored in the stake transaction previously. 

In this way hash values for each validator are predetermined. To prevent cheating or gaming (by mining 

statistically rare sequences of very low hash values in advance) the protocol adjusts the hash using the 

previous winning hash as a continuously changing dynamic seed (…) The lowest number is the winner. The 
more QRL you have in your stake address the more likely you are to win the block and newly minted QRL.” 

The QRL uses a monetary token, the quantum (“quanta” in plural), as the base currency unit. 

It is interesting to note that privacy techniques are not being adopted in the QRL. According to QRL’s website, 
“the method by which the QRL would implement privacy would be the Zk-Stark technique about Zk-Snarks 

that makes them quantum resistant (…). This would make a private transaction have a size of roughly 400 to 
500 kilobytes which is pretty unfeasible to include in a block (basic bitcoin transactions are under 300 bytes, 

                                                           
35 See also https://theqrl.org/faq/coinsupdate/ 
36See https://medium.com/the-quantum-resistant-ledger/qrl-proof-of-stake-algorithm-346a2884a7f6, by P. Waterland 

https://theqrl.org/faq/coinsupdate/
https://medium.com/the-quantum-resistant-ledger/qrl-proof-of-stake-algorithm-346a2884a7f6
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our transactions are about 2.1 kilobytes) unless it is limited to one per block and an absolutely massive fee is 

attached (hundreds of dollars) (…) For this reason, in addition to legislation in the EU bringing anonymity into 

a legal gray area, it is unlikely that the team will pursue implementing it in the near future (…). If information 
science develops further that enables this to be accomplished more efficiently, it might be revisited”. 

5.4.2 Others 

Apart from QRL, which is public ledger especially designed for post-quantum security, there are also some 

other blockchain solutions that already support post-quantum techniques. Such an example is IOTA 

described above in Section 5.2.1, whose transactions are signed using the post-quantum secure Winternitz 

signature (see Section 6.4.2.4 for more details). Similarly, Corda, being subsequently described in Section 

5.5.3, supports – amongst others – the SPHINCS-256 hash-based signature scheme using SHA512 for message 

hashing, which is post-quantum secure (as also discussed in see Section 6.4.2.4). 

However, a recent important innovation is the so-called BPQS (Blockchained Post-Quantum Signatures) 

scheme, presented in [183]. BPQS is an extensible post-quantum resistant digital signature scheme best 

suited to blockchain and distributed ledger technologies. Compared to other solutions (which are general 

post-quantum solutions for several types of applications and not specialized for blockchains), BPQS 

outperforms hash-based algorithms when a key is reused for reasonable numbers of signatures, while it 

supports a fallback mechanism to allow for a practically unlimited number of signatures if required, via 

making use especially the blockchain architecture. 

BPQS is actually a modified XMSS protocol (see Section 6.4.2.4), best suited to address two types of 

application requirements: i) when signing keys are used once or just a few times (i.e., 3 times) – i.e. the case 

of one-time addresses, and ii) when there is an underlying immutable graph structure which can serve the 

role of a global cache, independently on how many times a key is reused. BPQS is a hash-based signature and 

as such, it uses one-time signature (OTS) schemes as a fundamental building block (these are also clarified in 

Section 6.4.2.4). However, only one secure hash function is needed to ensure post-quantum security (which 

is not the case in other similar solutions). Therefore, BPQS stands as a very nice candidate for signing in 

blockchains, ensuring post-quantum security. More technical details are given in Section 6.4.2.4). 

 

5.5 Project and platforms 

5.5.1 Hyperledger Fabric 

5.5.1.1 History 

Hyperledger project started in 2015, as an attempt to create an industry alliance around blockchain under 

the Linux Foundation umbrella, in order to create open-source tools and product that could be used for 

blockchain-based enterprise use cases (industrial, financial, supply chain,…). The initial members of the 
alliance included some big names like IBM, Fujitsu, and JP Morgan. 

The Hyperledger organization hosts several projects: 

 

 

Hyperledger Sawtooth: “ Hyperledger Sawtooth is a 

modular platform for building, deploying, and running 

distributed ledgers. Hyperledger Sawtooth includes a novel 

consensus algorithm, Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET), which 

targets large distributed validator populations with minimal resource consumption. “. Sawtooth is mostly led 

by Intel  

  

Hyperledger Fabric, led by IBM “ Intended as a foundation 

for developing applications or solutions with a modular 

architecture, Hyperledger Fabric allows components, such 
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as consensus and membership services, to be plug-and-play ” 

 

 

Hyperledeger Indy: “ Hyperledger Indy is a distributed 

ledger, purpose-built for decentralized identity. It 

provides tools, libraries, and reusable components for 

creating and using independent digital identities rooted 

in blockchains or other distributed ledgers for 

interoperability. ” 

 

 

Hyperledger Iroha: “ Hyperledger Iroha is an easy to 

use, modular distributed blockchain platform with its 

own unique consensus and ordering service algorithms, 

rich role-based permission model and multi-signature 

support. ” 

 

 

Hyperledger Burrow: “ Hyperledger Burrow is a 

permissionable smart contract machine. The first of its 

kind when released in December 2014, Burrow 

provides a modular blockchain client with a 

permissioned smart contract interpreter built in part to 

the specification of the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). ” 

  

An important design choice since the beginning is that none of this project is related to a cryptocurrency. 

There is no “ Hyperledger coin “, or “ Fabric coin “. 

 

Fabric (we will use this term to talk of Hyperledger Fabric) is now the most active and visible project from the 

Hyperledger Foundation. 

 

The Hyperledger foundation also hosts tools related to Hyperledger, like composer (which is used to create 

blockchain application), Explorer (a Blockchain Explorer) and Cello (Blockchain management module). 

 

5.5.1.2 Governance 

Governance of Hyperledger in general and more specifically Fabric happens in the Linux Foundation. 

Evolution on the technology is managed by a team of developers following a classical OpenSource project 

management. IBM only have 3 out of the 11 seats on the board of the project. 

 

5.5.1.3 Technical 

Hyperledger Fabric is a permissioned blockchain with several plug and play components: consensus, 

membership services and smart contract engines. 

It is a permissioned blockchain, so every node (called ‘peer’ in Fabric vocabulary) who wants to join it must 

be identified to be allowed to do so. The fact that all members of the network are well known also allows to 

simplify the consensus methods. In Fabric, the current consensus implementation is made using Apache 

Kafka. 

One of the major difference between Fabric and most of the well know blockchains is the lifecycle of a 

transaction. Usually, transactions have only two steps, execution and validation (Bitcoin for instance). In 

Hyperledger, it happens differently and requires three different steps: 

• Execute: Transaction is first executed (using Chain Code) and possibly in parallel 
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• Ordered: when enough peer agrees on a transaction, this one is added to the ledger and 

disseminated to all peers. 

• Validated: Then all peers validate and apply the transaction in the sequence defined by the 

ordered 

There is a clear separation between the “execute step” and the “validation step”. The impact is that not 
everybody has to do the execute step thanks to an endorsement policy defined at the blockchain level. 

A transaction proposal, to be submitted needs to be endorsed by a minimum of peers (which ones are defined 

in the endorsement policy) and once this minimum of an agreement is reached for this transaction then is 

applied. 

 

Figure 5.17:  Hyperledger Fabric Model (@IBM) 

Note that all transactions go through the ordered. In a traditional blockchain, the equivalent would be a 

decentralized consensus, while in Fabric this part is implemented as a centralized message queue through 

Apache Kafka. T first valid message is put in the queue and broadcasted to peer. In the case of double 

spending, the second message is rejected. The idea is that this could be changed and replaced with a different 

consensus model if needed. 

 

 

5.5.1.4 Smart Contract 

Smart contracts in Fabric are named “ ChainCode “ and can be written in various languages, like Go which is 

natively supported by Fabric but also Java and Javascript. 

They are executed inside a docker container running on the peer nodes. This flexible approach allows a 

contract to be implemented in any languages as long as the interface contract is respected.  

 

5.5.1.5 Dependencies and Risks 

The fact that Fabric is highly supported by IBM is, of course, an advantage but also a risk, the interest of IBM 

being to position itself as a dominant Hyperledger Fabric SAAS provider. 

 

The risks for a blockchain consortium comprising several enterprises, are to rely on a single provider of 

technology (mostly OpenSource) and a single hosting partner.  
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Permissioned means also that there is a group that defines who can be part of the blockchain. This could be 

seen as a strength for some but weaknesses for others, as it requires centralization and control for the 

administration.  

 

Finally, there is a point of failure in the Hyperledger implementation, it’s the “orderer” who receives and 
ordinates all transactions. This is a centralized component (and a single point of failure) that makes difficult 

a real decentralization attempt. This requires somebody to be seen as a "trusted" third party to host and run 

this orderer. IBM is taking this trusted third party role for Fabrics projects hosted within IBM's BlueMix.  

 

5.5.2 Use Cases 

Hyperledger being industry focus, there are a lot of existing use cases 

IBM has set up a project of tracking Jewelry supply chain [184]. 

Another interesting use case, is a common effort between IBM and Maersk in the maritime supply chain 

[185] named TradeLens. The main focus was the digitalization of freight document. 

The food traceability use case is the topic of another trial with the French supermarket retailers “Carrefour” 
[186]. The objective is to improve the traceability and the reliability of the food chain. 

 

5.5.3 Corda 

5.5.3.1 History 

R3 first started as a family office company, looking for opportunities in the crypto space. The meaning of R3 

is R for the initial of the CEO last Name (David Rutter) and three for the number of co-founders (Todd 

McDonald, COO and Jesse Edwards CFO). 

 

In 2015 they created DLG (Distributed Ledger Group) to create a product focused on DLT topic. In April 2015, 

the group published a paper about “Consensus as a Services (CAAS)” [187] which highlighted for the first time 

the difference between permissioned and permissionless DLT. This paper circulated between the various 

bank which were in contact with R3. 

 

A roundtable with several banks (15) was held a month later, and a commercial entity was formaly created 

in August of this year. In November of 2015, the DLG consortium (also known as the R3 consortium) was 

made of 42 members. 

 

The objective was to solve the problem of their members (banks mostly) using DLT technologies. The use of 

Hyperledger Fabric was once considered but discarded. 

 

5.5.3.2 Governance 

Corda is led by R3, the company as an Open Source project. As such, every developer can contribute to the 

open source project which is freely available on Github. 

There are mailing list and meetup who support the developer’s community. 
There are 200 listed supporters of Corda. 

 

The main purpose of Corda being enterprise DLT, the needs for governance of the deployed network is 

different from public blockchain. However, recently Corda launched “Corda Network” (in December 2018) 
which is a permissioned blockchain governed by the R3 consortium, to compete with other permissioned 

distributed ledger system or legacy companies. But “Corda Network” is a specific instance of a Corda DLT 
network? 
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5.5.3.3 Protocol 

Corda shares some common concept with Blockchain technology but is not really a blockchain protocol. The 

design objectives were the following: 

• Consensus 

• Validity 

• Uniqueness 

• Immutability and authentication 

 

This is similar to traditional blockchain approach, but one of the main design principles was to share only 

information that is needed. For instance, if two parties have a contract and agree on something, there is no 

need to disclose this to the rest of the world, as long as the parties agree on the contract. 

 

In Corda, there is no unique ledger shared between all nodes. There are “fact,” and these facts are shared 
between a subset of the members of the network. No nodes know all facts, but nodes only know the fact he 

is interested in. 

 

Figure 5.18: Example of a Corda network 

In this example, there are five nodes in this network. Bob node knows Facts 1, 7, 6 and 5, but Alice now knows 

only five 1 and 7. Facts are shared between two or more nodes. Corda ensures that each shared fact (like 1 

and 7) is similar between all viewer of this fact. 
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Figure 5.19: Shared fact in Corda [188] 

 

But Corda ensures that all shared fact evolve in a similar way in all nodes. In other words, Alice and Bob will 

always see the same version of a fact. 

 

This is the main difference between Corda approach and other (public) blockchains: Corda ensures that 

transactions are valid and visible only between parties interested in this transaction while in blockchain like 

bitcoin the visibility of all transactions is part of the design and the security.  

 

Corda also defines State, which is an immutable object representing a fact at a certain point of time. The 

State cannot be changed so if someone wants to create an evolution in the world it must create a new State. 

Note that this also defines the ledger model of Corda: UTXO. Only state changes are stored in the ledger. 

 

The Vault is the local database of shared fact, partially similar to a ledger with the difference is that only know 

fact by a node are part of the vault of this node. 

 

The transaction flow is the following: 

• First, a transaction proposal is created with several inputs and output states.  
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• The transaction is then signed by the owner of the input states if they agree to the contract validity 

used by the transaction 

• A valid a notary service then ensures the uniqueness of the transaction (to prevent double spending). 

• The transaction is valid and the facts updated 

 

Other interesting specificities of Corda are: 

 

• Time-Window: some transaction must be approved during a specified time window. If approval 

does not happen during this time window, transaction is rejected. 

• Attachments: transaction can have some data attached and reused across many different 

transactions like a calendar or a table of currency. This can be attached as Zip/jar files to a 

transaction 

• Smart Contract can be backed by a legal document describing the intended behavior which can 

be used to resolve conflicts if needed 

 

5.5.3.4 Consensus 

There are two types of consensus in Corda: Validity Consensus, and Uniqueness Consensus.  

Validity Consensus ensures that the transaction is correct and involves only participants in the transaction: 

the ones that sign it. These are generally the sender and the receiver in case of a money sending transaction 

for instance. 

 

The uniqueness consensus prevents double spending and is ensured by a notary service. A network can have 

several notary services, each one running a different type of algorithm. Currently, two consensus type are 

implemented: RAFT [189] and Practical BFT. 

 

The notary service can be chosen if needed on a transaction basis, or other consideration like load balancing. 

 

5.5.3.5 Smart Contract 

Smart contracts can be written on any JVM (Java Virtual Machine) based language: this could be Java but also 

any other language that can be compiled and generate JVM bytecode. 

 

Smart Contract must be deterministic and should always return the same output for a given input. For 

instance, a transaction cannot depend on random number or the time when the transaction was done. 

Usually, it is done by restricting the language or the library used by the Smart Contracts. In Corda, it is done 

by running the contract in a Sandbox environment which is a JVM with a whitelist of specific libraries that 

can be called by the contract. 

 

5.5.3.6 Incentives and coin generation 

Like most of the private/permissioned network there is no need of incentive or coin generation to run the 

network, the “cost” of the infrastructure paid based on a different model, depending of the relationship and 
the business model of the participant of the network. 

 

5.5.3.7 Risks and dependencies 

Corda has been designed initially to solve Bank problems. Even if the model can be used for different type of 

usage, the fact Banking industry is overrepresented in Corda and basically “drive” the evolution of R3. This 

could be a risk for other industries, as well as a risk to be “too big” and not agile enough for simpler uses 
cases. 
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The Corda developer community and visibility are also less active than some others community, like 

Hyperledger for instance. Part of this is probably because Corda concepts are also very technical and there is 

some technical barrier to entrance on Corda. 

 

One of the major risks especially in the IoT field, if that there is no “light client” or API notion in Corda. Each 
participant needs to run a Corda Node, which limits the interest of the technology for IoT. 

 

5.5.3.8 Uses cases 

Corda has been created to match bank uses cases and excel in this area.  

 

Corda has been used in a syndicated loan use case, by Finastra [190]. Another example is the creation of a 

trading application between eleven banks [191]. 

 

Insurance, a market close to bank, is also a potential candidate for Corda use case and some tests are on-

going with B3i [192]. 

 

However, all this uses cases seems to be in an early stage if not at the conceptual phase. 

 

There is currently no know Corda usage for IoT use cases. This is probably due to the fact that there is nothing 

like a light client in Corda: each node must be able to run the full framework which is a huge limitation in IoT 

world. There is project called “Project Maximus” which attempt to solve this problem [193] but the project 

is in a very early stage. 

 

5.6 Comparative analysis 

In this section, we perform a comparative analysis of frameworks/protocols that were presented in the 

previous chapters. The objective of this analysis is to understand how each framework/protocol can be a 

good choice for IOT applications. 

 

We have identified the following key metrics: 

• Smart contract maturity. This metric describes the maturity of smart contract features for a given 

platform/protocol. The higher is the better for IOT applications.  

• Transactions Per Second. This metric describes the protocol average number of Transactions Per 

Second a platform/protocol can handle. The higher is the better for IOT applications, especially when 

many IOT objects needs to perform blockchain transactions.  

• Network security and fault tolerance. This metric describes the cybersecurity resilience of a given 

platform/protocol. The higher is the better for IOT applications.  

• Governance risk. This metric describes the perceived risk associated with governance. It describes 

the transparency of the governance in terms of accountability of stakeholders. From a general point 

of view, the higher is the better.  

• Community size and onboarding maturity. This metric describes both the size of the developer 

community (number of developers), and the existence, of educational and professional training 

programs to produce competent professionals. From a general point of view, the higher is the better.  

• Data privacy and role enabled. This metric describes the wealth of features for selective data privacy 

and Identity and Access Management right. The higher is the better for IOT applications. 

 

5.6.1 Bitcoin 

Strong points of Bitcoins are the network fault tolerance. On the other hand, Bitcoin offers limited smart 

(except cryptocurrency programmable money based) as well as no selective data privacy and role 

management.  
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Figure 5.20: Bitcoin metrics 

 

 

5.6.2 Ethereum 

 

Ethereum is a second-generation protocol and corrects some of the issues of Bitcoin: smart contract and a 

much designer-friendly community. However, there is no data privacy mechanism even if the can be 

implemented using some custom smart contracts. The number of transactions per seconds is also better than 

with bitcoin. 

 

Figure 5.21: Ethereum metrics 
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5.6.3 IOTA 

Without surprise, IOTA excels in the area where it has been designed for: speed, and ability to embed the 

client in an IoT device. However, there is no way (for now) to implement smart contracts, and there are still 

centralization concerns. 

 

Figure 5.22: IOTA metrics 

 

5.6.4 Monero 

Monero is a good and fast anonym cryptocurrency, no less no more. Like with many cryptocurrency- focused 

protocols, it lacks the support for smart contract and the ability to store other types of data.   

 

Figure 5.23: Monero metrics 
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5.6.5 Zcash 

Zcash metrics share a lot of similarities with Monero, it only gains some point on the governance due to the 

fact it is backed by a company and not an anonymous team, but share the same limitations than Monero in 

terms of inability to support smart contract and other data types. 

 

 

Figure 5.24: ZCash Metrics 

5.6.6 Hyperledger Fabric 

Hyperldeger focus is a private network for industries and provides excellent capacities in term of speed and 

smart contract capacities. There is some architectural complexity, but the developer community is very active 

and open. At this time, there is no “light client” focused on integration on a resource-limited IoT device. 

 

Figure 5.25: Hyperledger Fabric metrics 
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5.6.7 Corda 

Corda design makes it very flexible, but with some increased complexity. Like many private networks, it 

allows a high throughput of transactions thanks to specific consensus protocol. It also offers a very active 

community of developers. Designed primarily for banks, the requirement to interact with a Corda blockchain 

are heavy and make it very difficult to integrate it in an IoT device. 

 

Figure 5.26: Corda metrics 

 

5.6.8 Nano 

Nano was designed as a high-speed cryptocurrency: the number of transaction/second is high, and most of 

the requirements are light and fit well in a network constrained device. The lack of smart contract or support 

for other data than nano coins are the significant negatives part of this protocol. 

 

Figure 5.27: Nano metrics 
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5.6.9 Synthesis 

Reader can see below the synthesis for all protocols with detailed score for each metric. 

 

Figure 5.28: Protocol/Framework comparative analysis 

 

 

Table 12. Protocol/Framework detailled metrics 

 
 

The results show that some protocols are very good on some specific points like network fault tolerance for 

Bitcoin, or client footprint requirement for Ethereum.  
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But if we take an average of all the criteria, the permissioned blockchains (Hyperledger and Corda) are the 

best compromised if permissioned is an option for the target use case.  

 

It has to be reminded that a permissioned blockchain introduces some constraints: it requires more 

management, more governance but also add more flexibility that’s why it’s a frequent choice for consortium 

based projects. 

 

For permissionless blockchain, Ethereum seems one of the current best compromises, closely followed by 

IOTA. 
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6. Blockchain security 

6.1 Blockchain security properties 

In a Blockchain protocol where the participating nodes of the system communicate with each other it is 

usually assumed that there is an adversary able to influence a subset of nodes. As already mentioned, in each 

Blockchain protocol, a type of reward is given to nodes creating a block and for this reason, the participating 

nodes adhere to the specified protocol]. Usually, nodes neither know the number of nor do they trust the 

peers participating to the system [194]. Thus, they cannot authenticate each other and by this way not to be 

able to identify the source of any messages disseminated in the network. The time period when all the 

messages both honest and adversarial are eventually delivered and all the participating nodes are 

synchronized is called a round [195]. This notion is very important in the context of any Blockchain mechanism 

since in each round the nodes challenge their abilities to create a new block and add it to the chain. This 

challenging process is based according to the modelling of the distributed ledger and the consensus 

mechanism. The adversary represents a malicious set of nodes that occasionally follows strategies [196] to 

attract more player in its pool. Under any circumstances, an adversary should have under his influence strictly 

less than 50% of the total challenging power of the system, otherwise catastrophic events may occur. For this 

reason, each Blockchain mechanism should possess the following fundamental properties under the 

influence of an adversary [163], [197]. 

Common Prefix Property: Assuming an adversary that is bounded and possesses less than the half of the total 

“power” of the system, for the entire duration of the protocol, the nodes that maintain the blockchain will 

have a large common prefix [163]. 

 

Figure 6.1: Common prefix property: All the chains have a common prefix37. 

To be more precise, if an honest node removes some blocks from the end of his local chain (i.e. cuts of the 

latest blocks from it) – then the resulting pruned blockchain38 that he now possesses will be included in the 

chain of another honest node. This means that the entire pruned blockchain of the first node will be the same 

with the first blocks of the second’s node. This happens with overwhelming probability in the number of the 
blocks that the first node prunes [197]; which means that the more blocks that the first node removes, the 

                                                           
37https://medium.com/polkadot-network/grandpa-block-finality-in-polkadot-an-introduction-part-1-d08a24a021b5 

  

 
 

https://medium.com/polkadot-network/grandpa-block-finality-in-polkadot-an-introduction-part-1-d08a24a021b5
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less are the chances for the remaining chain that he has not to be included in any other’s honest node local 
(Figure 6.1). An important role in the analysis of this property has the expected number of new blocks that 

are created in each round [195]. In the case where the expected number of blocks is low, which means that 

the honest nodes are the majority in the system [196], then the entire network “synchronizes” significantly 
faster than the rate of finding new blocks [163]. On the other hand, when the expected number of the new 

blocks is high, then the network “desynchronizes [163] and almost all the participating nodes must be honest 

to be achieved the common prefix property. 

Chain Quality Property: At any round, the ratio of blocks contributed by adversarial nodes in the chain of any 

honest node is bounded by the total “power” that the adversary has in its possession comparatively to the 
entire system. 

Assuming again an adversary that possesses less than half of the total “power” of the network (i.e. an honest 
majority setting [196]), the blockchain that is maintained by the honest nodes is assured to have few, but still 

some blocks, that are created by the honest nodes [163] In the case where this ratio is high enough and close 

to 50%, this means that there is basically a tight between the adversary and the honest nodes [163]. In such 

a case, the adversary follows a strategy, that deviates from the original protocol with result to insert malicious 

blocks into the main blockchain. 

 

Figure 6.2: Chain Growth Property: As the rounds advance so will the chain, but not always with the same rate. 

Ideal Chain Quality Property: This property states that for any coalition of nodes (malicious or honest) that 

follow any kind of strategy, the percentage of the blocks added to the blockchain is exactly proportional to 

their collective “power” [197]. 

Chain Growth Property: If in a specific round [163], [195] an honest party has a chain of a certain length. 

Then, in a later round, all the honest parties will have a chain at least of that length. 

The goal of this property is to express the minimum rate at which the Blockchain grows (Figure 6.2). Assuming 

an adversary that aims to abate the overall process of creating new blocks. The properties mentioned above 

do not define metrics to address this issue [197]. This fact can be seen because both properties may hold and 

yet the honest node’s chains may not grow in length at all. This may have a great impact to the security of a 
Blockchain mechanism since all the honest nodes play by the longest chain rule (Figure 6.3) where the longest 

chain disseminated in the network is the chain that will be mainly adopted by it. The chain growth property 

is of great importance and fundamental as the common prefix property and the chain quality property, due 

to the fact that the liveness [163], [198] of the protocol depends on it. 
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Figure 6.3: Longest chain rule 

Persistence: This property states that if a transaction is “buried” deep enough in a blockchain mechanism, 
then all the other honest nodes if queried, at any time, will report this transaction as stable at the exact same 

position in their local chain [163]. 

 

Figure 6.4: Persistence property: All the nodes of the system report TX at the same position. 

In more detail, this means that all the honest nodes agree upon all the information stored into the blockchain 

(transactions) and with the exact same order [163], [197]. In blockchain mechanisms it is essential to require 

the total stability of transactions and to assure that the information stored is final and took place in a certain 

period of time, which is useful but not enough to ensure that all transactions are eventually included into the 

blockchain. This is captured by the liveness property . 

Liveness: Under the honest majority assumption, if a transaction is issued by an honest node and it is given 

as input to the honest nodes of the system for some consecutive rounds, then this transaction in a later round 

will be included in each honest node’s blockchain and will be assigned in a permanent position. 
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Figure 6.5: Liveness property: Only the transactions that are created by honest nodes end up in the blockchain.  

The liveness property (Figure 6.3) simple states that all the transactions that are created by honest accounts 

will be inserted into the blockchain and various blocks will be added next to the block that includes it and 

hence an adversary is not in position to perform a denial of service attack against honest accounts that issue 

transactions. 

In order for these properties to hold, it is required that (1) the adversary controls less that the 50% of the 

“power” of the network and (2) the network synchronizes fast enough. Otherwise, it is required strict bounds 

on the adversarial behavior. In general, there exist two more properties that derive from the common prefix 

property and the chain quality property but with stricter bounds on the adversary (i.e. to control 1/3 of the 

network). 

Agreement: There is a round after which, if queried by the network, any honest node will return the same 

output. 

Agreement simple follows from the fact that, as long as the honest nodes control the majority of the network 

[196], will eventually agree upon a common blockchain. Indeed, it is ensured that if the common prefix 

property holds [163], [197] then the output that is produced by the honest players will be the same. 

Validity: Any output that is returned by an honest node A, equals to the input of another node B, that was 

honest at the round that node A produced its output. 

Validity is provided by the chain quality and in contrast to the agreement property [163], is not so easy to be 

achieved, unless the adversarial “power” is negligible compared to the honest (Figure 6.6). This occurs 

because if the adversary creates a new block, then all the honest nodes will extend their chain with this 

adversarial block and thus switch their input. 
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Figure 6.6:. If the Validity property does not hold, the nodes do not know if the block is created by an adversary or by 

an honest player39 

6.2 Blockchain and IoT attacks 

Blockchain technology is characterized as the early rise of the internet. While blockchain has various fields, 

the combination with IoTs can be used to change the way that industries work. To put it simple, blockchains 

can store the autonomous transactions that are created by IoT devices using smart contracts. To illustrate 

the significance of this enhancement in security issues, let us consider the Mirai attack [199] that occurred in 

October of 2016, where “tens of millions of IoT devices”, including monitors, home routers, web cameras 
had been infected. The Mirai malware, had under its control IoTs that were used to launch a Distributed 

Denial-of-Service (DDos) attack [199]. This technique involved phishing emails in order to infect computers 

and home networks and afterwards spread the infection to other connected devices, such as routers, 

cameras, printers, etc. The main problem of IoT devices, in this case was the dependence to a centralized 

server. 

A decentralized approach might overcome such centralized problems associated with IoT devices and provide 

significant enhancement to secure them because using blockchains, there is no SPoF. With these 

observations in mind and considering the Mirai attack, blockchain technology provides insights to strengthen 

the security in IoT devices. 

Even though blockchains resist traditional attacks quite well, the adversaries create each day new ways to 

penetrate this technology. Thus, it is of great importance to provide a taxonomy that firstly captures and 

then addresses major attacks in blockchain mechanisms and IoT devices. This taxonomy is intended to help 

with architectural considerations, the quality attributes and the performance of blockchain based systems in 

an IoT network. For example, decentralized, permissionless networks that use anonymous nodes to validate 

blocks need to enhance the security against Sybil attacks were an adversary may easily create multiple fake 

identities. Furthermore, in such networks it is not easy to amass 50% of the power of the system (e.g 

computational power, or stakeholding). This can be performed by game-theoretic attacks, which may 

change this threshold, requiring a higher majority in order to maintain integrity (e.g. 66% of the “power” 
of the network). Thus, we will focus on security provided by blockchain mechanisms introducing in a simple 

way the major attacks. 

 

6.2.1 Identity-based attacks 

This category of attacks aims to forge the identities and masquerade the adversary as an authorized user to 

get access to the system, with the identity of the victim and manipulate it. In blockchain mechanisms each 

node has a set of keys; the public key - which is visible to the entire network- and the private -which is kept 

secret and – it is used to sign each transaction that the node participates in it. An ordinary DSA is composed 

by two phases: the signing and the verification. A commonly DSA that is used in blockchain protocols is the 

EDCA [200]. With the advance of quantum computing and Shor’s algorithm [201], an adversary is able to 

retrieve the private key of any participating node, and thus take control of a node’s identity. Τhe Identity-

based attacks detailed in the following subsections. 

 

                                                           
39 https://medium.com/polkadot-network/grandpa-block-finality-in-polkadot-an-introduction-part-1-d08a24a021b5 
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6.2.1.1 Key attacks 

Although blockchains preserve privacy and anonymity, the security of the assets depends only on safekeeping 

the private key, which is a form of digital identity. All the transactions, data stored into blockchain are signed 

by the issuer using its private key. If its key is either acquired or stolen, then, no third party may be in position 

to recover it and thus, all the assets that this person owns to be stolen, and it will be almost impossible to 

identify the thief. The consequences of such an act may be more catastrophic than identity theft in the real 

world, where authorized and trusted third-party institution (e.g., banks, companies, central authorities) 

safeguard assets, detect suspicious activities and control risks. For example, If the private key of an IoT device 

that has been used for longtime is leaked, an adversary can impersonate this device and deceive others. Also, 

with the advent of quantum computing (see Section 6.4) it is easier to crack cryptographic keys quickly and 

take under control the account of the owner. 

 

6.2.1.2 Replay attack 

This attack becomes relevant when hard forks occur and often within a cryptocurrency protocol. If the ledger 

is forked, which means that there is a split to the original protocol and a subsequence ledger creating two 

separate blockchains that are governed by two different protocols. Therefore, the nodes have now the same 

amount of assets (coins, stake, etc.) in both ledgers. The nodes of the system, which issue transactions only 

on one of the two ledgers are vulnerable to replay attacks. An adversary can replicate any transaction that 

contains the signature of the victim, which is the same on both ledgers. Unfortunately for the adversary, the 

amount of the assets and the receiver must be the same, which means that, the adversary must target the 

victim in the chain that works on, create an honest transaction and then forge this transaction on the other 

chain and publish it in the network. Thus, in this case the original receiver of the assets in the first chain must 

be the adversary in order to have some profit from launching such an attack. An easy way to address this 

attack for any node that face the incident of a hard forked blockchain, is to sell the assets (coins, stake, etc.) 

on either chain without concerning that the assets will affect coins on the other chain. Secondly, the use of 

(coin) mixing service is a reasonable solution (e.g. Coinbase) where the transfer of assets is only valid only on 

one chain and not repayable on the other. However, this solution demands the use of a trusted third party. 

Nowadays, the implementation of replay protection for hard forks should be an essential component of the 

new blockchain mechanism to protect the users, otherwise may not feel secure using a forked blockchain 

network. 

 

6.2.1.3 Impersonation attack 

Permissioned blockchains are occasionally favored by centralized ledgers where users are not always free to 

join the network, issue transactions or view the recorded history. This attack is about an adversary that 

attempts to masquerade himself as a legitimate user to perform unauthorized operation in the system. A 

malicious node, in this case, may impersonate “a user” to upload sensitive data or may impersonate an 

“authorized block creator” to evaluate false data and add it to the blockchain. 

According to [202] there are methods to be protected by this type of attack. In the LNSC protocol, Huang et 

all., proposed the idea of elliptic curve cryptography to calculate the hash functions [203] . Another solution 

for the problem of impersonation attack, was proposed by Weng et al, [204] who proposed a signcryption 

method to prevent the block generators to violate the privacy of the participating users. This signcryption 

method, which is based on bilinear maps, verifies the identity of a node in a group and estimates the quality 

of the sensitive data using a hash function to encrypt it; and thus, to deal with impersonation attacks in 

blockchains. Lin et al, in BSeln [205] uses ABS to replace the ECDSA and preserve privacy and security. ABS 

uses attributes to define each time the signer and the certifications of those attributes are created by an 

attribute authority, which means that only legitimate users can create valid signatures and issue transactions, 

otherwise impersonation attacks are detected. 
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6.2.1.4 Sybil attacks 

Traditionally in peer-to-peer networks, the nodes of the system replicate the information for better 

availability, synchronization and security. The replication of this information is better to take place by honest, 

well behaved, authorized nodes. In blockchain mechanism a local node is not in position to distinct if a 

neighbor node is malicious or even trusted. Therefore, there is no way for an honest node to understand if 

its neighbor has multiple fake identities. Thus, there might be a circumstance where, there is a group of nodes 

that are selected to perform a single operation and this act can be ended up into selecting a single node 

multiple times and thereby reducing the sampling of the network. The attack that we describe in this section 

is called Sybil attack [206] and derives from the book Sybil [207]. 

In Sybil attack [206], which is also known as pseudospoofing, the adversary attempts to manipulate the 

network creating multiple fake identities, called Sibyls, as shown in Figure 6.7. These fake nodes are used to 

provide falsified information about some other nodes in the system or to broadcast messages about the 

created blocks and the blockchain when facing forks. Also, in blockchain protocols a Sybil attack may 

influence the reputation system [206] (e.g. increase/lower the reputation of some nodes in an untruthful 

way) and propagate the adversarial block as the right one and in general interfere with the communication 

in a blockchain protocol. 

 

Figure 6.7: High level overview of Sybil attack. 

Sybil attacks are hard to detect and prevent because they involve hidden motives and are noticeable only 

when they are already up and running40. Reliability, anonymity and redundancy are all legitimate and good 

reasons that show why an adversary might want to create multiple identities [208], [209]. Occasionally, in 

Blockchain mechanisms the consensus algorithm is used to deal with Sybil attacks. Although the most 

consensus algorithms are designed to store data that are created by honest nodes, there are techniques to 

prevent Sybil attacks in blockchains [209], [210]  each one with its own advantages and drawbacks: 

▪ Cost to create an Identity: A simple way to address Sybil attacks is to increase the cost that is needed to 

create new identities and thus create a source intensive way to operate a plethora of new nodes in a 

peer-to-peer network [208], [209]. The ideal cost of creating a new identity should be considered because 
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it should not discourage the honest node to enter the network [209], but it should be just high enough 

to avoid the creation of multiple fake nodes. In PoW and PoS consensus algorithms, if a malicious node 

wants to create a certain number of identities to take under his influence the network, then this node 

must divide its “power” into the number of the Sybils that he has created [209]. In PoW, if the adversary 

is willing to create a Sybil, it must divide half of its mining power and thus reduce the possibilities to find 

the next block [210]. Accordingly, in PoS systems, the malicious node must share its stake with the 

created Sybil and thus reduce its possibilities to be elected as the creator of a new block. Although, this 

technique does not solve entirely the problem, it mitigates the number of the Sybils that an adversary 

may create. 

▪ Chain of Trust: Another way to deal with Sybil attacks is to introduce some kind of trust for each new 

node before entering the network. In this way, the blockchain protocol takes a form of a reputation 

scheme [209], where only trusted nodes are permitted to invite new nodes in the network. In a similar 

probationary way, the new nodes must remain "awake” for a long time before they receive the privilege 
to create a new block. Other variants rely on the identification of a node, which means that any member 

of the network has to submit its identity or to create an account based on its IP address. TrustChain [211] 

confronts the problem of Sybil attacks [206] with the creation of a blockchain that temporarily stores the 

interactions of each node by computing their trustworthiness, in an online community, based on their 

prior history of interactions. In this way, TrustChain offers scalability, Sybil-resistance and ensures that 

the nodes who consume resources from the network, even if these nodes are Sybils, must also contribute 

back [211]. All these techniques require some type of building trust [211] or identity validation by 

authorized nodes, which is mostly seen in permissioned blockchains, which makes the creation of fake 

identities more challenging. Still, the networks that implement a combined view of these prevention 

measures may increase the protection from Sybil attacks and thus mitigate the potential severity on the 

system. 

 

6.2.2 Service-based attacks 

6.2.2.1 51% attack / Double spending attack 

A 51% attack41, is an attack where malicious modes gain control of more than 50% of the hashing (mining) 

power of system42. In cryptocurrencies, the participating nodes usually prefer to join pools to gain more 

rewards than they would have if they were sole miners43. If a mining pools reaches more than 50 percent of 

the hashing power of the network, then it can launch an attack and double spend at will and force the entire 

network to accept its transactions44. Since this pool has the majority of the hashing rate in the blockchain 

network can now spent coins more than once. This kind of attacks are often called double spending attacks 

due to the fact that the adversary is able to spend their coins twice. It is also needed to mention that the 

most popular crypto-coins like Bitcoin and Ethereum are immune because none of the mining pools that are 

formed is even close to 50% of the hashing power and the assumption to gain more than 50% of the network 

hashing rate is infeasible [212].  

When a transaction occurs, then it is disseminated to the network, where the nodes that participate in the 

protocol attempt to generate new blocks. In PoW consensus mechanism the nodes that participate in the 

block creation process attempt to solve a crypto-puzzle using computational power. The more hashing rate 
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42 https://komodoplatform.com/51-attack-how-komodo-can-help-prevent-one/ 

  
43 https://www.mycryptopedia.com/51-percent-attack-explained/ 

  
44 https://medium.com/coinmonks/what-is-a-51-attack-or-double-spend-attack-aa108db63474 
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a node has, the more are the chances to create a block before the others45. Let’s assuming an adversary that 
has under his influence the majority of the blockchain network, then it begins to create blocks on an 

alternative chain creating a fork (Figure 6.8). These blocks are kept secret and the honest nodes keep mining 

on the main – published blockchain and are not aware of the private blockchain of the adversary and thus 

the 49% of the computational power is not aware of the existence of this blockchain. 

 

Figure 6.8: The adversary creates an alternative blockchain that keeps private. 

Knowing that the other nodes in the system are not able to see the private blockchain, the adversary decides 

to engage in double spending46. Spends its crypto-coins in the public blockchain, but not include the 

transaction in its private blockchain, in which the crypto-coins still exist. In more detail, the adversary 

deliberately creates transactions in the public blockchain and keeps its alternative blockchain secret, without 

including any uncomforted for him transactions (as shown in Figure 6.9) so when the private blockchain is 

longer publishes it and waits be adopted by the network. 

 

Figure 6.9: The adversary spends for the first time its money. 

Due to the fact that the adversary controls more than 50% of the total hashing power, continues to mine 

blocks as fast as possible on its private chain but with rate faster than the rest of the network combined47. At 

this pace the adversarial chain will eventually grow faster than the honest. Then the adversary publishes its 

private brunch, in which the uncomforted transaction is not included and based on the longest chain rule this 

brunch is adopted by the entire network (Figure 6.10). 

                                                           
45 https://komodoplatform.com/51-attack-how-komodo-can-help-prevent-one/ 

  
46 https://www.mycryptopedia.com/51-percent-attack-explained/ 
47 https://www.mycryptopedia.com/51-percent-attack-explained/ 
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Figure 6.10: The private chain is longer that the public, it is published and adopted by the whole network. 

At the end, since the adversary has forced the entire network to adopt its chain as the public - main chain, 

the transaction Tx never took place and now the adversary is free to double spend all or some those coins 

again. Usually this attack is interconnected to cryptocurrencies and PoW but it sometimes takes place also in 

other consensus mechanism with different form. 

In 2018 alone there have been a plethora of successful 51% attacks. Below is presented a list of the attacks, 

along with the losses that have occurred. 

Table 6.1:  Known 51% attacks in 2018 - 2019 

Date Cryptocurrency Loss 

April 4, 2018 Verge (XVG) ~$1.1 Million 

May 14, 2018 Monacoin (MONA) ~$90,000. 

May 22, 2018 Verge (XVG) ~$1.75 Million 

May 29, 2018 Bitcoin Gold (BTG) ~$18 Million 

June 2, 2018 ZenCash (ZEN) ~$550,000 

June 4, 2018 Litecoin Cash (LCC) Unknown 

September 8, 2018 FLO Blockchain (FLO) ~$27,500 

November 8, 2018 Aurum Coin (AU) ~$500,000 

December 2, 2018 Vertcoin (VTC) ~$100,000 

January 5, 2019 Ethereum Classic (ETC)  ~$1.1 Million 

 

In 2018 alone, there have been known 9 successful attacks, causing losses more than $22 million48, with an 

average loss about $2.75 million per attack (Table 6.1). It is worth mentioning that these are only the attacks 

of this type that were revealed in the public. It is likely that more 51% attacks have occurred and never 

announced. Also, it is important to mention that the amounts of losses are estimates and sometimes disputed 

but only include the amount of money that were spend twice. There are more consequences from launching 

a 51% attack which could be a catastrophic even for a blockchain mechanism. Some of them are the reduction 

in the price of the cryptocurrency, the reduced trust in the ledger and in the consensus mechanism, etc. 

The Ethereum Classic is one of the most famous forks in the history of cryptocurrencies since the DAO hack. 

In January 5th 2019 the Ethereum Classic (ETC) was hacked using a 51% attack49. A private mining pool was 
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49 https://cryptoslate.com/ethereum-classic-loses-1-million-51-attack/ 
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able to increase its hashing power to 3,263 GH/s50, possessing around 63% of the total mining power51. After 

a while, this pool returned to its normal hashing power, which was around 300 GH/s. However, about ten 

hours later, it happened again. The pool’s hash rate began to rise. 

On Sunday 1/6/2019 Coinbase disabled all the Ethereum Classic transactions, due to unstable conditions on 

the network. The initial detection was that around 88,500 ETC, which was approximately $460,000, had been 

double-spent, but it was not just that. The cryptocurrency exchange uncovered 12 more attacks52 that 

included double spends53, the total amount was 219,500 ETC - $1.1 million. 

 

6.2.2.2 Selfish mining 

Let’s consider a set of nodes that are willing to deviate from the protocol in order to maximize their revenues. 
That group of nodes forms a pool that behaves as a single node with centralize coordinator the adversary 

[196], [213]. In PoW based blockchains the total “power” of the system is represented by the collectively 
mining power that the nodes possess, so such a case the mining power of the adversary is the sum of the 

computational power of its members, while the revenues that are gained by finding a PoW solution is shared 

among the members according to their mining power. 

To put it simple, let’s assume that in the network there is only one pool, which is comprised of the minority 

of the nodes in the system and the rest of the miners are free individuals that follow no strategy. The key 

insight behind this strategy [196] is to force the honest nodes into wasting the recourses to create new blocks 

that are distend not to be included on the public blockchain [196]. The adversary selectively reveals its mined 

blocks in order to disqualify the work performed by the honest miners. When the adversary performs a selfish 

mining strategy, keeps secret the mined blocks and creates a private branch that is not known to the rest of 

the network, while the honest miners continue to mine on theirs brunch which is public and occasionally 

shorter. Due to the fact, that the collective “power” of the pool is a small portion of the entire network, the 
adversarial branch will not be longer than the public forever [196]. For this reason, the selfish miners reveal 

some of the hidden-mined blocks to the public, according to the circumstance that they face. 

 

6.2.2.2.1 Scenarios 

In the first scenario, if the public (honest) chain is longer that the adversarial (private), which means that the 

adversary’s private blockchains falls behind the public chain. In this case, the adversary is not able to catch 

up the honest miners and overpower them because of the difference of the hashing power. So, in this case 

the chances to overpower the public branch are extremely low. Consequently, if the adversary wants to 

perform a selfish mining strategy should adopt the main branch and start over, as shown in Figure 6.11. 

                                                           
50 https://thenextweb.com/hardfork/2019/01/08/ehtereum-classic-51-percent-attack/ 
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52 https://blog.coinbase.com/ethereum-classic-etc-is-currently-being-51-attacked-33be13ce32de 
53 https://thehackernews.com/2019/01/ethereum-double-spend-attack.html 
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Figure 6.11: The adversarial pool abandons its private, unpublished block and adopts the main Blockchain. 

If a selfish pool finds a block and the private chain is one block longer than the public chain of the honest 

nodes. Then, instead of publishing this block, the pool decides to keep it private, which lead in two possible 

outcomes: 

1. If the pool finds the next block in the private chain and lengthen its lead (2 blocks). Then, continues 

to mine on its private branch to create more blocks. For each block that the honest miners find, the pool 

publish one block so that in each round there is a draw. Due to the fact the pool has the minority in the 

network [196], eventually, the difference between the two chains will be reduced in one block. This means 

that the honest miners are too close to the pool’s private chain and at this point the pool publishes its private 
chain, as shown in Figure 6.12. 

 

Figure 6.12: The pool publishes one block for each block that is created by honest players. Eventually the difference 

will drop to one block. 

Since, the adversarial branch advances the honest branch by one block [196], it is adopted by the entire 

network and then the adversarial pool that uses selfish mining strategy enjoys the rewards [214] for all the 

blocks that were created (by the pool) since the first draw, but the honest miners gain nothing. After enjoying 

all the revenues by the mainly adopted-adversarial chain, the pool is able to bifurcate the blockchain once 

again. 

2. If the honest miners find a block, the pool will publish its private chain (of length 1- toss up). In this 

case, both branches have the same probability to win (Figure 6.13). 
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Figure 6.13: Toss-up. The honest miners have found a block too, and the pool publish its private branch. 

The selfish miners continue to mine on their branch, trying to extend it in order to overtake the public branch. 

On the other hand, the honest miners will select to mine on either branch [196], depending on the messages 

received either by the pool or the honest nodes. Then: 

i. If the selfish pool creates another block ahead of the honest miners it publishes it immediately to gain 

the revenue of both blocks of its branch, as illustrated in Figure 6.14. 

 

Figure 6.14: The selfish pool publishes its private branch to overcome the honest miners. 

ii. If the honest miners manage to create a block after the pool's revealed block, then the pool takes the 

reward of its block [196], [214] while the honest gain the reward from their block, too (Figure 6.15). 

This happens because the messages concerning the pool’s block was heard first to a portion of the 

honest miners decided that this (adversarial) block is the one that extends the chain. Thus, they adopt 

it as an honest one and extend the chain. 

 

Figure 6.15: The honest miners adopt the block that is created by the pool and extend the blockchain. 

iii. If there is a case, where the honest miners create another block, then they get the rewards (revenues) 

[196] of two blocks while the pool gains nothing (Figure 6.16). In this case, the pool will discard the 

block in its chain and will adopt the latest block in the public chain (Scenario 1). 
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Figure 6.16:The honest miners find another block; the adversarial chain is discarded. 

6.2.2.2.2 The states of the system 

Next, the states of the system [196] represent the lead that the pool has over the honest miners using selfish 

mining strategy (Figure 6.17). In the case, where the pool has found one block and the honest find one block 

too, the pool disseminates the hidden block to the network immediately, which has as an effect the creation 

of two branches. The honest nodes in the system, start to mine on the block that they heard of first [196], 

which means that there is a small ratio of the network that it starts to mine on the adversarial block. This is 

denoted by γ. 
Table 6.2: Description of terms used 

State / Ratio 

/ Frequency 

Description 

0 There are no branches, which means that there is only a single, public blockchain 

0΄ There are two public branches of the same length: the honest branch, and the selfish 

miners’ branch (Toss-up). 

1 The pool has a lead of one block, etc. 

γ The ratio of the honest nodes that adopt the pool's block and select to mine on it. 

1-γ The ratio of the honest nodes that continue to mine on the honest branch. 

α The frequency that the selfish pool mines a block 

1-α The frequency that the honest nodes mine a block 

 

In the case, where the pool has found one block and the honest find one block too, the pool disseminates 

the hidden block to the network immediately, which has as an effect the creation of two branches. The honest 

nodes in the system, start to mine on the block that they heard of first [196], which means that there is a 

small ratio of the network that it starts to mine on the adversarial block. This is denoted by γ. 

In the case the honest miners find a block and the lead of the pool is two, then the pool publishes its blocks 

and the lead drops to zero. If the honest nodes create a block and the lead is one, then the system drops to 

the aforementioned state 0’. 

 

Figure 6.17: State machine with transition frequencies [196]. 
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This strategy basically exploits and underestimates the actual computational power of the entire system 

because only the blocks that are chained into the blockchain are considered true. The blocks that are 

discharged and the hash rate of the honest nodes are lost in the presence of selfish nodes. 

In the case, where the pool has found one block and the honest find one block too, the pool disseminates 

the hidden block to the network immediately, which has as an effect the creation of two branches. The honest 

nodes in the system, start to mine on the block that they heard of first [196], which means that there is a 

small ratio of the network that it starts to mine on the adversarial block. This is denoted by γ. 

 

 

Figure 6.18: ZeroBlock. A strategy to mitigate selfish mining 

In contrast to the fact that the total computational power of the entire network is the same, the new difficulty 

target is much lower than it should be [215]  and the revenue for the selfish nodes is improved making the 

selfish mining profitable [196]. An easy way to counter this attack is to consolidate the discharged blocks in 

the difficulty adjustment mechanism [215]. There is no need for a node to disseminate the entire block, just 

to include the header and the nodes relaying to the data [215]. 

Another way to mitigate selfish mining is ZeroBlock [216], where in contrast to other blockchain mechanisms, 

does not allow the production of forgeable timestamps. The proposed solution by Solat et. al. is based on the 

idea to reject blocks that are not broadcast to the network in fixed time interval [216] and to create a 

ZeroBlock, without any data stored in it. With the ZeroBlock scheme, if selfish miners, who possess the 

minority in the network, keep a private chain for a long period of time, then this chain will not be adopted by 

the honest nodes. This scheme [216] strives to decrease the potential of any adversary to create forks that 

are the result of private chains, and thus selfish miners cannot achieve to gain rewards more than the 

expected. 

In Figure 6.18, the block in round 3 is created by selfish miners and kept secret until a delayed time ET3. The 

PoW of this block includes the hash value of the block created in round 2. On the other side, in round 3, the 

honest nodes did not receive any block and thus they created a Zeroblock. In round 4, the selfish nodes 

reveled their block, which has expired and thus this adversarial block is not accepted by the honest nodes. 

 

6.2.2.3 DoS/DDoS attack 

Denial-of-Service or Distributed-Denial-of Service are types of attacks where various systems flood with 

connection requests or any kind of communication packets a website, a server or an entire network and aim 

to crash or cause a delay to the system’s services [217]]. DoS/DDoS target the system with heavy traffic [218], 

while the adversarial parties exploit vulnerabilities in a device (computer, camera, etc.) to make it the DDoS 
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master. This device then, targets other vulnerable computer systems or devices to take control over them 

using malware or Trojan [219]. All these devices, called “zombies” are now under the control of the adversary 
and armed with them can now target a network and shut it down, as shown in Figure 6.19. 

 

Figure 6.19: High level overview of DDoS attacks 

Various technologies emerged over the past decade to decrease the potential and the risk of DoS/ DDoS 

attacks, but also the capabilities of the adversaries have advanced as well. The mass multiplication of insecure 

IoT devices and the availability of the adversaries to exploit computer code of comprised potential zombies, 

making DDoS attacks a compelling threat. 

Thus, the number of devices that are controlled remotely is growing fast and the IoT is expected to surpass 

20 billion54 by the end of 2020 [220], according to Gartner, (as shown in Table 6.3). One of the most associated 

problems is that various of the connected devices are ill-equipped without security measures to avoid 

malevolent and improper usage. 

Table 6.3: Source Gartner: IoT - Millions of units based by category 

Category 2016 2017 2018 2020 

Consumer 3,963.0 5,244.3 7,036.3 12,863.0 

Business: Cross-Industry 1,102.1 1,501.0 2,132.6 4,381.4 

Business: Vertical-Specific 1,316.6 1,635.4 2,027.7 3,171.0 

Grand Total 6,381.8 8,380.6 11,196.6 20,415.4 

In 2016, the Mirai botnet55, comprised of tens of millions of IoT devices, in a massive attack (about 1.2TBPS) 

took down various of websites (e.g. Amazon, Twitter, etc.) against the DNS provider Dyn56. The absence of 

proper security primitives for the IoTs is driven by deficient prioritization [219] because the DDos attacks 

                                                           
54 https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2017-02-07-gartner-says-8-billion-connected-things-will-
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55https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/de/Documents/technology-media-telecommunications/TMT-

Cyber-Security-Blockchain-March-2017-en.pdf 

 
56https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2017-02-07-gartner-says-8-billion-connected-things-will-

be-in-use-in-2017-up-31-percent-from-2016 
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have been underestimated in the past. Recent events like the Mirai botnet may trigger thoughts to include 

security features as part of superior positioning for the IoT devices. Today, the infection of IoT devices to 

create a botnet is too easy for an adversary and it is also possible to rent botnet capacity, illegally. 

Blockchain technology could be used to create IoT – Peer-to-Peer networks that are trustless and remove the 

requirements of a trusted central authority and without concerning about the SPoF. Using blockchain 

technology for the IoTs [219], [220] would mean that these devices use public key cryptography with the key 

pairs to be stored on the blockchain. With the introduction of blockchain technology in IoT [219] the 

adversary will not be able to take under its influence an entire network and publish a DDoS attack [220]. 

Furthermore, adopting blockchains in IoT may prevent DDos attacks in various other ways as well. The DDoS 

attack at Dyn, which is now controlled by the domain owners and implementing the control access to 

distributed nodes on a blockchain could prevent such an attack from happening again. The domain owners 

could have the same access, permitting only legitimate users to update the domain record avoiding SPoF, 

since the pairs (value, name) would be stored on the blockchain and copied across all the participating nodes. 

Companies such as Nebulis, Zeronet, Blockstack and Namecoin are currently building decentralized DNS 

systems57. 

 

6.2.2.4 Refusal to sign attack 

Malicious nodes may decide that it is not in their favor to sign an unwilling transaction. The mitigation of this 

attacks is not trivial because the nodes of the system are not forced to sign a transaction. A fruitful way is not 

to interact with such nodes again or to split the transaction in smaller amounts [211]. 

 

6.2.3 Manipulation-based attacks 

This category involves attacks, in which the adversary seeks to gain unauthorized access in order to tamper 

data. A manipulation-based attack is an adversarial act of deliberately manipulating, editing modifying, 

destroying, sensitive data by means of unauthorized actions. Data exists in two states; in at rest or transit. In 

both cases, data can be tampered with and intercepted. Digital communications are all about data 

transmission. 

 

6.2.3.1 False data injection attack 

FDIA is a cyber-attack that manipulates data to misguide the control center [221] to make falsified decisions 

and cause serious consequence in modern power system, such as financial losses, disturbances or even 

blackouts. The modern power systems rely on advance communication and control to provide opportunities 

to maximize the energy efficient of a smart grid [221], but also to enforce security and robustness. Many 

studies have illustrated the effects of FDIAs on modern power network [222]. The storage and 

communication system of meter measured data [223], are vulnerable to cyber-attacks [224], even in the case 

where the meters are upgraded to PMUs, which rely on the GPS measurement mechanism. The geographical 

distribution of meters and sensors enhance the defensive mechanism against attacks and can be considered 

not only as a distributed energy storage and management network but as a distributed AMI network [222], 

which includes distributed data acquisition as measurements from the grid as power flow and voltage. The 

information gathered from the sensors and the storage mechanism usually provide centralized management 

and risks that this data to be manipulated by adversaries. In more details, there are three ways to launch an 

attack in order to tamper with data and intrude the operations of modern power systems. The adversary may 

compromise meters locally or interact with the data packets during the transferring to the control center or 

attack the centralized control center. For this reason, blockchains protocols may provide a significant 

“firewall” to prevent adversaries from manipulating data considering each sensor/meter as a node. To 

                                                           
57https://medium.com/textileio/five-projects-that-are-decentralizing-the-web-in-slightly-different-ways-debf0fda286a 
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introduce blockchain technology in modern power systems each meter/sensor node [221] should have, by 

design, the capability to communicate, verify data and create new blocks. 

 

6.2.3.2 Tampering attack 

This attack is mostly seen in cryptocurrencies. The adversary may attempt to tamper the transactions that 

are disseminated in the network, the addresses and the amounts that are spent after signing [225]. Then 

broadcasts the transactions to the peer-to-peer network and waiting for validation [202]. The possible 

solution to realize the tampering attack is to hide the amounts on each transaction. Cryptographically, it 

means to encrypt the transaction. In [225] Wang et. al. in order to deal with the transaction privacy and 

security issues. The tampering attack uses a mechanism that can alter the way of disseminating transactions 

from plaintext to cyphertext. In [225], the encryption system is added to code the amounts that the nodes 

transfer to each other. The homomorphic Paillier encryption scheme [226] is applied to distribute Paillier 

keys shares without the need of a trusted dealer and is used to fields such as the secret sharing scheme, the 

designing of voting protocols and the threshold cryptosystem. Except from its properties of being self-

blinding [226] and self-reducible, the Paillier encryption scheme is also secure under chosen-plaintext attacks 

[227]. For this reason, it is suitable for encrypting and decrypting the transactions, while the encrypted 

amounts are checked by an authority named Commitment Proof. This authority ensures that the amounts in 

a transaction are always positive and true and take place in a specific time interval in order to avoid 

tampering. By this way, if the information of the public key or the address of a node is tampered, then the 

effect of the hash algorithm [225] will reject the transaction. 

 

6.2.3.3 Overlay attack 

Overlay attacks in blockchains occur when an adversary embeds a malicious encrypted amount to the original 

transaction using the receiver’s public key. When an adversary adds another amount to a transaction, the 
encryption input becomes unequal to the decryption output. In this case the verification process of the 

transaction should fail, and the trade should be rejected. An easy way to avoid such malicious acts is to embed 

a timestamp to mark the uniqueness of the transactions, as in the most blockchain mechanisms. The different 

inputs from a trader should be distinguished to the different transactions. In [226]] the resistance against 

overlay attacks occurs using the Paillier encryption scheme mentioned above. 

 

6.2.3.4 Modification attack 

Blockchains are peer-to-peer networks where the nodes participating in the protocol communicate with each 

other to exchange data. In this attack the adversary modifies the broadcast transaction or the response 

messages. With the creation of Bitcoin, a decade ago, [194] included in the genesis block a small message 

“Chancellor on brink of second bailout for banks”. Currently, Bitcoin consists of over 500,000 blocks that 

contain information about the transactions occurred by the participating nodes, but also data related to short 

messages or even images.58 There are plenty ways to encrypt messages in blockchains and might be hidden 

as signatures or as normal transaction on the ledger. An easy way to counter this attack, as in [203], is the 

use of an elliptic curve encryption scheme to calculate the hash functions. 

 

6.2.3.5 Man-in-the-middle attack 

The adversary in a MitM attack place itself between two nodes, while they believe that they communicate 

with each other in a secure channel, to change the context of their messages. The performance of MitM 

attacks usually demands to intercept the raw data and circumvent the encryption and the authentication 

process. In MitM attacks the adversary may either intercept the traffic close to endpoint [228] or redirect the 

                                                           
58 https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/mbxwkn/bitcoin-blockchain-art-message-from-the-mines 
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data by means of a node it controls. The adversary, to intercept messages from endpoints needs to install 

software directly on the communication devices or to listen the local network, where proxy servers, ARP 

spoofing, IPv4 or IPv6 router advertisement can be exploited59. The resent encrypted communications such 

as TLS/HTTPS rely on PKI and CAs to secure communications. Mitm attacks can be conducted in many ways, 

namely: ARP case poisoning, DNS spoofing, session hijacking, SSL Hijacking [229]. 

Due to the fact that Mitm attacks are all about broadcasting false information from a device to another, there 

is a need for IoTs to prove their identity. The problem occurs when an IoT manufacturer issues thousands or 

millions of certificates to IoT devices and manage the Lifecycle, issuance and revocation of each certificate. 

The IoT manufacturers have recently resharing the same hard-code cryptographic keys60 allowing these 

devices to be vulnerable to hijacking, often because of remote management features. Furthermore, the IoT 

devices are mostly with low interaction level and maintenance free. For this reason, the end users are not 

often aware of possible attacks. 

Intersecting blockchain technology and IoT devices; Mitm attacks cannot be staged. The nodes 

cryptographically sign transactions, verify signatures to establish that only the message's originator has sent 

it. The adversary cannot redirect DNS or IP traffic or intercept any information in the blockchain without the 

node’s private key. 

 

6.2.4 Cryptanalytic attacks 

Blockchains adopt the basic cryptographic primitives, such as hash functions and digital signatures to ensure 

consensus and authentication. Blockchain technology cannot satisfy the security that is needed to counter a 

complex environment and attacks that may arrive in the future [230]. Since, the modern information 

networks tend to globalization the needs for information security are based not only on tamper resistance, 

privacy protection and authentication. Once, the blockchain security is activated on Industries and other 

fields the security model is not easy to be altered. For this reason, the research on blockchain security should 

consider and attacks that may appear in the future [230], such as quantum attacks. An adversary may use 

the Shor algorithm to obtain the user’s private key from its public key [231] to create various unauthorized 

transactions. This means that, when this happens the user will lose all the assets, the anonymity and the 

privacy. To counter quantum resistance attacks lattice-based cryptography is a promising solution because it 

is based on the design of quantum-secure attack signature scheme, which is available for blockchains (see 

Section 6.4 for more details). 

 

6.2.5 Reputation based attacks 

6.2.5.1 Hiding blocks attack 

Once the nodes start participating in a reputation-based blockchain network, records are created. A malicious 

node might want to publish in the network, transactions that have positive influence on its reputation and 

withhold blocks that decrease the standing of this specific node. TrustChain [211] provides immutability 

against this type of attack due to the fact that each record in the network contains a sequence number and 

thus each node is in position to request specific recorded data from others. Thus, the requested nodes cannot 

refuse to provide the information asked otherwise they will be characterized as malicious. If a node is 

unwilling to contribute its historical encounters [211], the specific parties might choose not to interact with 

this node unless the requested data are contributed and verified. 

 

                                                           
59 https://bitcoin.stackexchange.com/questions/70921/is-this-man-in-the-middle-double-spending-attack-against-

bitcoin-viable 

 
60 https://www.globalsign.com/en/blog/man-in-the-middle-attacks-iot/ 
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6.2.5.2 Whitewashing attack 

In reputation-based systems it is a common phenomenon to whitewash the negative reputation in trust-

based systems. When a node wishes to get rid of its current negative reputation, deletes its identity and 

creates a new account. An ordinary way to prevent such attacks is to use permissioned blockchains or to 

provide lower priorities and capabilities to nodes of new identities. 

 

 

Figure 6.20: Classification of threat models 

6.3 Smart contracts’ security 

Smart contract security is the key for blockchain adoption. While, many aspects of security based on 

blockchain exist, smart contract programming is a topic of great importance to developers. To put it simple, 

smart contract is a program that is executed on the blockchain. On permissionless blockchain (e.g. Ethereum) 

anyone can examine the smart contract and interact with the code, even in malicious ways. In current 

blockchain mechanisms, smart contracts assist the nodes of the network to exchange money, assets, or 

anything of value, defining the rules and penalties concerning an agreement in the same way that an original, 

traditional contract does, with the only difference that these obligations and penalties are enforced 

automatically61 

 

                                                           
61 https://blockgeeks.com/smart-contract-security-audits/ 
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6.3.1 Different Types of Smart Contract 

When a node wants to get a particular task done, it initiates a smart contract with one or more participants. 

Smart contracts are a series of instructions, which are written in the programming language “solidity” that 
works based on the IFTTT (IF-THIS-THEN-THAT) logic. There are three types of smart contracts: 

• On chain standard compliant contracts without transferring c(or any compliant tokens). This type is 

the easiest to audit because it follows a particular method. Since it is completely on chain and there 

are no ether transfers, this type of smart contracts is not vulnerable to attacks. 

• On chain standard compliant contracts which have enabled Ether transfers like ICO (Initial Coin 

Offerings). This type of contracts is a little bit harder to audit because contracts that enable ICOs 

occasionally follow templates which makes it easier to audit. 

• Finally, there are contracts which have off-chain interactions (e.g. oracles, channels, etc.) This kind is 

extremely hard to audit since it involves some operations which are not based in the blockchain. In 

fact, it is likely to say that fully auditing this type of contracts is almost impossible. 

 

6.3.2 Importance of Auditing 

It is futile to mention the importance of auditing without telling first the hist of the most famous hack, the 

DAO. The Decentralized Autonomous Organization was a complicate smart contract which was about to 

revolutionize Ethereum cryptocurrency. 

The potential, the flexibility and complete transparency that the DAO offered was unprecedented. Many 

people adopted it to get their big share of the pie. In the first 28 days of its creation, it accumulated over 

$150 million worth of ether and it had about 14% of all ether tokens that were issued. Despite the vast 

adoption, too enable people to go out of the DAO, an exit door was created: “The Split Function.” With this 
function, anyone could get back the ether that has invested and, if also wanted to create its own “Child DAO.” 
In fact, a specific node could split off with multiple DAO token holders and create its own Child DAO. This 

loophole was a flaw in the smart contract’s code that was mention and pointed out by a lot of people, but 

the DAO creators assured that this was not a big issue. 

On 17th June 2016, this flaw in the smart contract code, was the way to exploit and take away one-third of 

the DAO’s funds, which was around $50 million dollars. If anyone wished to get out of the DAO, then it was 

possible by sending a simple request. Then the splitting function was utilized following the next two steps. 

Firstly, the user’s ether was exchanged for DAO tokens, and secondly, this transaction was registered in the 
ledger updating the internal token balance. What the adversary did was to exploit a function recursively in 

the request. Firstly, the exchange of DAO tokens for Ether took place. Then, before any transaction was 

registered, a recursive function made the code transfer more Ether for the same DAO tokens. This was a 

continuous act by an adversary that took $50 millions worth of Ether and stored it in a Child DAO. As a result, 

the following occurred: 

• The DAO shut down. 

• The value of Ether collapsed. 

• The entire Ethereum community spitted into two, Ethereum and Ethereum Classic. 

The DAO hack should serve as a reminder as to why blockchains must invest in quality auditing services. The 

unfortunate part of the story is that if the contract was designed by a commendable auditing service, the 

DAO hack could have been avoided. This also personalizes the main problem that the most modern smart 

contracts face, which is over-engineering. Many of the contracts are developed by various developers, which 

unfortunately leads to an avoidably high level of complexity. This complexity leads to a higher vulnerability. 

There are two ways to smart contract auditing: 

Manual Code Analysis: It should be done if there is a sized development team that will go through and 

examine line by line the entire code and test for security issues. This is the most efficient way to audit smart 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/avoidably
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contracts, but the problem is that it is extremely time consuming. Also, it is expensive to hire the sufficient 

number of developers that will go through the code in-depth. 

Automatic Code Analysis: Sophisticated penetration testing is automatic code analysis that enables 

developers to find vulnerabilities. Developers use software like Populus (python- based framework) or Truffle 

to conduct automatic code testing. Even though this method is an easy way to audit smart contracts it might 

miss a lot of vulnerabilities and might falsely identify code as problematic. 

 

6.3.3 Vulnerabilities in smart contracts 

The vulnerabilities in smart contracts, as shown in Table 6.4, are grouped in three classes [232]: Solidity, 

which is programming language supported by Ethereum, EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) bytecode, or 

blockchain. 

Call to the unknown: Many primitives that are used in Solidity to transfer ether and to invoke functions might 

invoke the fallback function of the callee/recipient. 

Exception disorder: Several situations exist where an exception may occur either the execution runs out of 

gas, or the call stack reaches its limit, or the command throw is executed. However, Solidity does not handle 

exceptions in a uniform way. 

Gasless send. If the function “send” is used to transfer ether to a contract, then it is achievable to obtain an 

out-of-gas exception, which might be abrupted by programmers because the transfer of ether is not always 

associated to the code. 

Type casts: This vulnerability is about when the Solidity compiler detects type errors. Indeed, a contract can 

type-check and may deceive developers, making them assume that any error is detected, but even if such 

errors occur, the contract [232] will not throw exceptions at run-time. 

Reentrancy: A sequence of transactions may induce programmers to assume that, while invoking a non-

recursive function cannot re-entered it before its termination. Besides that, the fallback mechanism can allow 

an adversary to re-invoke the caller function, which might result in abrupted behaviors [232] and in loops of 

invocations that might consume all the gas. 

Field disclosure: In contracts, the fields may be public or private but defining a field as private may not always 

guarantee secrecy and security. Contracts that implement multi-player games, demand various fields to be 

kept secret for some period until certain events occur [232]. 

Immutable bugs: When a contract is published, then there is no way to alter it. If there is a bug, in a contract, 

then there is no direct way to patch it. For this reason, programmers and developers should anticipate ways 

in order to alter or abolish contracts in their implementation. The integrity of bugs [232] has been exploited 

in many attacks (e.g. exploit bugs to steal Ether – where there is no possibility of recovering). 

Ether lost in transfer: To transfer Ether, the sender has to specify the receiver’s address, which is a sequence 
of 160 bits. Many of these addresses though are not associated to any contract or user and for this reason 

are called “orphan” [232] If anyone sends an amount of ether to these addresses, then it is lost. 

Stack size limit: A contract may invoke another contract or itself and then the call stack that is associated 

with this transaction advances by one frame. When the limit of 1024 frames are reached, then another 

invocation creates an exception. To exploit this vulnerability, an adversary may generate an almost full call 

stack [232] (using multiple nested calls). After that the adversary invokes the victim’s function in order to 
make it fail upon further invocations. 

Unpredictable state: Without being aware of the state that a transaction is going to be run, may give rise to 

vulnerabilities. In more details, a user might want to send a transaction to the network in order to invoke a 

contract, but it is not certain that the state that the contract is now that the user sends the transaction will 

be the same when this transaction is executed. Exploiting this vulnerability, the owner can link the contract 

to malicious components and steal the caller’s ether. This may happen because, many transactions might 
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change the contract state [232]. Even if the user was the first to send a transaction, it is not guaranteed that 

this transaction will be the first to be run. 

Generating randomness: in the absence of adversaries, all the parties that execute a transaction will 

conclude in the same result. For this reason, many contracts create pseudo-random numbers, to simulate 

non-deterministic choices, where the initialization seed [232] is chosen uniquely. 

Time constraints: A vast range of applications use restrictions in time to determine the permitted and 

mandatory actions in the current state. To put it simple, time constraints are achieved by using timestamps. 

The contracts may retrieve the timestamp that declared the time that the block was created. The fact that 

all the transactions in a block have the same timestamp guarantees the coherence with the state of the 

contract but it can also expose the contract to attacks because the miner may use a delayed timestamp in a 

block and take advantage of it. 

 

Table 6.4: Classification of smart contracts' vulnerabilities 

Number Vulnerability Cause Level 

1 Call to the unknown The called function does not exist  

Contract 

source code 

2 Out-of-gas send Fall back of the callee is executed 

3 Exception disorder Irregularity in exception handling 

4 Type casts Type-check error in contract execution 

5 Reentrancy vulnerability Function is re-entered before termination 

6 Field disclosure Private value is published by the miner 

7 Immutable bug Alter a contract after deployment EVM bytecode 

8 Ether lost Send ether to an orphan address 

9 Stack overflow The number of values in stack exceeds 1024 

10 Unpredictable state State of the contract is changed before invoking Blockchain 

mechanism 
11 Randomness bug Seed is biased by malicious miner 

12 Timestamp dependence Timestamp of block is changed by malicious 

miner 

 

6.4 Post-quantum security 

6.4.1 Introduction 

Quantum computing is quickly moving from fundamental theoretical research to reality [183]. Although 

about 10 years ago there was no significant discussion on the arrival of quantum computers, things are 

undoubtedly changing in this field; since 2013, where we learnt from the Snowden documents that the NSA 

is conducting research on both quantum computation and quantum cryptography [233], till nowadays where 

Google unveiled Bristlecone, a new quantum computing chip with 72 qubits [234] (whilst the IBM had already 

announced a 50-qubit processor since 2017), a significant evolution on quantum computing is present. 

Quantum computers are expected to have a dramatic impact on cryptography, since they will allow the 

implementation of algorithms that are able to efficiently solve classes of mathematical problems which 

cannot be practically solved today. Such classes involve integer factorization and discrete logarithms, which 

are essential in several contemporary cryptographic algorithms. More specifically, a quantum computer 

could easily factor a big integer in polynomial time due to the Shor’s algorithm [201], which in turn results in 

fully breaking the RSA algorithm; moreover, the Shor’s algorithm can also solve discrete logarithms and, thus, 
current algorithms on digital signatures such as DSA and ECDSA will not provide any security [231]. 

More generally, all the currently used public-key encryption algorithms that are based on either the 

factorisation or the discrete logarithm problem (including its elliptic curve version) are expected to become 
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fully broken in the post-quantum era. As stated in [183] it is believed - according to some estimations - that 

there is a 50% probability of breaking RSA and ECC by 2031. 

Symmetric-key encryption algorithms and hashing may also be affected by the quantum computing. 

However, even if we consider the Grover’s algorithm [235], which is originally described as an algorithm for 

searching an unordered database of size N using N1/2 quantum queries, it seems – at least according to the 

current knowledge – that any contemporary symmetric cipher/hash function will still remain secure in the 

post-quantum era by appropriately increasing the key/output sizes [183]. 

The above are illustrated in Table 6.5, which is presented in [236]. In this Table, a security level b means that 

the best attacks use approximately 2b operations. For hash functions, the term “security" in this table refers 
to pre-image security [237]. 

 

Table 6.5: The effect of quantum computing on contemporary ciphers [236] 

Name Function Pre-quantum security 

level 

Post-quantum security 

level 

Symmetric-key cryptography 

AES-128 Block cipher 128 64 (Grover) 

AES-256 Block cipher 256 128 (Grover) 

Salsa20 Stream cipher 256 128 (Grover) 

GMAC MAC 128 128 (No impact) 

Poly1305 MAC 128 128 (No impact) 

SHA-256 Hash function 256 128 (Grover) 

SHA-3 Hash function 256 128 (Grover) 

Public-key cryptography 

RSA-3072 Encryption 128 Broken (Shor) 

RSA-3072 Signature 128 Broken (Shor) 

DH-3072 Key Exchange 128 Broken (Shor) 

DSA-3072 Digital signature 128 Broken (Shor) 

256-bit ECDHA Key Exchange 128 Broken (Shor) 

256-bit ECDSA Digital signature 128 Broken (Shor) 

 

Therefore, it becomes evident that the quantum computing will result in devastating any security protocol 

that is based on RSA or Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), such as the HTTPS and Virtual Private Networks. 

Similarly, blockchains that are based on such cryptographic primitives (e.g. the Bitcoin) also suffer from the 

same serious problem. More precisely, quantum computing may affect the security of a blockchain via the 

following means [238]]: 

• In blockchains, the inversion of hashes is assumed to be computationally difficult; otherwise, the 

authenticity of the blockchain can no longer be guaranteed and the authenticity of entries in the 

blockchain is compromised. The Grover’s algorithm is significantly faster towards performing such 

an inversion (i.e. finding collisions such as to replace original blocks with fake without affecting the 

mathematical integrity of the blockchain). 
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• The Grover’s algorithm can speed up the generation of nonces, potentially to the point that entire 

chains of records can be recreated with consistent modified hashes sufficiently quickly to undermine 

the integrity of the chain. 

• Any blockchain that uses public-key cryptography in any context (e.g. for digital signatures) is highly 

affected in case that this is not post-quantum secure, since a quantum computer may be able, due 

to the Shor’s algorithm, to break the security of the encryption. 

 

6.4.2 Post-quantum cryptography 

Post-quantum cryptography is a branch of cryptography that focuses on algorithms which are believed to be 

secure even under the assumption that the attackers are equipped with quantum computers. Such 

algorithms are being called post-quantum secure. Apparently, the post-quantum cryptography mainly refers 

to public-key cryptography (as discussed in Section 6.4.1), aiming to construct such cryptographic primitives 

(public-key ciphers, signatures, key exchange protocols) whose security rests with mathematical problems 

which are being considered as “difficult” even in the post-quantum era. 

The term post-quantum cryptography is often being confused with the term quantum cryptography; 

however, these are two fully different notions. Quantum cryptography is based on the properties of quantum 

mechanics to ensure security and to detect whether a third party is eavesdropping the communication; to 

this end, fundamental laws of physics are being used, such as the observer effect which states that simply 

observing a situation or phenomenon necessarily changes that phenomenon (and, thus, the presence of an 

attacker is immediately detectable). On the other side, the post-quantum cryptography is based on 

mathematical problems (similarly to the current, pre-quantum, cryptography) but these mathematical 

problems should lie in specific classes which will provide security even if quantum computers become a 

reality. 

Cryptographic research is currently focusing on – mainly - five different families of post quantum 

cryptography, namely (see, e.g., [239] 

• Code-based cryptography, 

• Lattice-based cryptography, 

• Multivariate cryptography, 

• Hash-based cryptography, 

• Supersingular elliptic curve isogeny cryptography. 

Each of these families correspond to a specific mathematical problem that is hard to solve not only with 

traditional but also with quantum computers. It should be also pointed out that each of the above families 

has different requirements in term of efficiency (e.g., in the size of public and private keys, sizes of 

ciphertexts, computational cost etc.) and maturity [239]. 

NIST has initiated a process for standardizing post-quantum cryptography and is currently reviewing first-

round submissions. The submitted algorithms generally lie in the aforementioned classes. More precisely, 

the submissions currently are as follows: 

i) 17 submissions in the field of code-based cryptography, 

ii) 25 submissions in the field of lattice-based cryptography, 

iii) 10 submissions in the field of multivariate cryptography 

iv) 2 submissions in the field of hash-based cryptography, 

v) 1 submission in the field of supersingular elliptic curve isogeny cryptography, 
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whilst there are also a few (4) other submissions, not lying in the above class. We next discuss the relevant 

mathematical problems. 

 

6.4.2.1 Code-based cryptography 

Error correcting codes are fundamental building blocks in communications, which are being used to detect 

and correct errors that occur during the transmission of the message over an unreliable channel. Typically, 

an error correcting code transforms a message m into a codeword v, such as even if some bits of v are being 

modified during the transmission, the receiver will be able, once the modified version v’ is received, to 

determine the correct transmitted word v and, subsequently, the original message m. 

The code – i.e. the process that transforms each possible message into the corresponding codeword - can be 

chosen to fulfill the requirements of the channel; in other words, the code can be appropriately designed 

such as the number t of correctable bit errors (i.e. the error correcting capability) can be determined. To 

achieve this goal, the coding process adds redundancy – that is the length n of the codewords is larger than 

the length k of the messages. The ratio k/n determines the rate of the code. 

In general, decoding arbitrary (random) codes is computationally hard and can be infeasible for appropriate 

code parameters. However, there are specific well-known codes, with well-determined structure, for which 

efficient decoding algorithms are known. Therefore, in practice only such known codes are used since, 

otherwise, the whole coding procedure would be useless. 

Code-based cryptography refers to public key cryptography whose security rests with the hardness of 

decoding a random linear code62 [240]. This decoding problem remains hard even if we assume that quantum 

computers are present, since still in this case only exponential-time algorithms are known. Code-based 

cryptography is not new; however, due to the fact that the problem of decoding a random linear code 

remains hard in the post-quantum era, they receive much attention during the last years, whilst several old 

code-based cryptographic algorithms are being revisited. 

The first code-based public key cryptosystem was proposed by McEliece in 1978, being called the McEliece 

cryptosystem [241]. This cipher has not been fundamentally broken, under the assumption that its 

parameters are being appropriately chosen (the initial parameters of the cipher have been appropriately 

updated since 1978). The basic idea is that the public key corresponds to a random linear code, whilst the 

encryption is performed as follows: i) the initial message is being transformed into the corresponding 

codeword of this random code, ii) random errors are being added to this codeword. Hence, decrypting by an 

attacker is equivalent to decoding this random code (which is, as stated above, difficult). The legitimate 

receiver, using the private key (which is of course unknown to anyone else), is able to somehow “transform” 
the coding with the random code into a coding of a non-random code, for which decryption is efficient63. 

McEliece has proposed the use of a Goppa code as the private, non-random, code. Its high-level description 

is given in Figure 6.21 (which also suffices to describe any code-based public key cipher). 

 

                                                           
62 Linear codes constitute a class of codes satisfying the following property: any linear combination of codewords is also 

a codeword. Since linear codes are simpler than their nonlinear counterparts, they have been widely studied and used 

in various applications [289]. 
63 For simplicity reasons, a very generic description of the McEliece cryptosystem is provided (for example, it is essential 

that the errors introduced at the encryption process are no more than the error correction capability of the secret non-

random code – this error correcting capability is also part of the public key). More information can be found in [241]. 
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Figure 6.21: The underlying idea in code-based public key ciphers [242].  

 

A variant of the McEliece cryptosystem is the Niederreiter’s cryptosystem, introduced in 1986 [243] These 

two systems are equivalent in terms of security as subsequently shown [244], meaning that if an attacker can 

break the McEliece cryptosystem, then he can also break the Niederreiter scheme and vice versa, whilst the 

latter has some improvements on the ciphertext size and the overall performance; moreover, Niederreiter 

proposed an idea to compress the public keys, which is applicable to both systems. It should be pointed out 

though that, apart from public key encryption algorithms, there are also signature schemes that rely on code-

based cryptography [245]. 

There is a strong belief that both the McEliece and the Niederreiter’s cryptosystems are (and will remain) 
cryptographically strong, provided that appropriate parameters are chosen. The McEliece cryptosystem has 

been already been a candidate for the post-quantum standarization process initiated by the NIST, whilst a 

hybrid scheme called McNie, combining both the McEliece and the Niederreiter schemes, has been also 

submitted. In any case though, the main drawback of code-based cryptography rests with the huge size of 

the public key [239] and, thus, effort has been put to deal with this problem. 

 

6.4.2.2 Lattice-based cryptography 

Lattice-based cryptography refers to public key cryptography whose security rests with the hardness of 

finding the shortest vector in a high-dimensional lattice. More precisely, More formally, given n linearly 

independent vectors {b1, b2, …, bn}n, the lattice generated by them is the set of vectors 

 

𝐿(𝒃1, 𝒃𝟐, … , 𝒃𝒏) = {∑𝑥𝑖𝒃𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1 : 𝑥𝑖 ∈  𝕫} 

 

and the relevant Shortest Vector Problem (SVP) is the following: Given a basis {b1, b2, …, bn} of a lattice L, 

compute the shortest - according to a well-described given norm - nonzero vector in L. This is known to be a 

difficult problem for high-dimensional lattices, even in the post-quantum era (exponential algorithms are 

known). 

The basic idea for constructing lattice-based public key encryption schemes is to use a well-formed high-

dimensional lattice base s as secret private key and a scrambled version p of this base as public key (see 

Figure 6.22 ). 
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Figure 6.22: Representation of the basic idea in the lattice-based cryptography [239] 

 

The encryption is being performed as follows: Each message is being assigned to a point �⃗⃗�  of the public 

(scrambled) lattice and, subsequently, the sender adds a random error to the lattice point such that the 

resulting point 𝑐  is still closer (according to a well-determined norm) to the original point �⃗⃗�  than to any other 

point in the lattice. This new point 𝑐  is the ciphertext. The receiver, having knowledge of the secret well-

formed basis, is practically able to recover �⃗⃗�  from 𝑐 . 
Other lattice-based schemes are based on the more general “learning with errors” (LWE) problem [246] 

which is closely related to coding theory and has security reductions to variants of SVP. The LWE problem 

can be described as follows: find out a secret 𝒔 ∈  𝕫𝑞𝑛, given a sequence of “approximate” random linear 

equations on s. The critical point here is the reference to “approximate” equations since, in case that the 

equations were not approximate but exact, then such a computation would be easy to be done via Gauss 

elimination. The LWE can be viewed as the problem of decoding from random linear codes, whilst the special 

case that q=2 corresponds to the learning parity with noise (LPN) problem. 

The most known lattice-based encryption scheme is the NTRUEncrypt, which is a commercial scheme that 

has been patented by the company NTRU Cryptosystems which was acquired by Security Innovation in 2009. 

Security Innovation released the NTRUEncrypt patents into public domain in March 2017. The NTRUEncrypt 

public-key cryptosystem has good performance characteristics in terms of speed and low memory use, so it 

can be used in applications such as mobile devices and smart cards [242]. In 2008, NTRU was standardized in 

IEEE P1363.1 and in 2011, NTRUEncrypt was standardized in X9.98 for use in the financial services industry. 

There is also a signature scheme that is related to NTRUEncrypt – that is the signature scheme NTRUSign. 

The original version of NTRUSign [247] is found to be vulnerable to some attacks, but there exist improved 

versions that prevent those attacks. It should be pointed out that NTRU-based algorithms (both the 

encryption and the signature versions), have been submitted to the NIST in the process of the post quantum 

cryptography standardization.There are also several other lattice-based signature schemes, such as, e.g., the 

BLISS [248] and the recent scheme proposed in [249]. 

Moreover, it should be also mentioned that there exist several key exchange protocols that make use of the 

LWE problem. 

 

6.4.2.3 Multivariate cryptography 

Multivariate cryptography is based on the hardness of the so-called MQ (Multivariate Quadratic polynomial) 

problem, which can be stated as follows: given a multivariate quadratic system of equations over any finite 

field, solve it. Although the case of linear (i.e. of degree 1) equations is efficiently handled due to Gauss 
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elimination, the problem is difficult even for the quadratic case (i.e. equations of degree 2) and even if the 

underlying field is the binary field F(2)={0,1} (i.e. the smallest possible), provided that the number of 

equations and the number of variables are sufficiently large. The complexity of solving such systems can be 

reduced only up to the extent of a square-root speedup, via the Grover’s algorithm, under the assumption 
that quantum computers are available [250]. 

A public-key cryptosystem that is based on the MQ problem can be generally constructed as follows. First, 

we start with an easily invertible quadratic mapping 𝑃: 𝐹𝑛 → 𝐹𝑚 : to hide the structure of this mapping, we 

combine P with two invertible affine mappings 

 𝑆 ∶  𝐹𝑚  → 𝐹𝑚 𝑇 ∶  𝐹𝑛 → 𝐹𝑛 

 

The public key is the composed map K = S ∘ P ∘ T: 𝐹𝑛 → 𝐹𝑚, whereas the private key consists of the three 

maps S, P, and T (whose inverses are easy to be computed). 

An encryption scheme requires that the public-key map is injective so as to ensure the decryption process 

outputs a unique plaintext. This implies that m ≥ n [251]. To encrypt a message z  𝐹𝑛, we use the public key 

Κ to get the ciphertext w = K(z)  𝐹𝑚. To decrypt w, the receiver recursively computes x=S-1(w), y=P-1(x) and, 

finally, z=T-1(y). 

There are no many known multivariate public-key encryption schemes (things are different with regard to 

signature schemes, as described next). An example of a multivariate public-key encryption scheme is the so-

called PMI-plus [252], as well as the Giophantus cipher [253] that has been submitted to the NIST in the 

framework of the standardization process. 

Multivariate cryptography can also be used for digital signatures. A signature scheme requires that the public-

key map is surjective so as to ensure that one can sign any document. This implies that m ≤ n [251]. To 

generate a signature for a message d, we use a hash function H whose output has length m to compute the 

hash value w = H(d)  𝐹𝑚. Next we perform the computations x=S-1(w), y=P-1(x) and, finally, z=T-1(y).The 

signature of the message d is the value by z  𝐹𝑛. Note that the inverse mapping P-1(x) indicates that the 

signer finds one (amongst, possible, many) preimage of x 

under the central mapping P. On the other side a verifier, to check the validity of the signature z  𝐹𝑛, she 

has to compute the hash value w = H(d)  𝐹𝑚 of the message d and subsequently use the public key K to 

evaluate w’ = K(z)  𝐹𝑚. The signature is valid if w’=w. 

There are several known digital signature schemes based on multivariate cryptography (the majority of the 

submitted to the NIST post-quantum multivariate cryptographic primitives are digital signature schemes). 

Probably the most known digital signature scheme based on multivariate cryptography is the HFEv– (Hidden 

Field Equations with Vinegar and Minus)64 [254]; modification of this scheme, being called Gui and GeMSS, 

have been submitted to the NIST for the relevant standardization process. Other such digital signature 

schemes, which have also been submitted to the NIST, are the Rainbow [255] and MQDSS [256]. 

 

6.4.2.4 Hash-based cryptography 

As it is widely known, a hash function constitutes an important cryptographic primitive with many 

applications in message and entity authentication. Hash functions have also crucial role in blockchains, as 

shown above. 

                                                           
64 Actually it is a family of digital signatures schemes 
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A cryptographically strong hash function is characterized by the main property that is difficult (practically, 

impossible) to inverse it (pre-image resistance), as well as to find collisions (i.e. different inputs whose hash 

values are identical); for a formal definition of the properties of the hash function, we refer to [237]. As 

previously mentioned, this difficulty actually remains in the post-quantum era, provided that appropriate 

sizes of the hash values are being used, since the Shor’s algorithm cannot improve these computations whilst 
the Grover’s algorithm provides at most a cube-root speedup on brute-force collision search [239] Therefore, 

developing digital signatures schemes that are based on this intractable problem that is related with hash 

functions seems to lie in the post-quantum cryptography field (it seems though that hash-based encryption 

schemes cannot be constructed, due to the non-invertibility property of the hash functions which sets 

limitation on the decryption process). 

Since 1975, Lamport has described how hash function can be used to implement a one-time signature (OTS) 

system [257]. His idea was quite simple. First, for generating a key pair, the user chooses two random strings 

x0 and x1; these constitute the user’s private key, whilst the corresponding public key is the pair of hash 
values (h(x0), h(x1)), with h being a hash function which is known to everybody. The signature process works 

in case that there are only two possible messages, let’ say “0” and “1”. If the user wants to sign the message 
“0”, then she reveals x0; otherwise, she reveals x1. In any case, the verifier recomputes h(x0) (respectively, 

h(x1)) and checks whether the result coincides with the first (respectively, second) half of the public key. 

More generally, to sign an m-bit message, the user chooses 2m strings as the secret key, which is described 

as X = (x10, x11, x20, x21,…., xm0, xm1), whilst the public key Y consists of the corresponding hash values, namely 

Y=(h(x10), h(x11), h(x20), h(x21),…., h(xm0), h(xm1)). The signature of, e.g., the message 101 (that is m=3) will be 

(x11 x20 x31). Of course if another message is to be signed, the key needs to be changed - and that’s why we 
refer to OTS scheme. 

An improvement to the above is given by the so-called Merkle trees, which have been already described 

earlier as important structures for blockchains; the properties of the Merkle trees also allow for providing 

hash-based signatures. A Merkle tree with 2k leaves is able to sign k “single” messages of length 1 (or, 
equivalently, a message of length up to k bits), whereas the public key is only the root of the tree. A nice 

illustrative example is shown in Figure 6.23. The public key is t0,0, whilst the leaves ri,j constitute the private 

key. In this scenario, we assume that the signer has already used the first component (r0,0 r0,1) for signing and, 

thus, it cannot be used again. For signing the message “0”, the signer publishes the part r1,0 of the private 

key, as well as the path {h1,1, t2,0, t1,1} which is needed for verification. Indeed, the verifier: i) computes h1,0 

from r1,0, ii) using h1,1, he computes t2,1, iii) using t2,0, he computes t1,0, iv) using t1,1, he finally computes t0,0, 

and checks whether it coincides with the user’s public key. 

 

 

Figure 6.23: Merkle tree for one-time signatures [239] 
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More elaborate hash-based signature schemes allow to sign messages of arbitrary length by appropriately 

using hash chains. More precisely, we may extend the number of OTS keypairs through the usage of a so-

called hypertree, which is a tree consisting of Merkle trees. The general idea is to sign the Merkle root of a 

child tree with an OTS key from the leaf hash of a parent Merkle tree known as a certification tree [181]. This 

is illustrated in Figure 6.24. 

 

 

Figure 6.24: A hypertree of height two [181] 

 

Another improvement of the Lamport’s method in terms of efficiency, which reduces the size of the signed 
message, has been proposed by Robert Winternitz and is described in [258]. In this scenario, the public Y is 

again obtained via hashing the secret X, but the hashing is being performed in a chaining mode, that is Y=hs(X) 

for some integer s. For example, if s=16, we may sign 4 bits of information (instead of 1 bit) by simply using 

Y. More specifically, to sign 1001 (corresponding to the binary form of the decimal number 9), we simply 

publish h9(X) and, clearly anyone can compute h7(h9(X)) for verification, whilst nobody can generate this 

value. These one-time signatures are also known as Winternitz-OTS. 

In this direction, the authors in [259] proposed the so-called Winternitz-OTS+ scheme, in which the iterating 

one-way function is being changed by a “random walk” through a family of functions, depending on a secret 
key. More precisely, for K, x  {0,1}n, e positive integer, and fK be a function which maps n-bit input to n-bit 

output, the function 𝑓𝐾𝑒(𝑥) is defined as follows: 𝑓𝐾0(𝑥) = 𝐾 and for e > 0 we define 𝐾′ = 𝑓𝐾𝑒−1(𝑥) and 𝑓𝐾𝑒(𝑥) = 𝑓𝐾′(𝑥). By these means, we relax the need for a collision-resistant hash function family. 

Hash-based signature schemes are being considered as mature and reliable [239]. A recent example is 

SPHINCS+ [260], which is a candidate for post-quantum standarization. However, as C. Chalkias stated65, 

                                                           
65 See https://medium.com/corda/r3-publishes-a-new-post-quantum-signature-algorithm-tailored-to-blockchains-

51719c64fd4c 

  

https://medium.com/corda/r3-publishes-a-new-post-quantum-signature-algorithm-tailored-to-blockchains-51719c64fd4c
https://medium.com/corda/r3-publishes-a-new-post-quantum-signature-algorithm-tailored-to-blockchains-51719c64fd4c
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there are two major caveats that make SPHINCS+ impractical for many blockchain applications: a) its 

relatively slow signing speed and b) its 41KB signature output. 

 

6.4.2.4.1 The XMSS signature scheme 

In this subsection we explicitly refer to the extended Merkle signature scheme (XMSS). This scheme was first 

presented in [261] and has been published as an RFC standard in May 2018 [262]. This scheme, as also 

mentioned in Section 5.3, constitutes the signature scheme adopted by the Quantum Resistant Ledger (QRL) 

especially due to its quantum resistance. It is provably (forward) secure66 with minimal security requirements: 

a pseudorandom and a second preimage resistant (hash) function family. 

The XMSS scheme is somehow an appropriately modified Merkle hypertree, where the inherent leaves of 

the tree are based on a Winternitz-OTS+ scheme. More precisely, the XMSS scheme utilizes a Merkle tree 

with a major difference being the use of bitmask XOR of the child nodes prior to concatenation of the hashes 

into the parent node. The use of the bitmask XOR allows the collision resistant hash function family to be 

replaced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.25: The XMSS tree construction [261]  

 

As also described in [181], each leaf of the tree is actually the root of child trees (also XMSS trees) being called 

L-trees, which hold the OTS public keys with; to this end, Winternitz OTS+ is used for the one-time signatures. 

 

                                                           
66 Informally, a cryptographic scheme is provably secure if it comes with a rigorous logical argument that shows that if 

the security of this scheme is compromised then either some simple logical contradiction occurs (information theoretic 

security or security against computationally unbounded adversaries), or some well-studied problem can be solved 

efficiently (security against computationally bounded adversaries) (see Lecture notes on “Provable Security” by T. 

Baigneres, 2007 (https://infoscience.epfl.ch/record/117433/files/provable_sec.pdf)  

https://infoscience.epfl.ch/record/117433/files/provable_sec.pdf)
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Figure 6.26: The whole XMSS tree with the L-trees [182] 

 

We next present of short description of the signing process, based on [261]. The XMSS tree is used to 

authenticate 2H W-OTS+ verification keys (the parameter H is the height of the XMSS tree, as shown in Figure 

6.27), each of which is used to construct one leaf of the XMSS tree. In the construction of a leaf, the L-tree is 

used. The first l leaves of an L-tree are the l-bit strings (pk0, …, pkl) from the corresponding verification key. 

As l might not be a power of 2, the following approach is being used; a node that has no right sibling is lifted 

to a higher level of the L-tree until it becomes the right sibling of another node. In this construction, the same 

hash function as above is used, but with new bitmasks (which are the same for each of those trees). The 

XMSS public key PK contains the bitmasks and the root of the XMSS tree. 

To sign the i-th message, the i-th W-OTS+ key pair is used. The signature SIG = (i, σ, Auth) contains the index 
i, the W-OTS+ signature σ, and the authentication path Auth for the corresponding to i-th key pair leaf Node. 

It consists of the sequence of the siblings of all nodes on the path from this note to the root. Figure 6.27 

shows the authentication path for leaf i. For signature verification, details are given in [261]. The authors also 

derive the provable security of the scheme, under specific assumptions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.27: The authentication path for leaf i [261] 

 

6.4.2.4.2 The BPQS scheme 

Very recently, an important variation of the XMSS scheme has been proposed in [183], which is more efficient 

and appropriately designed for application in blockchain architectures (it is actually inspired by the blockchain 

structure). This scheme is being called Blockchained Post-Quantum Signatures (BPQS). BPQS is a hash-based 

signature and, thus, it uses one-time signature (OTS) schemes as a fundamental building block. However, 
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BPQS is actually a chain/path of fallback keys, which leads to having the need of only two OTS keys and 

nothing more; one of them is used to sign the actual message (transaction) and the other is the fallback key 

that will sign a new set of two OTS keys (and the process continues in a recursive manner – see Figure 6.28). 

A significant benefit that the BPQS provides is the following: in case that a used needs to sign, for any reason, 

many (e.g. thousands of) times, then having recorded the previous signature in the blockchain allows the 

user to simply provide a link to the block that contains the authentication path. By these means, each 

signature remains very short as previous paths are delegated to existing blocks (which are already 

verified and, thus, there is no need for extra computations) [183]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.28: The fallback procedure in BPQS 

For a more detailed analysis of BPQS, we refer to [183]. The authors therein provide some experimental 

results regarding the time (in msec) that is needed for key-pair generation, signing and verification for the 

first message, for several parameters of BPQS, as well as a relative comparative study with other signing 

solutions (including the post-quantum secure SPHINCS algorithm). The results illustrate the high efficiency of 

their approach. 

 

6.4.2.5 Supersingular elliptic curve isogeny cryptography 

As described earlier, classical elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) is not post-quantum resistant. However, 

instead of making computation between points of an elliptic curve, we can also define operations between 

different elliptic curves. Generally, operations that map a curve onto another curve have different properties. 

Maps with certain properties are called isogenies [239]. 

Using isogenies between elliptic curves for building cryptographic schemes is a relatively new approach (since 

they were first introduced in 2006). Moreover, the main novelty with regard to post-quantum security is even 

more recent than 2006, since it appeared in 2011 in [263]; this work presents isogenies on supersingular 

elliptic curves, instead of ordinary elliptic curved. The proposed algorithm in [263] is also highly more efficient 

than the previous that were also based on isogenies. Therefore, it seems that supersingular elliptic curve 

isogeny cryptography is a nice candidate for the post quantum security. However, since it is a relatively new 

field, much research effort needs to be put on this area. Only one such scheme has been submitted to the 

NIST standardization process and it corresponds to a key exchange scheme (that is the Microsoft’s 
Supersingular Isogeny Key Encapsulation algorithm (SIKE), which is based on the Supersingular Isogeny Diffie-

Hellman (SIDH) key exchange). 
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7. Blockchain and Cyber-Trust 

7.1 Project needs 

7.1.1 Authority management 

Authority management is a key concept of the Cyber-Trust DLT regarding the sensitivity of the data stored 

inside it. Indeed, the forensic evidence stored in the DLT and information relative to an attack are critical. A 

leak of this data could occur in the context of an industrial war between two competitors, for example. Thus, 

we need to ensure that only the authorised person or entity can access the data in the context of the 

following use cases defined in D2.3: UGC-12-01, UGC-12-02, UGC-12-03, UGC-12-04. The aforementioned 

cases are related to the access and export of data stored in the DLT.  

 

Another aspect of the authority management is the use of the blockchain to create a trusted source of 

information for the IoT device regarding their firmware and configuration files. In order to be sure of the 

integrity of the data stored, we need to ensure the integrity and identity of the publisher of the file. For 

instance, only the manufacturer of the device will be able to publish a new firmware for its device, same for 

the configuration. This way, the IoT device will know what its latest firmware is and where to download it 

from. Moreover, the device will be able to read the data on the blockchain pertaining to its class. This problem 

is related to UGC-14-02. 

 

7.1.2 Integrity preservation 

Cyber-Trust relies on the blockchain’s ability to create high-integrity, tamper-resistant, distributed network 

(acting as a device-independent root-of-trust – RoT) in order to considerably lower the ability of hackers to 

tamper reduced-security legacy IoT devices. The project will register IoT devices’ data on the blockchain, 
safekeeping a clean copy of any files (firmware, OS kernel, patches/updates, etc.) being critical for the 

devices’ reliable operation and subsequent validation and remediation whenever needed. For each such 

information, the appropriate metadata will be store on the DLT so as to provide resiliency against insider 

attacks; e.g. even when gaining administrative rights on a target system, one will not be able to modify the 

information on the blockchain without being noticed by the validators. Moreover, any modification to data 

with an on-chain counterpart (i.e. including a hash value of the critical piece of information), will be 

immediately identified. The advantage of using the blockchain for safeguarding integrity is that there are no 

keys to be compromised. The use cases being relevant to the envisioned functionality are UCG-10-06, UCG-

12-01, UCG-12-03, UCG-12-05, UCG-14-02, UCG-14-05, UCG-14-06, UCG-19-02, UCG-19-03. 

 

7.1.3 Forensic evidence storage 

Among the important aspects under consideration is the use of the blockchain to record time-stamped 

events, so that to prevent cyber-criminals from hiding their trails in case of cyber-attacks targeting at devices 

(e.g. tampering, infection with malicious software, participation in a network attack). In that direction, Cyber-

Trust’s blockchain forensics tool will allow the auditing of information that is stored οn the blockchain; this 

information is collected from the devices (smart device agents – SDAs) and the network (smart gateway 

agents – AGAs) in case of detecting cyber-criminal activities. The actual forensic evidence will be stored in 

dedicated storage area, namely the forensic evidence database, that will be protected with extra safeguards 

in order to secure the availability and security of the off-chain database. Only properly chosen metadata will 

be stored on the blockchain (e.g. hash values amongst other things, which are unique to each digital forensics 

object) in order to comply with the privacy requirements derived by WP3 (see sections §7.3, §8.1.4 of 

deliverable D3.1; sections §6, §7.1.3 of deliverable D3.2; sections §2.3.1, §4.3.3 of deliverable D3.3). These 

data will be used by the ISP and the relevant law enforcement agencies (LEAs) to help them during their 

investigation. The use cases being relevant to the envisioned functionality are UCG-11-01, UCG-11-02, UCG-

12-02, UCG-12-04, UCG-12-05, UCG-14-06. 
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7.1.4 Ownership management 

The first thing we need to have for an ownership management system is a registration system. The 

registration of users and companies will generate data which will be stored off-chain. We cannnot directly 

store this data on-chain due to legal and privacy concerns. We will only store on-chain metadata such as a 

hash representing a user. There will only be one hash per user. Same for companies. However, the device 

class information such as its name, the name of the manufacturers and other public information will be stored 

on-chain as this information is not critical. Based on the hashes of users and devices we can retrieve the list 

of devices owned by a user, the blockchain will store the “one to many” relationship based on user and device 
numbers (keys are hashes). This will be useful in case of an attack to determine who owns a device with a 

faulty software. Use cases for registration are UCG-02-01, UCG-02-02, UCG-02-03. As users must be able to 

unregister themselves or their device, we provide UCG-03-02, UCG-03-03, UCG-03-04. 

 

7.2 General recommendations 

7.2.1 High level choice 

Regarding project needs, we need to implement a private and permissioned blockchain to match authority 

requirements. This way information will only be visible to entities who will be running the nodes. Nodes will 

be running by entities that can read or write inside the blockchain. This includes all kind of Cyber-Trust 

partners such as IoT device manufacturers, ISP, LEA agencies. IoT device will have access to information 

relative to their device class as well. They will have access to the list of firmware they can install and the risk 

level related to this firmware. Another asset of permissioned private blockchain is scalability. Due to the 

ecosystem of Cyber-Trust with an estimation of 22B IoT device by 2025, the DLT need to have a high 

transaction throughput. A private blockchain has high scalability because only a subset of the nodes in the 

network is required to process a transaction.  

 

7.2.2 Technological choice 

Based on the project requirement and the high-level choice, we recommend using HyperLedger Fabric to 

build the Cyber-Trust ’DLT. The key advantage of HyperLedger in the Cyber-Trust context is the use of 

channels to partition data. For instance, if a company wants to add metadata relative to a recent attack inside 

the DLT but don’t want other partners to access it. They just have to create a private channel and push the 

metadata inside. The same concept goes for the device and their class. A manufacturer creates a private 

channel dedicated to the firmware for each of its device classes. Each device of this class has access to the 

channel so it can get the last updates. The other devices or users cannot subscribe to the channel so they 

can’t see what happen inside of it. This solves completely the authority management requirements described 
in the last section. Regarding the ownership management system HyperLedger comes with a custom identity 

management system that allows to reproduce the Cyber-Trust environments with three different actors: E.U 

citizens, manufacturers and devices. Manufacturers produce device and user owns devices.  

We will use Kafka in HyperLedger to order transactions previously validated by smart-contracts. Kafka will 

act as a queue inside the central peer of our permissioned DLT. This central peer will be run by a trusted host, 

most likely the Cyber-Trust backend. Using a queue will remove the single point of failure due to the 

centralization of the system. We’re inside a private blockchain so we assume that the majority of the nodes 

are not malicious and this can be controlled only by a smart contract and an ordering service. The mechanism 

used is close to a proof of Authority consensus.  

 

7.3 Security recommendations 

The security analysis conducted in Section 6 examined the various strategies that (coalitions of) adversaries 

could follow in order to achieve their goals; such goals are quite diverse in nature but at a high-level, they 

are mostly targeting at breaking the following security properties of the blockchain: integrity (see e.g. 

manipulation-based attacks) and availability (see e.g. service-based attacks). Even in the case of other attack 
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categories, like identity-based attacks or cryptographic (quantum-based or not) attacks, the attackers’ goal 
could roughly be said that is to break the blockchain’s integrity. A summary of the attacks and possible 

safeguards are highlighted in Table 7.1. 

 

Table 7.1: Attacks and countermeasures on blockchain [202] 

Blockchain and IoT attacks Countermeasures 

Id
e

n
ti

ty
-b

a
se

d
 

a
tt

a
ck

s 

Key attack ▪ Elliptic curve encryption is used to calculate the hash functions 

Replay attack ▪ Elliptic curve encryption is used to calculate the hash functions 

▪ The freshness of public/private key pairs 

Impersonation 

attack 

▪ Elliptic curve encryption is used to calculate the hash functions 

▪ Distributed incentive mechanism based blockchain and the node 

cooperation-based privacy protection mechanism 

▪ Attribute-based signatures 

Sybil attack ▪ Cost to create a new identity 

Se
rv

ic
e

-b
a

se
d

 

a
tt

a
ck

s 

51% attack ▪ Multi signatures and anonymous encrypted message propagation 

streams 

▪ Time-Stamp and the Proof-of-Work mechanism 

Selfish mining ▪ Zeroblock 

▪ Blockchain-based incentive mechanism 

DoS/DDoS ▪ Distributed SDN architecture 

▪ Decentralized mixing service 

▪ Ring signature using ECDSA 

▪ Block size limitation, attribute-based signatures, and multi-receivers 

encryption 

Refusal to sign 

attack 

▪ Not interacting with the malicious agent, or splitting the transactions in 

smaller amounts 

M
a

n
ip

u
la

ti
o

n
 b

a
se

d
 

a
tt

a
ck

s 

False data 

injection attack 

▪ Blockchain consensus mechanisms 

Tampering attack ▪ Public-key cryptosystem 

Overlay attack ▪ Every transaction is embedded with a Time-Stamp to mark the 

uniqueness 

Modification 

attack 

▪ Elliptic curve encryption is used to calculate the hash functions 

▪ The attribute signature 

Man-in-the-

middle attack 

▪ Elliptic curve encryption is used to calculate the hash functions 

▪ Secure mutual authentication 
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Quantum attack ▪ Lattice-based signature scheme 

R
e

p
u

ta
ti
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-b
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d

 

a
tt

a
ck
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Hiding blocks 

attack 

▪ An immutable chain of temporally ordered interactions is created for 

each agent. 

Whitewashing 

attack 

▪ Lower priorities are given to the agents of new identities 

 

As mentioned above, the consensus mechanism in HyperLedger Fabric, the framework upon which Cyber-

Trust’s blockchain solution will be built, is implemented by means of Apache Kafka; this is quite similar to a 

proof-of-authority consensus protocol, where the issues pertaining to misbehaving blockchain nodes are 

tackled by a reputation system. The advantage of using a PoA-like solution is the need for ensuring auditing 

and accountability (nodes must be easily identified) with respect to the forensic data stored on the 

blockchain. This choice necessitates the proper exploration of incentives to disallow malicious behavior and 

ensure that nodes adhere to the consensus protocol’s specification. 
According to Table 7.1 it is clear that Cyber-Trust’s efforts to deliver a blockchain that guarantees vital 

properties of the collected forensic evidence need to be complemented with studies concerning the long-

term security offered by core cryptographic primitives, e.g. signature schemes; their strength against 

cryptanalytic attacks is always assumed to hold but the security offered by the whole structure collapses if 

such primitives are broken. Therefore, we need to consider recent developments in the area of post-quantum 

cryptography (PQC), as highlighted in Section §6.4, aiming at the development of secure cryptographic 

primitives in the light of advancements in quantum computing. In particular, quantum-resistant schemes that 

have already been proposed to construct quantum-resistant ledgers (QRLs), as also shown in §5.4, could be 

further explored and their performance be evaluated in the context of Cyber-Trust. Other schemes that have 

already been proposed (e.g. code-based schemes), and which are currently being analyzed by the 

cryptographic community, could also be examined regardless the fact that they have not yet been 

incorporated into a QRL proposal. 
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8. Conclusions 

This deliverable overviewed and evaluated different DLT related technologies based on technical criteria 

related to the IoT environment. The output of this criteria has been linked to Cyber-Trust need in term of 

blockchain. The two choices we have made inside of this document were the consensus to validate a 

transaction. This was discussed in Section 3 of the document. Inside Section 5, we compare protocols to 

propagate validated transaction. Section 6 talked about the risks of using blockchain we need to take care of.  

 

More details about the architecture of the blockchain will follow in the deliverable 7.2. We’ll discuss how we 
plan to implement HyperLedger to fulfill the needs the needs of Cyber-Trust. We will also describe the 

different interactions of the blockchain with the other components of Cyber-Trust described in deliverable 

4.1.  
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